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FOREWORD
Fifty years ago films like This Planet Earth, When Worlds Collide, The Thing, X-Men, and most importantly, The Day the Earth Stood Still, introduced us to the flying saucer as an icon of our future. Everyone knew the catch phrase, "Klatu - Barata - Nicto!" People reported seeing UFO's in every backyard, but very few would admit to having been in one. In the sixties and seventies several people claimed to have been abducted by space craft, but no one believed them.

Now, as we enter a new Millennium, we are bombarded by stories of cattle mutilations, abductions by space beings, and government compliance with aliens. Is this mass hysteria, or is there a horrifying reality lurking just beneath the surface?

In spite of a growing number of credible cases, the FBI, CIA, NASA, the National Security Agency (NSA), and the U.S. Air Force, Army and Navy, refuse to publicly acknowledge any UFO activity. They are aided in their secrecy by silence. Thousands, of citizens privately claim to have been victimized by aliens, but fear ridicule, job loss, marital rejection, and possible persecution, if their stories ever came out.

Let us then face facts. More than 50% of all people who claim to have had contact with aliens, to one degree or another, are seemingly credible. We can dismiss many because they appear to be delusional, others seem to be making it up as they go along, hallucinating, telling inconsistent stories and bald-faced lies. But what about the little old grandmas with jobs and horses, or the police officers with sterling records, or the pilots who go to church every Sunday?

Perhaps, even more importantly, reports began to emerge
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an invasion of civil rights, a kind of rape. Taking a person away from their willful course of life, for any reason, is a rape in and of itself. Taking someone against his or her will implies that the abductee is a powerless victim and the abductor is a predator who will do anything to achieve a specific goal. The combination of these factors kept the alien mission a well preserved, highly guarded secret. Until now.

Most UFO researchers will recognize that the aliens have some sort of mate selection “Thing” going on. But it soon became apparent that they were simultaneously involved in an ever more sinister venture. Apparently the aliens were also experimenting with human emotions, with love and romance relationships, with male-female bonding dramas, with bisexuality and even erotic ideations of all kinds. But the one common denominator that draws the string around all of these cases is an undeniable pattern of obsession and unrequited love.

Alien directed bonding dramas and sexual variations almost always create an undercurrent of obsessive behavior, leading to painful loss and emotional emptiness. But in the case of abductees, the obsession was directed, studied, and stored for use in a huge database which seems to service the clandestine needs of the aliens, and, I assume, their human counterparts.

Alien abduction research is not for the faint of heart, my associates and I have been under surveillance for several years. And, if we tell you the details, you will think we are paranoid, but that’s what the aliens and their human supporters want you to think. They want to discredit everyone who even speaks about this topic in casual conversation. They want the topic itself to be of no value.

One of the people in our group turned out to be a government plant who was reporting directly to intelligence authorities on our activities. We only found out about his eavesdropping because another member of the group, a

depicting human military personal working side-by-side with the aliens, as if a secret coalition had been achieved. Were some of our fellow human beings working with the aliens? And, if so, to what purpose? Self protection comes to mind as a first answer, but protection for whom? Is the average citizen protected? I think not.

Many reports detailed the use of techniques that can only be described as “Brain Washing.” Were the aliens working with humans to come up with methodologies for manipulating certain individuals? Were they building Manchurian Candidates? Were they developing robotic killers as portrayed in Warren Beattie’s forward looking film the Parallax View? Or were they toying with human emotions?

By the late 1980s this question was not as dumb as it once sounded. Thousands of credible witnesses were coming forward with accounts of abductions by aliens. Their accounts included details of mind-control, chemical dosing, dream manipulations, surgery and implants. If we were to categorize this group we might say they were all victims of a kind of rape, a “psychic rape.” Even more alarming is that when investigated, many of these credible people, report having been handled badly, abused, victimized and mistreated. Horror stories of actual rape and sodomy came out and many of these reports were accompanied by the suggestion that the aliens were determined to inflict emotional pain. Many of the stories, collected from different parts of the world, had similar subtexts and began to sound like the aliens, if they existed at all, were not as compassionate as we thought.

With the clamor and din of a growing crowd of victims, again at least half of whom had no reason to lie, it became obvious that the aliens did exist and that they were working on an agenda that involved an intense study of the human mind, specifically human emotions focusing on erotic bonding and romance relationships.

We should face the facts here. Abduction, in any form, is
person who also worked for the government in a consulting capacity, was called in one day and asked a long series of questions. The interrogator slipped-up, however. In the process of asking his questions he mentioned his surname to a subordinate.

I took precautions after that. I have a seven year old son, who is the light of my life. What would I do if anything ever happened to him? Yes, I was growing a bit cautious, it is the tone of the times. You can not investigate UFOs and abductions seriously without dealing with your own fears.

Through sessions held in my home, and my internationally published articles, the word leaked out. I thought the neighbors would look askance at these activities, but the opposite happened. A neighbor, who I thought was a grumpy old man, went out of the way to tell me what good work he thought I was doing and, on several occasions, people have approached me in public, to ask for help.

I realized that a subset of abductees from all parts of the world were claiming that alien orchestrated love obsessions were tearing their families apart.

I repeat, the aliens seem to calculate exact strategies for specific love matches, with each bonding-drama engineered to create the perfect conditions for their benefit. It is as if the aliens have found our true Achilles Heel — most human beings are incurable romantics. The following cases and interpretations will hopefully shed some natural light on a very dark subject.

Eve Lorgen

Is The Love Bite Real?

Never before in the UFO literature has anyone focused so much attention on what appears to be an alien plan to manipulate love relationships. This dark and taboo topic, when fully explored, indicates that the aliens are up to no good. I say this only for those readers who may think all the aliens are here to act as our intellectual and spiritual benefactors.

In truth, we do not know. There are far too many negative reports to assume benevolence, or simple curiosity or angelic prescience. Ascribing a positive motive to their actions is like hoping King Arthur will come down from a cloud and whisk us all away to Camelot.

Aliens may not exist at all, perhaps certain military personalities are using the alien idea to create a state of panic whenever necessary. But reports from my research indicate that mainly three, possibly more, alien types are here with us, observing us and, frankly in some cases, interfering with our desires, our romantic encounters, our erotic dreams, and, more importantly, our mate selection process.

Some abductees believe they were experiencing the visitation of interdimensional beings, aliens who seem to have mastered time travel. If that is true, any number of beings could be here from any number of future chronologies.

Another group, calling themselves “contactees,” feel that
they are the chosen ones, and believe the aliens are here to raise our awareness of spiritual evolution. We may be evolving spiritually, but thousands of earthlings have had the same revelation, without alien help.

Other groups seem to champion the aliens who have mastered physical space travel. Still other groups focus on the aliens who are masquerading as angels of love and light. Few groups, at least none that I have been in touch with, is of the opinion that the aliens are any smarter than we, but I am starting too come to that very conclusion. One thing is certain, we should never assume any alien strategy is entirely selfless. That said, I think we can defend ourselves. I am sure they are not all powerful.

I must repeat, I am not a clinical psychologist, but if you will sit in on one of my abductee support sessions you will start to wonder why the aliens are so heavy-handed. By studying abductee relationship issues, we start to see the weak underbelly of the plan. Like a Redwood splinter or sand in an oyster, the aliens' very presence in our midst is a form of irritation, regardless of their technology or mode of travel.

Acting under the inspiration of the famed scientist Jaques Vallee, a man with impeccable academic credentials, several visionary researchers began gaining the trust of closet abductees, who were too embarrassed or frightened to come out in the open. After several years of plumbing through hundreds of self-published and even typewritten books, as well as private notebooks, tapes and videos, I found that the bonding dramas and obsessions orchestrated by the aliens, represent a continuing pattern, which revealed itself soon after alien contact began. I say "began" here because most of these abductees were kidnapped several times.

In my view, the phenomenon of alien-induced bonding is far more complex than simple human-to-human bonding. These alien orchestrated exercises were only a precursor to what would later become dramatic love obsessions between two or more targeted partners — the descriptions and theoretical purposes of which form the basis for this book.

I realized I was sitting on a small but growing mass of case histories, and other raw material. Trends were emerging. simple statistical tests showed significant correlations. What was once anecdotal and unscientific information was sputtering to become empirical hard data. A strange uneasiness came over me. Several times I stopped writing all together, shelved the present work, and pledged never to finish it.

Even when I stopped writing I was distracted by television reports of fringe whackies like Bo & Peep and the Heaven's Gate cult. You remember, the people who wanted to transpose themselves to a space vehicle traveling in the tail of the Hale-Bopp comet. But before we dismiss them out of hand, I should point out that several people interviewed Bo and Peep, long before they decided to kill themselves and found they were powerful people. News reports seen around the world revealed them to have amazing mind control powers. Still, most of their behavior appeared obsessive and anxiety ridden, until after they accepted themselves as "Soul Travelers," which became a mask of sanity allowing them to ritualize their suicidal "fate."

But there is another side to the story. Heavens Gate was a collection process. Bo & Peep went around the country seeking lost souls. Many of these people felt true love and acceptance, some for the first time. Naturally they capitulated to the group in order to maintain their ecstasy. Here we see the alien orchestrated love strategy operating in a group setting.

For the past decade I have been dealing directly with the less charismatic, and more damaged victims, the folks no one sees or hears about— especially the ones who the UFO community rejected. Why were they rejected? I think their stories fell on deaf ears because their experiences and reports were not in keeping with the conventional wisdom, namely
that the aliens are benevolent harbingers of higher consciousness. Or the assumption that alien abductions are limited to medical exams, implants, and hybrid breeding programs. No, the people I see every day are the abductees whose stories were judged to be "too negative"—or just plain bizarre.

As stated previously, people have approached me in public to petition for help with someone in their family. These are not famous people. The least sensational abductee is, in my opinion, a very important link, deserving of kind treatment.

Many people who join cults are clinically neurotic, to use a mild phrase, but for the most part, they are not abductees. True abduction, documented and verified, is one of the rarest, and often traumatic experiences anyone can undergo. Bo and Peep claimed to be contactees, but many of the Heaven's Gate members were, tragic "wannabes."

Interviews with abductees are no simple matter. Your heart goes out to them and their families. They need support, but most people think of abductees as they do any "undesirables." People who have been marked by the aliens are shunned, as if they were grotesquely disfigured lepers. Keeping a study, like the present book, honest and objective in the face of these realities has become the most difficult task of my writing career; mainly because the fear and loathing rained upon abductees and the UFO groups is easily extended to writers.

Bogus stories are another problem. Some people are really good liars and clearly I was fooled several times, but I have good research associates and other professional friends. It didn't take me long to realize that I needed to sort out the wheat from the chaff. In so doing I found numerous verifiable case histories and anecdotal reports that set the stage for future research. A few of the more typical cases form the bulk of this book. To enable this research I coined the term, "Love Bite," to describe alien interference in human erotic and romantic relationships. I call it the Love Bite, because it hurts. The aliens' first encounter with their victims often entails actual invasive techniques; scoop marks appear, injections leave "tracks," sperm samples; body fluid and fertile ova are extracted. I call this process the primary Love Bite, because the experience is much like the bite of a venomous animal, such as a snake or spider. The Medieval Italian trance dance called the "Tarantella," was attributable to the bite of a venomous spider; and for the unrequited love of her chosen mate, Cleopatra, already married to her brother, caused herself to be bitten by a poisonous adder.

The real Love Bite occurs later in life, when the abductee is bonded to another partner for the express purpose of creating a strong romantic attraction. But the sad part of it is, these relationships are either short-lived and almost impossible to consummate, or one partner is left painfully unrequited. Other Love Bite relationships appeared to be set up for the reproduction of specific children. A genetic bloodline study? More often than not, Love Bite relationships are dysfunctional, creating emotional chaos for one or the other partner.

Following up on the Love Bite idea does seem to hold great promise. Rarely has alien interference in the love bonds and erotic dreams of abductees been discussed in detail. In Witnessed, Budd Hopkins' touches on the human-to-human bonding exercises orchestrated by the aliens, but this is not the focus of his book and he does not suggest answers. In The Threat, David Jacobs suggests various modes of alien control, and the hybrid breeding program. He sparsely speculates on what else the aliens might be planning or inspires us with any useful recourse.

It is apparent from my interviews that the aliens spend a great deal of time tracing blood lines and researching the human genome. I suspect they are farming, like we would raise a hybrid horse or dog, but the sadness and grief they generate points to the farming of a certain type of human energy, that energy which results from love obsession, broken hearts, and unfulfilled relationships.
No one has focused solely on the modus operandi of alien manipulated relationships. "What the heck is going on here?" I asked myself. "Why is not anyone studying the victims as if they are telling the truth? And why are not other researchers in the UFO field paying attention to the most important aspect of human lives--our love relationships?" Has professional peer pressure and outright mind control prevented us from feeling safe enough to just tell the truth? In either case, the alien--or whoever is acting behind its image--is serious, and not as mirthful as the "Hippies" and New Age channelers have led us to believe.

It sometimes bothers me to think I am alone in using non-hypnotic methods and crisis counselling techniques to help these emotionally exploited people, but I am committed to deeper exploration of, what I see as, the real agenda behind the alien presence. Their manipulated obsessions form a frightening social pattern unstoppable by anything as lo-tech as a burglar alarm. Once I began pouring over the material and comparing it to my own, I discovered a tragic link, a link that led me to form the Love Bite hypothesis.

So many people have been abducted, so many have been torn from their families—by divorce and other hardships directly attributable to the post abduction trauma, that I wondered how anyone could think of the aliens as compassionate. How could any "enlightened" entity destroy family groups and force a life of misery on any child?

I have a house in the desert and go there to look at the stars away from the night glow of the city. One night I remembered pictures taken from the Hubble Telescope. The specific picture was a convoluted organic debris heap billions of light years across, which is a huge cloud like galaxy that astronomers call the "Star Nursery." But the beautiful imagery was soon sullied by the paradox before me. How could the extraterrestrials understand the inner workings of something as vast as the Star Nursery and yet not have mercy?

In some far off star center or time layer, the aliens must have made a kind of moral judgement on us, and characterized us useful, but unstable as a race. Perhaps they wanted to study our world, but why make the children suffer? This lead me to realize that very few emotional issues appear as articles in UFO magazines. Most ufologists are hell bent for the hard edge, nuts and bolts explanations. Issues such as relationship manipulations, love obsessions, and other trauma based behavioral problems are simply not "credible" enough. Yet, in my survey, I found substance abuse in many cases. In others I found people suffering as if they had just come back from Vietnam or Kosovo. It was as if these people were at war with themselves and the aliens, as if they were engaged in a kind of "Spiritual Warfare."

Murder is suspected, but not proven. Suicidal fixations, on the other hand, are well documented amongst abductees. I took a count of the case histories, and tried to break them down into categories, I asked which ones dealt with rape and incest, heavy familial occult involvement, or alcohol and drugs and so forth. Some patterns emerged. I could see, that obsession and tendencies toward addictions were common to people with unresolved abduction issues. Kidnapping victims, if they survive, always report separation anxiety, but what role does obsessiveness play? That's when I knew I had to publish my findings. The psychic, and real scars found on abductees have been sugar coated in the UFO literature for far too long.

As stated in the acknowledgments of this book, I owe a great deal of gratitude to the late Dr. Karla Turner, professor of literature at North Texas University. In spite of her training as a scholar and teacher, she was chided when she told the world of her abductee status. During her short tenure in the UFO field, Dr. Turner published three revealing books on the alien abduction phenomena: Into the Fringe, Masquerade of Angels, and her masterwork, Taken.

In Masquerade of Angels, Turner tells the shocking story of
Ted Rice, when details of deception, reptilian aliens, sexual assaults, human cloning and alien interference into the everyday lives of abductees. The interference which lasts long after the abduction, it is almost like an animal “tagging” program.

Again in Taken, Turner gives us an inside look at the alien-human abduction agenda, describing the joint alien and human military involvement, “alien implants”, abduction memories of cloning and virtual reality scenarios installed by aliens into abductees’ minds. Much of this came out in various ways on the fabulously successful television show, the X-Files.

But the X-files and other popular media tend to distort the real process of what the individuals go through. Turner made us see that the abduction and subsequent interference is tantamount to torture and, for all intents and purposes, it can only be defined as evil — almost as if the aliens were carrying out a banding or tagging program to observe animal migration patterns.

I run the risk of sounding repetitive, but my research shows that the “Tagging” experience often takes the form of an actual injection or inserted tracer or implant, which, I think of as a ritualistic “Bite,” much like and insect or snake bite with adjuvant behavioral conditioning, which leads to changes to the victims normal relationships. This “Bite” may also cause radical changes in metabolism, life force, mental status and brain waves, thus the term, “Love Bite.” But the real Love Bite usually comes later, after several abductions.

I noticed, time and again, that an abductee, once bitten, moves on to a life of virtual manipulation unless they receive help. This help can only be achieved by breaking the denial chain through knowledge, prayer and meditation on positive behaviors. Almost every abductee caught up in a love bite scenario loses interest in their spouse and often grows estranged from their families, even their children, during the duration of the love bite in order to obey an implanted
obsession for an alien chosen, target-partner.

It soon became apparent that the aliens had forced the abductees into an illogical and emotional corral, like cattle in a stockyard.

This alien mate-selection process almost always works itself out under alien controlled trance states and occurs most vividly in dreams. So much for the "Prime Directive," the non-interference clause I see so well adhered to on Star Trek.

Some of the frightful material Turner exposed in her lectures and books left many people trembling. As would be expected, she was attacked and vehemently criticized for her passionate view of the alien-human abduction agenda, especially by those in the camp of the positive extraterrestrial theory.

Unfortunately the fiery-spirited Turner met an untimely death on January 9, 1996, months after discovering she had breast cancer. A series of anomalous events preceded her cancer discovery including a near fatal car collision. Needless to say, Turner's voice in the UFO community was cut short by some unfortunate circumstances beyond her control.

I believe the UFO community needs to address some very deep psychological issues. Thousands, possibly even millions, of people are suffering greatly at the hands of a nonhuman intelligence over which we have no control. The greatest pain comes from broken hearts, ruined relationships, and shattered families created by the aliens. It is as if the aliens "feed" on human emotional energy.

THE QUEST

When I began this book, I ruffled a few feathers. The "polite" argument against my research usually took a skeptical tone, roughly as follows, "Everyone has relationship problems or love affairs gone sour. Now you are blaming everything on the aliens."

My rebuttal is simple. I am not blaming everything on the aliens. I am not generalizing to the crazy world of tabloids, soap operas and romance novels, I'm not ascribing the Love Bite to everyone who has been cheated on or to every man or woman who found their spouse in bed with another lover. No, I am sticking strictly to my data. I am only talking about genuine abductees, a small, but growing sample of brave souls, who emerged from the shadows to tell their stories. For interpretation all I can do is point to trends for future research. But after ten years of constant observation I am certain the Love Bite is real!

I now invite you to enter the world I have been living in for the past decade. I invite you to meet some of the brave people who have come forth in attempts to cleanse themselves of a painful enigma they hardly know exists. All they know for certain is the pain they feel, every day.

I ask you only to keep an open mind as you read through the material. I suggest you look at the lives of these flesh and blood people, from the perspective of a film or stage director.
Imagine watching a children's puppet show. Raggedy Andy meets Raggedy Ann. They flip and flop to the tune of an enigmatic love affair. Raggedy Andy courts his beloved, wooing her to that anticipated kiss. Raggedy Ann is swooned into a spell of romantic love. The curtain closes. In the next scene Raggedy Ann is yearning for her found love, but instead of running to embrace her, he walks off stage, leaving Ann grieving with unrequited love.

In the alien theater Raggedy Ann and Andy step out of the doll house into the real world. They become human, they have names and jobs and children, but they remain puppets, and the unseen puppet masters are the aliens. Perhaps a puppet show is a harsh metaphor for the lives of some alien abductees caught up in the dramas of the alien matchmakers, but I can think of nothing better. Are these alien orchestrated love affairs matches made in heaven, or is there something more sinister going on behind the veil of extraterrestrial contact?

In the ensuing chapters I will demonstrate what I believe to be alien instigated human bonding dramas, relationship manipulations, love obsessions, and even “Spiritual Warfare” tactics perpetrated on the human abductee population. I repeat, I am not the only abduction researcher in the UFO field to have stumbled across this nefarious alien trend.

In Missing Time, Budd Hopkins emphasizes the questionable nature of the intruders. More recently, in Witnessed, Hopkins brought the alien orchestrated bonding phenomena to light by focusing on the famous “Brooklyn Bridge” case also known as the “Cortile” case. In this case, a female abductee from Manhattan named Linda Cortile recalled being bonded to an FBI agent known only as Richard. This agent was, conveniently, one of the three highly reliable witnesses to her abduction in 1989.

How frequent is the Love Bite? According to Hopkins, 14 out of 650 abduction cases emphasized alien interferences in romantic and emotional bonding, which is roughly 2% of his cases. He admits this is a small number, perhaps otherwise insignificant, but as the total number of cases increases and, if I look more closely, I see a pattern occurring in the statistical matrix.

It now appears that the bonding interference elements in abductee relationships, i.e., the Love Bite, represents a separate experimental modality, and that the aliens seem to have singled out a subset of abductees, a small, but susceptible, group, who seem to fit a profile. So, although difficult to prove with such a small sample and still working within the confines of anecdotal data, I contend that at least one third of all abduction cases may be the direct result of purposeful alien manipulation. This is more than double the number suggested by Hopkins.

The number of cases where this love bitten bonding experience occurs may be greater, as it only recently came into the full light of day. A close look at my data gives us one further parameter to help us differentiate Love Bite cases from everyday marital hassles and the agonies of the so called “normals” who have not been abducted by aliens.

With the possible exception of the Heaven's Gate cult, scant few Love Bite cases take the form of “whole family” abductions. In other words, the Love Bite usually occurs in cases where a single individual was abducted several times, often with the targeted partner, or in some cases, with whole groups of abductees being lined up for bonding in masse, as was reported in the Ted Rice case in Karla Turner's book, Masquerade of Angels.

In doing research of this kind, I was forced to weed through the vague “wannabe” cases to locate the sincere abductees who had true Love Bite stories. These are the genuine abductees and they are suffering in silence. For them the toxins from the Love Bite, be they psychological or chemical, can only be extinguished by long term support therapy,
hypnosis, and perhaps prayer. I have thus had to be steadfast and rigorous in my approach to the material. From the cases I have seen in detail, it seems the Love Bite works best, for the aliens, with a solo victim who remains unaware of its occurrence and implications, a person who can be abducted several times, and then placed back into the normal population for observation.

In a later chapter the mask of sanity disguising the Love Bite will be explored more fully, but for now let us assume that we are at least onto something real here and that it needs to be explored fully by a great many more researchers. As a counselor and researcher dealing with abductees on a continual basis, I can safely say that the phenomenon is both real and decidedly unique to the psychiatric literature. Cases involving UFOs and abductions of this nature should be defined into a separate category.

I stumbled upon the Love Bite construct inadvertently in my own work when several persons in my abductee support group described obsessive relationships, bondings that seemed to have been forced on them by their alien handlers. These relationships differed markedly from the (non-alien) love obsession cases we hear about, both in intensity and destructiveness. I must insert here, the caveat that all of the cases included in this book are based on data taken from certified abductees, not psychotics. Like rape or robbery victims, abductees are usually very reticent and shy, as we shall see, and it takes a lot of “guts” to come out of the shadows to declare, in public, even to a small group, what has happened.

The essential stumbling block to the abductee and their families is the denial, which is always the linchpin for the persons’ disharmony, dysrhythmia and angst. Once the denial is dissolved the real catharsis and healing can begin, but with love obsessed abductees the problem is further complicated by the lack of knowledge, and public support, let alone the full conscious awareness of how they are being manipulated.

Quite frankly, it is nearly a miracle, considering the extreme measures taken by the aliens to insure secrecy, that we have discovered the alien manipulated bonding process at all.

Non-abduction related psychological issues such as eating disorders, substance abuse and mood disorders are commonplace and institutionalized in the context of healing therapies, but abductee support groups and therapeutic modalities in this field are a relatively new trend.

If coming to a support group for the first time, it is like crossing a new threshold, entering a fresh room wherein one’s self-esteem, sometimes already in tatters, may be torn apart even more by potential rejection. My goal as a researcher and counselor was to assure each individual that they were safe with me and the other group members. I therefore believe that my data has a kind of empathic validity to it, even if it is not purely empirical. I am sure I explored subconscious and waking areas that an abductee could never express through a survey questionnaire or with a traditional clinical approach. Once they saw that I, and the other members of the group, held forth a sympathetic ear, they opened up. Safety is a very important issue. And it is hard to come by.

I would also like to point out that the majority of abductees who talk openly about their relationship issues are primarily women, although I have also received quite a few letters from male abductees who have come forward with classic “love bite” alien manipulated love relationships. Many men have been abducted or are spouses of abductees and they too require a great deal of empathy. The fact that I am a woman worked in my favor most of the time. The female abductees needed a girlfriend to talk to and the men needed a feminine, noncompetitive listener, like a sister. The men did not seem to be seeking “macho type buddies” to share this experience with and I hope their viewpoint is equally represented in the presentation.
**Signs And Symptoms**

The following points represent characteristics and symptoms of the Love Bite and of Alien interference in the bonding process. The things I looked for and the patterns I saw emerging are part of these indications, but there are many more. I included them to allow the reader to see a formative process at work.

The aliens, or rather those aliens who are conducting research into human bonding scenarios, seem to have worked out a strategy for maximum efficacy, a strategy aimed at goals I can only guess at. Their orchestrated mate selection process usually starts in childhood or teen years, for maximum emotional and sexual cohesion. The bonding also can take place in adulthood, where they meet the targeted partner only months after being bonded. In almost all the Love Bite cases, the abductee had experienced abductions since childhood.

Usually an abductee meets another abductee during one or more alien encounters or in very vivid dreams. The pair may interact on a verbal or physical level, sometimes involving sexual foreplay and even intercourse. This can occur several times, over many years, until a strong connection is made.

These selective interactions may or may not be recalled by either partner. Often only one partner will remember the experience, while the other has no memory or only a vague recollection. When both partners meet in real life there is an instant sense of recognition and the couple may fall in love. There are variations to the pattern and sequence of events, but in most cases one partner falls in love more than the other—and is left feeling unrequited.

The relationship between the two bonded individuals is such that both persons are magnetically attracted to one another, often in unlikely situations. The love relationship set-up may include a number of bizarre synchronicities, vivid dreams, psychic phenomena and bonding exercises during alien encounters.

The bonding experiences are often intimate and sexual, such that one or the other develops an intense chemistry and love obsession with the targeted partner. They may even, on occasion receive telepathic or post hypnotic suggestions to become sexually involved with the person. Often times, either abductee is married to or has an existing relationship with another mate. It makes no difference.

The emotional, passionate and sometimes telepathic connection between the couple is unlike normal love relationships. (Whatever normal is, anyway.) It is often idealized and romanticized as the most phenomenal love imaginable, to the point of total spiritual immersion or indwelling of the lover and their “beloved.” A match made in heaven. Then the inevitable happens. It is absolutely devastating. The targeted love partner becomes switched off and the love-struck other-half becomes painfully unrequited. The chosen partner usually has an initial love attraction or friendship with the other, yet loses interest, often right after an alien abduction or dream like encounters.

Some abductees report spontaneous remote viewing images of the intended partner in such a way as to elicit emotions such as jealousy, obsessive love, yearning and grievous unrequited love pangs. The alien manipulated love obsession process is akin to a carrot being dangled just enough to get the obsessed lover into a constant cycle of love and un-
required love. This may extend from relationship to relationship and is emotionally exhausting.

In appendix A I include a summary that defines the characteristic signs and symptoms of an alien orchestrated love relationship setup. Note that some of these symptoms may arise in a normal non-manipulated romantic relationship or love obsession. The key points in being able to identify if such a relationship between two persons is alien orchestrated, is the aspect of multiple abduction histories for one or the other partner and taking into consideration the whole clinical picture as defined below.

**MEMORY LOSS & MNEMONIC FRAGMENTS**
Most verifiable Love Bite experiencers recall vivid dreams or virtual reality scenarios, albeit in fragments. Some describe their experience as a “stage managed” dream, where both partners are present, usually in a bedroom setting or sexual encounter, or where both partners are being given subtle telepathic messages to initiate contact, either on a verbal level or more physical, sexual level. Often times either partner appears to be in a trance or drugged state. Other stage-managed abduction dreams may have the partners in various situations as if they are being tested for their emotional and sexual compatibility or coerced into thinking that this person would make an ideal romantic mate. Here it is possible that the aliens are trying to manipulate a situation to gain control of specific children of the orchestrated union, i.e., a specific DNA type selection strategy. But there are other reasons for the matchmakings, as we shall see in the following case histories.

**SUPERNATURAL EVENTS**
The vast majority of Love Bite victims report experiencing a great many seemingly coincident events, fulfilled destiny predictions, synchronous observations, psychic flashes concerning the targeted partner and other paranormal or even mystical events.

Meeting the person appears to be set up in a supernatural way, such that the couple may believe their eventual union to be divinely arranged. A first meeting of the pre-bonded partner may set off a series of *deja vu* memories, flashback memories of previous abductions, or dream related bondings. Some have even described it as a “body memory” of having made love to that person before. One or both partners have a strong sense of having known the person before, as if they knew them all their lives or have a strong soul connection. This is not a past lives regression experience, but rather something directly related to the present life.

**INCREASED PSYCHIC PHENOMENA**
Most abductees report a heightened sense of paranormal phenomena and visions during the Love Bite drama. This may include empathic and even telepathic communication between the Love Bite pair. Spontaneous remote viewing images and mutually shared dreams are commonplace. Other oddities may include the physical sensation of the partners’ “touch” or energy field during fantasy, even when they are miles apart. This phenomena is also known as telesthesia.

This includes common reports of a strong emotional, mental, and psychic connection between the partners – a rapture so strong, so immersing, that the desire to meet with the beloved is overwhelming. The connection can be so strong that partners have described it as a soul immersion in their beloved or literally having their souls joined together. This is reminiscent of the evolution of Love of the Divine as described by Medieval Christian mystics like Saint Theresa of Avilla and Ramon Lull, or by the *I and Thou* process described by Martin Buber. A similar ecstasy or Satori state can occur with Yogi's and especially in Zen Buddhism.

In many cases one or both of the subjects in the dyad reports several alien encounters. In a few cases the targeted partner
did not realize him/herself to be an abductee. In many cases one of the partners was abducted and matched to an outsider and the original spouse was simply forgotten. After about two years of group work it dawned on me that the Love Bite dramas arose from each participant spontaneously. I was careful not to lead, coach or make suggestions as I did the interviews, and was always careful to avoid post-hypnotic suggestions.

**MULTIPLE ABDUCTIONS**

Most of the participants in my counselling sessions admit to being abducted several times. The realization that aliens have been interfering in our sex lives, probably for many centuries, was not just passed around as a new syndrome cluster by a bunch of overworked hysteric. Each of the participants saw the Love Bite idea, in their own way, before they came to group sessions, often referring to their plight as being caught up in “Spiritual Warfare.”

I want to stress that, in all but one of the cases, the victims claim to have undergone multiple abductions. Clearly the Love Bite is not a one time thing. Other researchers, have discovered cluster cases of the Love Bite in areas going through intense UFO waves, where the victims were not sure they had multiple abductions, yet fit the pattern because of a wave of UFO abduction activity in their locale. In interpreting the following files I focused on the bonding experience itself and the abduction related interactions surrounding these alien directed relationships, whether it became a dramatic love obsession, marital breakup or other kind of manipulation.

I also want to make it clear that these cases are not plucked from thin air and are not derived from persons experiencing simple marital difficulties. Nor are they derived from subjects who were perhaps using alien abductions as an excuse for their perceived ills. I have done everything in my power to screen out anyone who distorts reality, although I do often have to tolerate them in the support group.

I feel strongly that there is something sinister about the alien presence in these people’s lives. The ramifications of these alien-directed bonding dramas are far more profound than one would suspect at first glance.

Due to the limitations of the literary format, I have had to pullout a mere handful from the many cases in my files. I screened out the most redundant cases, because frankly some of them, although tragic in the extreme, just don’t translate into print. Many abductees are so distracted by being thrown from “crisis to crises,” that they don’t often see the connections, and continue to live in denial.

From my perspective, the Love Bite affects every person differently, but there is one common denominator. Everyone in my study reported emotional exhaustion, as if the life force had been drained out of them. It soon became apparent that the Love Bite can turn once proud individuals into forlorn and disillusioned souls. This should give us a hint about what the aliens may really want.

This information may come as an unwelcome shock to those who prefer the benevolent extraterrestrial theory. I am sorry to strike a negative tone here, my Uncle was at Woodstock too, but frankly, I think many UFO enthusiasts are naive dreamers. My data shows the aliens to be, if not fully self-serving, then at least conducting themselves with depraved indifference. My data may push some “hot buttons” in the UFO, New Age and academic communities, but I must be true to my findings.

This study is not meant as an attack on any particular religious, political or social group, although some fringe cults seem to be patently dangerous. That said, I feel I must focus on anomalous experiences as they were and are lived by real people. Naturally, many names and other minor details were changed to preserve the promised anonymity of the abductees and their families.
**Obsession**

In most cases, one of the partners grows obsessed. This often includes the need to meet the targeted beloved, "just one more time," and having to hear the person's voice on the phone, sometimes calling the person daily or several times a day. Just hearing the targeted partner's voice may have a calming effect on the obsessed lover. Extreme anxiety may be felt if the obsessed person cannot hear that voice pattern. In several cases stalking incidents were reported. The obsessed partner usually claims the affair was based on "Limerence," or Puppy Love, a deep feeling of commitment, commonly expressed as, "love at first sight."

Some abductees make sudden life changes, for example, changing jobs without warning or buying expensive cars and clothing. They may also make a radical change in lifestyle revolving around being closer to their object of affection.

These changes often couple with the obsession to meet the targeted and usually rejecting, person, "just one more time," even if it means playing hooky from work or family affairs. More often the love bitten partner goes out of his or her way to do things for the object of their obsession, often to the point of losing self-esteem. Due to the fear of rejection, or what the smitten partner perceives as an impending rejection, the Love Bite often leads into depression, and in extreme cases, suicidal ideation.

**Switching Off**

In almost every case I could track, one or both of the partners unplugs from the emotional connection and becomes glib, seemingly unfeeling and sullen. I like to describe the phenomenon as the psychic and emotional unplugging of the targeted partner. Unfortunately the obsessed lover remains plugged in and continues to feel a strong bond. This happens in many non-abductee marriages too, but in the love bitten cases, the switching off is very sudden.

This unplugging can usually be traced back to specific abductions or even "camping trips," where one partner was taken during the night. In addition the, alien timed, unplugging usually acts as the trigger for the flood of obsessive behavior, anxiety, low self-esteem and depression, described above.

Other dynamics may come into play, such as insurmountable obstacles put into place between the love bite pair, such that consummation of the strong love cannot be carried out. In any case, the realtionship appears to be designed for maximal emotional tension.

**Emotional Turmoil**

All of us have experienced some degree of emotional turmoil, but the love bitten abductee experiences a degree of turmoil tantamount to insanity. The powerful emotions of love and grief evoked by the orchestrated drama, may cause one person to be inspired with creative energy, so that they write poetry, music, or any other art form of creative inspiration while the other partners languishes in tedium.

Eventually, the degree of emotional pain, the loneliness and the lack of support prior to coming to a support group, may throw the unrequited lover into suicidal ideation, mental and physical exhaustion or illness. Naturally I make this point as a call for more support groups and a recognition of what the aliens are really doing to their chosen ones.

**Multiple Bondings**

When you read through the case histories you will probably wonder if the aliens are conditioning their victims, but whatever their goals, they can not be achieved in a single abduction. All of the abductees recall being taken on one or
more occasions, although this realization is foggy at first, eventually every one of the people I studied remembered fragments from different locales and scenarios.

I also discovered that the piecing together of the abduction memory fragments increased when one partner began to see the facade. In other words, the love bitten victim was more able to see the full picture only after they were no longer obsessed, or as alcoholics say, "in the problem."

Some abductees have reported the bonding experience to take place more than once. In other words, the same abductee may get bonded to another targeted individual. This may go on several times, throwing the love bitten abductee from one relationship to the next. In these cases the role playing can be reversed, whereby the once obsessed Love Bite victim is now on the other “non-unrequited” end of the bonding drama. Or, for some reason, the alien directed bonding between two targeted lovers just does not work out, perhaps leaving the aliens perplexed.

Some of the love set-ups are more powerful than others. Deeper insights into the variety of love relationship interference will be addressed in a later chapter; for example, in cases of Reptilian aliens and their characteristic possessive stronghold on their female abductees. In these cases, one will notice a more profound effect in their love and sexual relationships.

Alien directed relationships may also involve homosexual relationships or even very strong long distance Internet and bi-coastal friendships of an asexual nature. These must be distinguished from mutually shared abductions or dreams with other abductees where no bonding takes place.

I hope you will use some of these signs and symptoms to observe the case histories as they play out.

---

**The Ted Rice Story**

What follows was reconstructed from Karla Turner’s seminal book, *Masquerade of Angels*. I have decided to place Ted’s story first because his experiences incorporate almost every experience I saw in my research. In essence Ted is the poster boy for the thousands of abductees who have not yet come forward.

Ted’s first alien encounter took place at four years of age while he spent the night with his grandmother, who, for years afterwards, was afflicted by a deep sense of guilt because she felt she could not protect her grandson from his “visions and nightmares.”

At age eight Ted went through one of the most horrific alien abduction experiences on record. This almost unbelievable event remained deeply submerged in Ted’s subconscious, until he stepped out of the shadows to tell his story.

The boy often walked through the open fields near his grandparent’s home in Arkansas. One day, he noticed a bright light off in the distance. The next thing he knew the light levitated him up into a large metallic craft. Paralyzed, Ted found himself in a strange room with three small, chalky, angular-faced creatures, with teardrop shaped black eyes, as if they were covered with dark sunglasses. Confused, Ted asked, “Who are you?” and “Where am I?” The beings made no response, but he soon began to understand telepathically.

The Greys guided Ted to a sitting area where he could see out a window. He saw his grandparent’s farm below, getting smaller and smaller. He realized they were travelling up into the sky away from earth at a great speed. They approached a dark grey-green metallic-looking orb out in space. The orb was huge and had spiky protuberances sticking out of it. Lights entered
and exited the spikes. As he observed closely, he saw that the lights were UFOs coming and going from this large orb.

The inside of the orb was spacious, and light beams stretched from point to point across the interior. Ted saw many different beings traversing the light beams as if they were walkways. Ted's alien escorts led him into an examination room which contained a round metallic table. It was raised several feet from the floor and featured a curved foot rest. He was directed to sit against the metal pallet with his feet on the rest. A female alien who was dressed in a white lab coat, entered the room. She seemed theatrical to Ted. Her lips were painted with bright red lipstick, and she sported burgundy red hair, which Ted thought was probably a wig.

The controller ordered Ted to remove his clothes, which he refused to do. Ignoring his requests, the dolled up scientist gave an order and the attendant aliens forcibly undressed him. Naked, but strangely not cold, he was marshalled to a large set of screens where many lights pulsed. The aliens operated these screens as a type of X-ray or MRI machine which gave the aliens a full color picture of Ted's internal organs, as if there were no skin or bone.

Next he was taken back to the metallic plate which was tilted on a slight oblique angle. The Greys forced him to don a set of head phones. Noise came from the device, pleasant at first, but gradually increasing in pitch, tone and decibels, until the sounds passed the pain threshold. His reactions were noted.

While relaxing and trying to recover from the ear bursting cacophony of the experiment, and hoping the aliens would not hurt him, one of the Greys came towards Ted with a glass of green glowing liquid, which he was commanded to drink. Ted tried to resist, but he was compelled to swallow the fluorescent liquid. Within seconds he became nauseated. Pain flared up as if his insides were on fire. He vomited and remembers seeing globs of green liquid flowing down his face and chin.

The drink must have contained some kind of drug, because in a few seconds Ted found himself floating motionless above his body. "Am I dead?" He wondered. Then something cloudy and formless began to rise up from his body. The mass slowly coalesced into an image of himself and he saw that it was attached by a bottom tendril to drops of the green glowing liquid on his face.

"It's my soul" Ted thought in amazement.

Displaced from his pain, Ted sensed pure love and total forgiveness toward the aliens. As he hovered above, fully conscious, the woman went over to a nearby counter to retrieve a rectangular metal box, which she carried back to Ted's nude body. With a single motion she turned his body over placing the box near Ted's shoulder. A spirit image of Ted, in miniature, was slowly transferred into the box.

Next the alien doctor used a drill shaped instrument on Ted's head and neck and with that his memory began to fade. He watched intently, in an out-of-the-body state as the woman moved it down the nape of his neck. He could do nothing to stop her, but he felt no pain. With the light beam she quickly severed the head from his body and placed it in a basket sized container on the floor. The table tilted slightly, allowing blood from the headless body to flow into a vat.

Note: The following paragraphs may explain the numerous reports of eviscerated bovine carcasses found in the southwest over the past several decades.

Ted's mind went completely blank. Hours, even days may have passed. The next thing he remembers was looking down on row after row of short tubs. He heard a surging sound similar to a large pump, which pulsed in the tubs. The containers were filled with dark red liquid in which chunks of fleshy tissue floated. These chunks looked like bovine genitalia, things he had seen on the farm before. One of these tubs opened releasing a placenta-like bubble.
The alien beings picked up this substance and rinsed it in a nearby sink. Once washed Ted could see what that it was a real human fetus. Each of the tublike compartments contained embryos in various stages of development.

One of the aliens, a Grey, went to a short cabinet in a locker area, opened the door and placed the baby inside. Another Grey activated a control on the locker and a few moments later opened the door again. It rolled out what looked like a small wind tunnel contraption. Within it was a tray, and on the tray Ted saw a body, identical to his, completely naked. His clone!

The aliens moved the cloned body over to the tilted table, now empty and placed it on the metal surface. Then the red haired woman brought back the mysterious black box and set it on the cloned body's chest.

Ted saw himself reconstructed as his consciousness remained in suspended animation. He saw the body begin to suddenly jerk in short spasms. The chest began to rise and fall, now breathing.

Ted's alien handlers next drilled a hollow needle into his left heel, chest and the back and top of the clone head. Later experts interpret this procedure to be a form of implant insertion.

They also put drops into his eyes, which later caused them to burn. One of the Greys brought the red haired woman the headphone device again. Once activated, Ted became vaguely conscious of his memories and feelings. Basically he came back to life, but was it his or was he now inhabiting the body of his clone? Were the aliens trying to improve him, perhaps ridding him of disease or were they planning to use him in an orchestrated scenario? We will probably never know.

The headphones continued to generate soothing sounds and Ted became acutely aware of himself within his new body. Now Ted remembered everything he had thought and felt as a child, as if the information had been downloaded into the new cloned body he now inhabited.

After this procedure Ted was escorted to another room where a pale, and very thin, human awaited him. Another figure entered the room, a tall Nordic with kind eyes. He told Ted about what had been happening— the lockers and procedures done. The Nordic explained to him that he would be able to instantly absorb this information. He explained that there were periodic changes in the evolutionary process of the "original" Ted, and that from time to time, such a switching-out procedure would be necessary. He would be contacted when those intervals were reached.

The Nordic mentioned that something had been done to Ted's mother and that the genealogical structure of both his parents had been used along with "something else."

Note: What happened next must be outlined before the reader can fully understand Ted's journey, and remember this entire episode began in the 1950s, long before George Lucas created the bar room scene in the original Star Wars, a scene which has become a near cliche on the various Star Trek television shows.

After the short briefing, the Nordic took Ted to a stage like area where there were creatures of various types seated in an auditorium. Ted described hairy, big-foot creatures; half-ant, half-cockroach like beings; Small Greys; Nordics; Insectoids; and Reptilian types in the audience, as if they were working together, and all in agreement, under one umbrella. The pale man who had now donned a purple surplus and a satin cowl. "Priest's robes!" Ted thought. This "robed man" led two other small children, a boy and a girl, onto the stage. The alien with the makeup and wine colored fright wig, took a position next to Ted. The Nordic man picked up Ted in his arms and held him out for the audience to see. He placed Ted down after several seconds and proceeded to hold up the other two children in turn. No conversation took place between the three children.
Ted sensed that the audience approved of the experimental children. The Nordic man addressed the audience, speaking of future generations. On a screen behind him, images flashed showing the “before and after” products of the procedure Ted had just been through. The Nordic man explained that these children were the beginnings of products of future generations on earth.

Ted woke up in the field next to his grandmother’s farm several hours later. A tornado hit his grandparent’s home and uprooted some trees, but luckily Ted was not injured. His uncle, who was home at the time, watched the tornado and saw that there were many different colored lights and glowing places within the vortex. Ted believes that the UFO was hidden inside a cyclone or created it as a diversion.

**TED’S SECOND ABDUCTION**
For the next several months Ted complained of cramps and pain in his abdomen. He contracted several of his childhood diseases again, even though he should have been immune to them. He came down with different types of flu and did poorly in school. After his abduction, which he felt he could not share with anyone, he began the coothing process.

A year after the tornado Ted could not recall the abduction, but suffered from post traumatic stress symptoms, headaches, anxiety attacks, panic attacks, all symptoms of suppressed traumatic material.

At ten years old Ted had another terrifying alien abduction with his grandmother while she was visiting him at his home, which was located several counties away. Ted’s parents were completely unaware of these events and continued the daily chores. This experience, occurring on top of the already repressed material, caused Ted to have many problems later in life, interpersonal and sexual difficulties, that, in retrospect, may have been deliberately conditioned by the aliens. Here again we see a classical etiology of the emotional Love Bite, as directly linked to aggressive skin and bodily penetration in the form of needle injections, scoops, probes and other surgical techniques.

Two days after his nightmarish second abduction, with the aid of hypnosis, Ted recalled the events which preceded his grandfather’s sudden death. He remembered seeing his grandmother standing on a footstool while several creatures removed her nightgown, replacing it with white gowns making her look beautiful. “Grandy,” Ted’s affectionate name for his grandmother, appeared hypnotized as the creatures used something like a drill touching the back of her head. This was most likely the insertion of an implant. An instrument similar to the instrument he had seen used years earlier when he floated above his body. They had done something to her, telling her she is coming to live and work for them. Ted sensed the falseness in their behavior. Grandy complained about pain and seemed to be arguing with the creatures about her human rights.

A reptilian creature tells Grandy that they can exchange information on herbs and healing and that Grandy could try some of their “stuff.” She took a yellowish clear substance which the aliens put under her tongue. The reptilian tried to coerce Grandy into curing sick people with herbs and special healing powers, but she refused to participate because it wasn’t for the right reasons. The aliens told her that someone will come and teach her more someday soon.

The aliens then brought in a male-figure, telling Grandy that it is her dead husband so she could join with him. But she knew it wasn’t Ted’s Grandfather because he had been dead for at least a decade. She continued to be argumentative and churlish with the aliens. Ted saw that the figure was really a reptilian masquerading as an elderly man.

When Grandy called out to Jesus, the reptilian grew obviously angry. He told her that something was put in her head,
and if she did not cooperate, it would kill her – and that they were the only ones who could stop it. The reptilian told her she was going to die because she would not cooperate.

Grandy continued praying and cursing the aliens. “In the name of Jesus Christ, I demand you to stop. Jesus will not allow you to touch this child or take him.” The reptilian then told Grandy she would die and that they were going to take Ted and keep him regardless of what she said. Grandy told the aliens that for what they had done, they would burn in hell forever. But the alien mocked her saying “There is no hell.” Grandy continued to tell the reptilian, “You’re not going to have our souls.” Then she rebuked him in the name of Jesus a third time and the alien stormed out of the room.

At that point one of the Greys brought Ted to the center of the room where Grandy stood. Yet another reptilian appeared, seeking to have sex with Grandy, but she resisted with all of her might and mental power.

Next they exchanged the reptilian with the image of her dead husband and, this time, Grandy no longer resisted and submitted to sexual intercourse with the image. Clearly the drugs had taken effect. Then two other beings raped her, but by this time she was unconscious. One of the aliens sodomized Ted and then the aliens forced Ted to have sex with his grandmother also.

Ted recalled crying out to his grandmother, as he lied immobilized – his hands and feet were clamped down by strong elastic bindings. The reptilian who had stormed out earlier was now back and talking about Ted’s “being” and the other group that had abducted him. Ted was not aware of this other group, unless it was a reference to another group of aliens, perhaps the ones from the previous abduction where cloning took place.

Ted believes that the reptilian wanted their souls and that, in spite of her humiliation, Grandy protected him. It was after this incident that the reptilian told Grandy she would die for her disobedience, because Ted belonged to them. When she came back to awareness Grandy was enraged for allowing herself to be tricked. The aliens persisted in their attempt to plant a false post-hypnotic control, specifically trying to trick her into thinking she would be given the power to heal with herbs, if she would only cooperate with them.

The morning after this frightening and humiliating encounter, Ted asked his grandmother, “Who was that man talking in the room last night?” Grandy sat on the kitchen chair slumped over, in exhaustion. Hugging him, she softly said, “It’s the devil, honey, just the Devil, forget about it.”

Grandy was nervous, upset and demanded to be taken home that same day. It was an unusual request because Grandy lived three hours away, but the following day the family drove together to Grandy’s farm. While still unpacking, Grandy suffered a sudden stroke and died without a sound. Her sudden death added greatly to Ted’s misery.

Ted’s Third Abduction: A Love Bite Bonding

When Ted reached puberty, he experienced another traumatic alien abduction involving a girl he knew at school. He was fourteen and remembered only that he and the girl were taken away, by what he thought to be angels.

He recalls a soft bluish light pervaded his bedroom as two small humanoid-beings appeared through the wall facing him. Immobilized, Ted found himself floating between two beings dressed in flowing robes as they escorted him through the wall. The trio flew to a deserted school yard about a half-block away. In the distance Ted saw two more “angels” approaching them with a girl between them. He recognized the girl from school — her name was Jill.

A big UFO sat on the school yard lawn, enveloped in the same blue foggy light. Ted and Jill were escorted into the ship where they soon saw a line up of several children of
roughly the same age. Boys and girls seemed to be represented equally. Ted was in a daze, but remembered seeing familiar compartments, chests of drawers or lockers with bodies in them in the back of the ship, like in his previous abduction.

At the time Ted thought the aliens were angels. This came out many years later during a hypnotic regression session. Perhaps this angelic vision helped him to deaden the pain of the horror he had witnessed.

At one point in the encounter Ted recalled being paired up face to face with Jill. She was just as dazed and bewildered as he. As the “angels” positioned them, one alien stepped between holding an instrument shaped like a candy cane. Ted remembers the alien using this instrument to manipulate Jill’s aural energy field. Ted could see his and Jill’s body energy as the alien focused the cane on Jill’s heart and chest area. Some of the energy seemed to be clinging to the tool as it was brought toward Ted. Next the alien took that same tool, still irradiated by Jill’s aural energy, and placed it within Ted’s heart energy field. The alien specialist repeated this process several times. It was as if the essence of Jill’s heart energy was being extracted and mixed carefully with Ted’s. For some reason the alien did not reverse the process. He did not place any of Ted’s heart essence into Jill. During this process, a voice sounded in Ted’s mind — “We have merged your souls.”

Note: As we shall see later on, this one way Love Bite procedure, which appeared to be the transference of heart and soul energy, resulted in a one sided love obsession.

There were about a dozen other children and some adults on the ship undergoing the same pairing procedure. It was not until the next day, at school, that Ted remembered the incident with Jill and the “angels.” The moment he saw Jill he felt a rush of emotion as strong as a physical jolt. Just days prior, Ted would not have given her a second thought, but now he adored her. When the partial memory returned, Ted somehow knew he and Jill had been marked by the aliens to be with one another. “Surely,” he thought, “Jill must remember and feel this too.”

Ted was wrong. Jill made no notice of him. He pursued her obsessively, yet Jill didn’t seem to care about his burning love. Ted was crushed. The Love Bite was successful, as far as the aliens were concerned.

Ted turned fourteen during this period and all of the normal adolescent juices were flowing. As his love bitten obsession progressed, he soon lost interest in his schoolwork and outside activities. He tried his best to draw Jill to him and win her over, but to no avail. Ted ached grievously for Jill, but all she gave him in return was a casual friendship. He agonized as he watched her flirting with other boys. Seeing her go out on dates with upper class men ate him up inside.

One day, in desperation Ted tried to get Jill to talk about that night in the school yard. “Don’t you remember?” Ted asked, “How the angels put our souls together? How could you forget it?”

Jill became irritated and said, “Stop it. Don’t talk about such crazy things. That’s too weird.” Ted pleaded for her to try to remember and understand, but Jill became angry and eventually fearful. After that, Ted never mentioned the angel incident again.

THE AFTERMATH

Ted managed to date sporadically throughout his high school years, but beneath the mask Ted was lonely, and heartbroken. Jill was the only girl he ever really loved.

After he turned eighteen and entered college his sadness was granted a reprieve. He managed to turn on the charm enough to obtain a summer job at a posh resort near Sun Valley, Idaho. He enjoyed the resort atmosphere so much he decided to take a break from college and continued to work there through several winter seasons. But it wasn’t long until Jill came back into his life.
Unexpectedly, Jill paid Ted a surprise visit at the resort and decided to stay longer than intended. Ted was overjoyed. Her casual friendliness changed to a more serious romantic affection. She latched onto Ted as if they were boyfriend and girlfriend and soon they were sleeping together. Nothing could have made Ted happier. He was on cloud nine! He finally had the girl of his dreams, and maybe they were meant to be together forever after all.

Note: Ted had temporarily transcended the obsession, but he was now being drawn back into the relationship engineered by the aliens. He never thought to ask what compelled Jill to seek him out in Idaho. Is this a coincidence or did the aliens interfere with Jill again?

The newly matched couple went out dancing almost every night. Jill had the enthusiasm and energy of a young child. She could out drink and out dance Ted and he soon began to tire of the nightclub scene. Ted now saw a superficial side to Jill’s personality and began to remember his brooding sadness. He wisely began passing up the nightly outings and began to stay home. He was, after all, in line for a management position.

It wasn’t long until Ted found Jill sleeping around with his friends. Ted was humiliated, angry and terribly hurt. She didn’t love him and he knew it. The aliens seem to have had a field day with this couple, but Ted still couldn’t deal with his submerged memories. In his opinion, all Jill cared about was having a good time. He couldn’t understand why she drank so heavily or why their relationship ended in a disaster.

Somewhere in the back of his mind he got the idea that they were meant for one another — he knew it in his soul. Why would the angels do this to him? How could God work with angels who made such a messy mistake? Ted was devastated by Jill’s betrayal. He kept his distance from her until she moved back to college.

Ted absorbed himself in work and began to heal by taking frequent solitary mountain hikes. During one of these hikes he met a mysterious, dark haired woman named Maya. She claimed to live in the nearby mountains and worked at Sun Valley Lodge. She seemed to know Ted on a soul level and was very wise for her age. She asked Ted many questions that directed him to think about spiritual and metaphysical concepts. Maya played the role of soror mystica, an other worldly muse that propelled him into a new found interest in the paranormal realm.

Ted and Maya shared a deep spiritual friendship. He loved her, but realized it wasn’t the same kind of passion and love he had for Jill. Maya had a compelling way of interacting — the effects of her words had the force of a command. She talked Ted into going back to college and soon Ted had a strong desire to go back home. He quit his resort job and packed his things.

Before leaving, Ted wanted to say one last good-bye to his friends, and of course Maya. He searched and searched for Maya, asking his work associates if they had seen her. To his surprise, no one had ever seen Maya and did not acknowledge that a Maya even worked at Sun Valley Lodge. According to the personnel office no employee named Maya or anyone answering to her description ever worked there. Ted was stunned. Was Maya an angel? An apparition?

Several months after returning to Alabama, Ted realized that even though he had been hurt in his relationship with Jill, he had forgiven her. He was still in love with her. They met again and eventually got back together and lived together near her college.

Their relationship was predictably tumultuous, but in spite of the acrimony it lasted eleven years. Jill seemed to have internal unresolved issues with something she did not understand. Ted was still in denial and didn’t see the relationship between the childhood mating abductions and the troubles he was having with Jill. She developed a deepening drinking problem and cheated on Ted often.
Ted and Jill broke up and got back together many times. But eventually Ted could not take it. In retrospect, he realized that the relationship was set up to be a disaster from the beginning, and he suffered miserably. To this day he can't understand why the aliens set him up in a love relationship that just about destroyed two people.

**The Breakdown**

Ted broke down from the stress of his relationship with Jill. To top it off, he began having an increase in psychic activity and prophetic dreams that frightened him. In an attempt to understand his experiences he joined a spiritualist group who helped him to use, rather than be afraid of, his new-found psychic abilities. Ted discovered that he had many spirit guides who gave him accurate information on a number of topics. This was so accurate that Ted began to act as a psychic reader for others.

After he joined the psychic group, Ted opened up to several visitations from “spirit guides.” One of these guides, calling himself Volmo, seemed to be the leader, but, as Ted discovered many years later, this Volmo was really a reptilian, posing as a benevolent spirit. Oddly enough, none of these visiting spirits mentioned alien encounters or UFO sightings. Through this intensified relationship Ted received accurate and reliable information when it came to his psychic readings for other people, but when it came to insights into his own visions and his disturbing spirit visits he got nothing.

Ted asked his group, “Now why is Volmo so outer directed? Am I blocking something out?” His spiritualist friends offered the usual explanations and platitudes. “Our spirit guides are highly advanced and are here to steer us away from harm. They are helping you in your spiritual development. If the extraterrestrials can travel that far and have such superior intelligence and technology, they must be here for our benefit.” This turned out to be completely false and very naive.

Even though Ted felt confident about using his psychic abilities, he soon again became depressed and physically exhausted. His worn-down state led to a very serious mental breakdown accompanied by obsessive suicidal ideation. It was at this point in his life that Ted started questioning everything, including his nocturnal visitations from his spirit guides.

During these intense soul searching moments Ted’s friends offered channelled advice from their own spirit guides. On one occasion a spirit guide explicitly told Ted not to worry about “the night with the fog” and the being that jolted him with a light wand (an obvious abduction). Others tried to pull him away from such fearful things and told him not to dwell on the negative aspects of his experience. “Just trust that it’s all for your spiritual well being,” they told him.

Ted plunged back into his psychic work, despite his inner voice telling him something was askew. He still could not face the reality of his abduction, this denial forced him into a state of exhaustion and he wound up on disability.

Throughout these years Ted felt like a vagabond, being directed from one place to another by the so called, “spirit guides.” Throughout his wanderings from Alabama to New Mexico, Texas and Louisiana Ted stayed in touch with his psychic “elders.” All the while Ted continued to have fragmented memories of his boyhood abductions and flashbacks about Jill and Maya.

In one flashback, while Ted was in New Mexico, he recalled seeing a group of abductees being corralled into an underground facility, led by Grey aliens. This brought back deeply repressed images. Ted blamed himself and harbored guilt about Grandy’s death. He also experienced difficulties with female relationships and avoided contacts with women. This forced him to seek help from clinical professionals who understand the abduction phenomenon (and his life has been significantly improved since then).
It was at this time that Ted met Barbara Bartholic, an abductions researcher and hypnoterapist. Ted underwent a series of hypnotic regressions, which uncovered layers of repressed alien abduction memories. During those sessions Ted realized the connection between his spirit guides and the reptilian named "Volmo." He also discovered the elaborate deceptions and manipulations that encompassed his entire life, his psychic work and his abductions. Now with the blinders off, Ted could see how the aliens masqueraded as benevolent spirit guides offering psychic messages and perks designed to steer people away from the obvious dark side of the abduction phenomena.

In his own words, Ted confessed, "In my prayers I have openly confessed to God that I have been molded, shaped and engineered to be a "Light Worker" they wanted me to be. I have been in preparation for forty years to do just what I've been doing, which is fascinating and mystifying people with my remarkable abilities. Through psychic readings, I have led people away from the Christ consciousness into a world of metaphysics and Ufology. I overpowered people mentally and left them wide open to invite this invading nightmare into their lives. And I did it all under the illusion and deception that I was really and truly helping my fellow man grow spiritually wiser through my so called gifts. Now, I've asked God to take this ability they have engineered within me and use it against them to reveal their plans and secrets. May God give us the strength and power to overcome their evil."

Over a decade after discovering his abduction memories, Ted has integrated his past traumas and accepts the wisdom his life has taught him. Through years of support and with the aid of hypnosis, Ted has been able to move forward with a new sense of self-esteem and personal victory.

THE LINDA CORTILE CASE

When Budd Hopkins' book, Witnessed first appeared everyone concerned took notice, but Hopkins only scratched the surface. This historical UFO abduction case is extraordinary because it drew in several high ranking government employees and a foreign dignitary of unimpeachable status. It also demonstrates how, even the most noble, motives can be perverted by the alien strategy.

On November 30, 1989 at 3:00 am, Linda Cortile, a forty-year-old wife and mother, was abducted by alien beings out of her twelfth story Manhattan apartment in full view of three men parked in an official government car on the street below. Three thousand miles to the west millions of people were still digging out from San Francisco's worst earthquake in almost a century. In Oklahoma and the Southwest the greatest swarm of UFO sightings ever recorded had just ended.

Richard and Dan, two of the men who witnessed Linda's abduction, were on assignment as security agents for a high ranking foreign political leader who sat in the car with them. As the agents were driving on their way back from a late United Nations' event, they were forced to pull over near FDR Drive on South Catharine Slip. They stopped because they saw a woman in a white gown floating effortlessly outside of her window in a fetal position. She was surrounded by a blush-white light. Using binoculars, they saw her escorted into a hovering UFO by three small grey aliens who flew next to her like pixies without wings.

Richard, Dan and the "VIP" took frantic turns looking through the field glasses at the surrealistic scene above. The
diplomat went hysterical in the back seat and had to be calmed down.

In a few minutes the UFO shot up into the air, then just as suddenly, turned and took an angular dive into the East River, at Pier 17, near the Brooklyn Bridge. Shaken, the three men waited forty-five minutes for the UFO to emerge from the water, but it never did. They did not know at the time, that they too had been abducted.

When she was taken into the spacecraft, Linda Cortile, was a beautiful Gallo-Roman brunette, married to a traditional Italian man named Steve. In 1989 Steve and Linda were proud to take their two boys, Steve Jr, and Johnny, to elementary school everyday, but shortly after Linda was abducted, their entire life began to crash down around them.

The day after her abduction, she could not remember how she returned home, or what, exactly, happened to her, but she knew that she had been abducted. In an attempt to get answers, she contacted Budd Hopkins because she knew he was an expert and would be able to be of assistance. To her amazement he called back immediately and agreed to interview her soon thereafter. Eventually Hopkins was able to verify Linda's ordeal by interviews with other eyewitnesses, but nothing filtered through to the media right away.

Winter passed, then a full year and the Eighties passed into the Ninety's. The Planet Earth kept its grinding orbit and yet Linda was still vexed by the abduction. It wasn't until February of 1991, that Budd received a letter from Richard and Dan, detailing their version of the abduction on that same night in November. Before that letter, Hopkins and Linda had no idea the event had even been witnessed, let alone witnessed by two "G-men" and a high ranking political figure.

Hopkins called Linda and told her about the letter. In it, the two security guards described themselves as over forty, with more than 40 years experience in security work between them. They said they were in the process of investigating Linda Cortile and specifically mentioned the November 30, 1989 incident.

Hopkins figured they must have been there because their account agreed with Linda's in almost every detail. The date and hour matched, the eerie blue light was precisely described, as was the UFO craft, the floating apparition, the sleeping or fetal posture and the three accompanying Grays. In fact, the two men included everything but an aerial perspective.

In the letter the two men apologized for taking so much time to respond, and explained that they were nervous about the incident. They said they were drawn to Hopkins because he had written the book entitled *Intruders*, and also his first book, *Missing Time*, and that, in all of their experience, they were not prepared for what they had witnessed.

Hopkins had seen it before. These two tough guys were not comfortable reporting on a UFO, especially one they witnessed. Their pride as law enforcement officers and military men was at stake. They stressed that they wanted to maintain their anonymity, especially since Uncle Sam tends to frown on UFO sightings. They debated various courses of action for fifteen months and finally decided to contact somebody knowledgeable, but definitely not aligned with the government. Budd Hopkins fit the bill.

In the letter, Richard expressed a profound guilt about not being able to stop Linda's abduction. Working together with Dan, and, surprisingly, with the urging of the foreign VIP, the two agents made great efforts to locate Linda. To do this they tracked down the apartment by counting the windows on the outside of the building. Then they canvassed her neighbors and made discreet inquiries. From December of 1989 to the time the letter was written, either Dan or Richard, or someone they enlisted, kept Linda under surveillance.

They wanted to contact her for questioning, both out of curiosity and probably to lessen their own anxiety, but they
decided to recruit Hopkins to make the connection for them. Dan was aggressive, but Richard didn’t want to come on like a storm trooper. At the time, neither Richard, Dan nor the third man knew they too had been abducted on the morning of the 30th of November, but they were all growing queasy about the event in their own way. Although their memories of this mutual abduction were still submerged, all three men were strongly compelled to find Linda.

Richard began to believe that Linda was the woman of his childhood dreams, the one he had secretly been in love with all of his life. Dan was less romantic, more politically motivated and assumed Linda must have been a “spook” for a foreign service. The diplomat was far more objective, but wanted updates nonetheless.

Two weeks after the February 1991 letter, Richard and Dan paid Linda a visit at her apartment, posing as two undercover Manhattan police officers. Their questions revealed how really in the dark they were. They persisted in the belief that Linda was in on some kind of publicity gag or hoax, at least that was the impression they gave. I guess they could not face the truth at that time. Linda, who at that point remembered very little other than the fact that she was abducted, felt the two men were rather awkward. They thought it was a colossal magic trick, perhaps a rehearsal for a stage show.

“How did you float through the window?” They asked. Did she remember it? Was she hurt in any way?

Dan was nervous and emotionally distant. Richard, who was set up to be the romantic rescuer, maintained a sense of warmth and respect. They seemed to be playing out the old “Good Cop - Bad Cop,” roles they learned at the law enforcement academy. She was shocked at first, she had no idea anyone else even knew about the case, but she went along on Budd Hopkins’ recommendation.

Hopkins tells us that without admitting what they saw, Dan asked, “How did you do that? How did you manage to get outside the building?” Linda answered that she did not know, but urged him to believe her when she said she did not “ask” to be abducted. Richard said nothing and looked, according to Linda, “as if he were going to cry.” Linda overheard Richard muttering to himself as he covered his face with his hands, “It’s her, Oh my God it’s her.” This would turn out to be a very significant comment.

Richard, acting on his own, followed Linda for several days. This time he planned to “bump into her” after Sunday Mass outside of St. Patrick’s Cathedral, with her husband occupied elsewhere. Again, according to Hopkins, Richard took Linda aside apologizing for Dan’s cold attitude. He also expressed his protective and chivalrous interest in Linda. He added that Dan had to take a leave of absence from work because of the stress of the UFO incident and what they had discovered. This comment would later turn out to be a self-fulfilling prophecy. At that point Linda realized that Dan and Richard had, actually, witnessed the abduction from the boulevard below her apartment. She did not, at that time, know about the third witness in the car.

Richard took the opportunity to ask Linda for a few pointers on how to send a tape of his version of the abduction to Budd Hopkins. This was probably a non-sequitur, but he wanted to create a channel of communication with her. He was looking for any excuse to see Linda again. Signs of his obsession with Linda were beginning to show, but Linda did not see these comments as a threat at that time. In my opinion, Richard’s alien induced Love Bite was starting to take hold.

In March of 1991, Hopkins received Richard’s tape of his version of the abduction event, although at this time, Richard had not yet experienced the flashbacks that would astonish everyone. Only later in the saga, after several letters to Budd Hopkins and other debriefings, was it discovered that the three men were also abducted, whisked out of their government vehicle just as Linda was being drawn into the
craft engulfed in the light beam, their memories subsequently clouded by powerful, alien mind-control techniques. This revelation led to the discovery of the “Lady of the Sands” beach scene that was reconstructed during Linda’s hypnotic sessions.

The disoriented government officers and the “third man,” individually, without coaching, and at different times, remembered seeing themselves sitting on a sandy beach, perhaps somewhere like Fire Island, as Linda and several aliens walked on the beach. The macrocephalic creatures carried pails with lights on them and shovels as they and Linda dug small holes in the sand. They looked as if they were collecting samples, but samples of what? What would the aliens need with sand? All three men, heard Linda speaking to the creatures in an exotic language, as if she was “one of them.” The aliens were silent and seemed to be taking orders, as if Linda, still dressed in her nightgown, were their boss.

Linda recalls seeing the three men, sitting dazed on the cold beach in tailored suits. She walked up to them, picked up a dead fish and with tears and anger in her eyes she said, “Look what you have done.” Each man reports hearing Linda say this exact phrase telepathically, not aloud. The meaning of this harangue remains a mystery, but Hopkins offers an environmental motivation by the aliens. Richard asked her, “Who are you?” Linda didn’t answer but the aliens answered telepathically, “Lady of the Sands.”

Dan, the most insecure of the three men, instinctively tried to reach for his pistol while sitting on the beach, but his arms were paralyzed by Linda’s powerful stare. Her apparent ability to restrict him awakened in him feelings of anger, suspicion and paranoia. Was this some sort of Freudian reaction? Was Dan processing deeply repressed psychological material? Perhaps.

Richard entertained friendly thoughts toward her, and her family, something one may consider incongruent considering the circumstances. The third man, a very powerful person in private life as well as in his own government, harbored a confused amazement about the incident and vowed, as soon as he recovered his senses, to keep Linda under constant surveillance by his own private security force. Unbeknownst to Linda or Hopkins, Richard, Dan and the third man all experienced dreamlike flashbacks of the abduction on several occasions.

Even more bizarre was the fact that all three recalled the beach scene within two days of one another, many miles apart, after more than a year of silence, and each decided to write the letter to Hopkins as a method of reaching out to Linda. This was far beyond coincidence. Had the aliens deliberately “switched-on” these emotionally laden men for a specific reason? Each man was now focused on Linda in their own unique manner. Richard was growing obsessive, Dan was patently afraid of her, and the foreign VIP, while concerned for security reasons, seemed to be harboring avuncular or grandfatherly feelings toward her children. All three men worried that she might be involved in some kind of secret project sponsored by, yet another, foreign government. Was she part alien? How could she speak that strange language and communicate telepathically with her small grey companions?

Richard’s tape proved extremely helpful to Hopkins, but Dan’s method of revelation was a bit more direct. On April 4th, near the time the three men started having their abduction flashbacks, Dan sent Hopkins an unsolicited letter. The letter seemed erratic and carried a dangerously negative charge. Dan was clearly depressed and tenaciously determined to find out more about Linda’s “questionable” background. Dan could not bring himself to see Linda as a simple victim or pawn in the game.

By this time, Linda had questions of her own concerning the true identity of Richard and Dan. Hopkins, using his
contacts in the police force, proceeded with his own investigations and determined that the two were not police officers at all. Not only that, but Linda had become aware of being under surveillance, both by Dan and Richard and by other shadowy figures trailing her, possibility in the service of the VIP official. Naturally, Hopkins began to worry that Linda might be in physical danger. In a letter correspondence, Richard admits to the same concerns. More importantly, Linda had not yet told her husband of her suspicions.

Once confronted by Hopkins, the two agents admitted to the deception. They apologized and claimed that the cover-up was designed to protect the sensitive nature of their government jobs. They implied that their superiors knew nothing of the incident. But they also admitted to working for a “third man” who had also witnessed Linda’s abduction with them. Hopkins naturally asked the identity of this mystery man, but the agents refused to reveal it, claiming that national security might be compromised due to the high level of the third man’s political position.

A month went by. Linda was growing increasingly agoraphobic, her anxiety on the rise. She prayed a lot and was losing sleep. She went out only when necessary and was reluctant to tell her husband or kids about the incidents. This internalization is part and parcel of most abductions — alien or otherwise — and is common in rape and molestation cases. The victim is just too embarrassed to tell anyone. But the worst was yet to come.

On April 29th, 1991, Richard and Dan kidnapped Linda one morning after she dropped off her youngest son, Johnny, at the bus stop. Richard had mixed feelings about this covert action, especially since they were probably working entirely on their own time and in consort with the third man. But Dan, in his paranoid fashion, insisted they get to the bottom of it. Richard went along with the plan out of a sense of duty and an underlying need to protect Linda.

They drove by in a black Mercedes sedan, as she walked home after escorting her son to the school bus. The car was, I suspect, provided by the embassy of the high ranking third party since American operatives almost never use foreign-made vehicles. Both men ordered her to step into the car. Dan drove, as Richard got out of the back seat and grabbed Linda, kicking and screaming, right off the street. It happened so smoothly, it was obvious to Linda that these two men were professionals and had done this before. Linda put up a good fight, trying to kick out the back window, but it proved to be made of bullet proof glass.

The interrogation began as they sped off with Linda screaming in the back seat. No one saw the event, except perhaps agents for the third man who undoubtedly listened to tape recordings of the interrogation later. It was well timed. Linda thrashed about until Dan, in his usual brusque manner, threatened to knock her out.

Seeing that resistance was futile, Linda eventually calmed down, but she remained argumentative. She expressed disappointment in Richard. She thought he, at least, was a good guy. This hurt him, but there was no turning back now. They pulled into a tree lined area. The few pedestrians walking by could not see through the tinted windows and the car was sound proofed anyway.

According to what Hopkins could piece together, the interrogation proceeded as Dan shot out questions as orders, “Who are you working for, what government agency?” Linda maintained her innocence. The interrogation shifted to the abduction event, as Dan and Richard asked Linda about the blue white light, and how she got out of the apartment window. She had no idea and claimed, over and over again, that she was taken against her will and could not remember anything.

Satisfied that she was telling the truth the two professional
agents eventually relaxed enough to tell Linda about what they saw, and how they felt powerless to stop the abduction. The tide was turning in Linda's favor. Neither man apologized for taking her off the street and she was justifiably defensive.

According to Linda, hearing someone else talk in detail about her own abduction had a chilling effect. It's one thing to think aliens abducted you, but when others confirm it, the reality can be too much to bear. As Richard and Dan described how they saw her suspended in the beam of light with the aliens in full view, she started to break down and cry. Richard seemed to be satisfied that she was telling the truth, but Dan was not at all satisfied with her answers.

Again, according to Hopkins, Dan yelled at Linda with renewed anger, "Oh shut your face! Stop crying. You're in full agreement with them. You did exactly what they told you to do." Richard, sensing Linda's emotional pain came to her rescue, "Don't say that... you don't know what was happening. How can you say that to her?"

Playing his bad cop role to the hilt, Dan kept pounding away at Linda, "You're one of them aren't you?" Linda shook her head in denial. But Dan wasn't convinced and hammered her mercilessly, "Don't hand me that shit, you are one of them!"

Infuriated, Linda lunged for Dan, pulling his hair. Another struggle ensued and Richard had to break them up. Dan's paranoid accusations continued, but Richard was no longer playing "Good Cop," he was now very worried, he knew Dan was armed with a .45 APC and their was a can of mace in the glove box.

"I still think you are one of them... you have their blood." Dan never explained what he meant or why he said those exact words, but clearly it seemed connected to some deep seated racist issues he harbored.

They argued back and forth until Dan requested that Linda take her shoes off. He wanted to see her feet. Linda refused, until Richard assured her that was all they would ask of her. Why would they want to see Linda's feet?

Reluctantly, Linda took off her shoes and socks. Dan lifted one foot and examined it, scrutinizing her ankle, the underside of her foot and all of her toes. Unsatisfied, Dan examined her other foot. After a few remarks between them Richard casually said to Linda, "You're such a sweet kid."

Linda shot back, "Stop treating me like a kid."

Richard responded tenderly, "I wish you were mine."

Dan finally gave up his foot exam. Whatever he was looking for wasn't there, or was it? Linda broke off the podiatry lesson by trying to crack a joke, "You've seen one, you've seen them all."

Although they tried to make light of the foot exam, both men were in fact looking for something specific, a mark, an implant, or some evidence of an alien hybrid perhaps? Dan pointed to Linda's heel and nodded. Richard said, "You're right." He smiled in agreement as he looked over the front seat, "I can see it."

"See what?" Linda didn't understand.

As if the foot request wasn't enough, Richard asked Linda for a hug! This is an ancient interrogation technique designed to resolve residual anger in the victim. It would normally, signal forgiveness on the part of the victim, but it only made Linda sick. Dan seconded the request. 'Now this was getting weird,' Linda thought. She avoided the bizarre request, and asked Richard why he wanted a hug. He said he needed one and that was all he could say. She noticed Richard had tears in his eyes, but what on earth for? Linda didn't think either man deserved a hug, she gave her sons hugs, her husband too, but these guys, what were they thinking? She made excuses to avoid hugging them. Her dignity was at stake, but Richard begged her as he wormed his way closer.
Linda was surprised to see Richard crying. She decided to hug him first, just to stay in control of the situation. She put her arms around Richard's neck, with her head on his shoulder, facing Dan. Afterward, Linda pulled away, but Richard did not let her go, wanting to hold on longer. Then Richard pressed Linda's cheeks between his hands and kissed her lightly on the nose, saying, "I wish you were my little girl."

That was about enough for Linda and she pulled herself away with a jerk. The conversation gradually changed to more trivial questions, until the two obsessed men finally dropped Linda off at the same bus stop. As they let Linda out, Richard said, "I'll see you okay?" Finally free and preparing to run if necessary, Linda saucily fired back her answer, "No you won't. Not if I can help it."

She left immediately hoping never to see them again. She knew she couldn't call the cops, but she did call Budd Hopkins. She looked at her watch, and saw that she had been gone for over two and a half hours.

That night she felt she had to tell her husband something. So she softened the facts and told him about her abduction and about her kidnapping earlier that day. Steve went ballistic at the dinner table dropping her delicately prepared veal scallopini and dishes all over the floor. The two boys were so frightened they went and hid in their rooms. Later it was understood that Steve had bad feelings that something was going wrong with Linda, but could not bring himself to ask her about it. He too was chivalrous toward her and felt bad because he could do nothing to help. Steve's reaction also fits a pattern. Many husbands of abductees feel bad, not only because their wives were taken, but because they were not around to prevent the act in the first place. This is also common in rape cases.

In spite of her protests, Richard and Dan did not intend to leave Linda alone. In May, the following month, they attempted to snatch Linda again. The same black Mercedes was spotted, but this time the third man was watching the whole incident from afar. This time Linda ran off before they had a chance to seize her and was able to escape the kidnap attempt.

A full summer went by without incident, but Linda was fearful the whole time. Her family life was not going smoothly. That Fall, Budd Hopkins received another radical letter from Dan. In it Dan detailed the "Lady of the Sands" incident for the first time. This one blew the top off the case. The three men who witnessed Linda's abduction had finally come to realize that they too were abducted on November 30, 1989. The tone of his letter indicated Dan was markedly depressed, anxious, angry and in a borderline state. He made ambiguous love/hate comments about Linda, as if he too was falling in love with her, albeit in his own deranged manner.

On October 15, 1991 Linda was again violently kidnapped by Dan, who was now acting alone. He chased Linda down the street, managed to confuse and grab her and throw her into a red Jaguar XJ-6 sports car with the top down. This must have been his own car because, he drove it with one hand like a professional driver, all the while holding Linda down with the other. He accelerated to speeds of over sixty miles-per-hour on city streets, fast enough to discourage anyone from bailing out.

Once he maneuvered her into a dark alley Dan's racist upbringing again flashed out. He continued to refer to Linda as a "half-breed," and sloppily kissed her all over her face after pinning her down on the seat. Linda kicked back and tried to bite him. Rebuffed and now feeling guilty, the crazed agent drove Linda to an isolated beach house on Long Island. This was probably a special safe house used by New York area security agents for various covert operations.

As soon as they walked into the house, Dan handed Linda a white gift box. She opened the box to find a diaphanous
and addresses, but were prevented from remembering specific details by a wave of forgetfulness.

Richard's bonding dreams recurred every 6 months until he was about 15. At that age a sexual bonding occurred. Richard remained in love with the girl of his dreams throughout his teens and even into adulthood. Her image was burned into his soul. It was as if he went around with a template applied to every woman he knew to see if she fit the Baby Ann pattern.

In that November letter, Richard added a shocking revelation. Hopkins stood amazed as he read it, Richard was now convinced that Linda Cortile, was Baby Ann and that she and Richard had been abducted as children and teenagers and bonded by the aliens. This did a lot to explain his love obsession with Linda.

Richard told Budd Hopkins he distinctly recalled "vivid dreams" about an abduction and sexual bonding that took place when he and Linda were adults in 1981. Richard was convinced that Linda's younger son, Johnny, was really his. Johnny was born in 1982, within the nine month gestation time frame of the 1981 orchestrated liaison and possible abduction.

Linda, realized later, through questioning and hypnosis, that "Mickey," her childhood imaginary playmate, was none other than Richard. This knowledge also increased Linda's feelings for Richard, but she could not act on her feelings, she was happily married to another man.

We can now see that Richard was the one the aliens chose to be obsessed and unrequited. A one-sided Love Bite was all part of the plan. But for what purpose? Was this process designed for the aliens amusement? Was this drama staged for the third man, an important foreign political leader who watched the whole incident unfold? We can't be sure, but we know the VIP took a keen interest in the case.

This mystery man finally corresponded by letter to Budd Hopkins and admitted to his involvement in Linda's surveillance. But he also admitted to a special connection with Johnny, Linda and Steve's youngest son. It turns out the foreign official recalled being taken by the aliens in a mutual abduction scenario with Johnny. He developed a Grandfatherly love for Johnny and had many "dreams" about him.

It was discovered later through hypnosis, that little Johnny, Linda, another young girl and the third man were all abducted on the same evening, by the same crew. In this event the neighbor and the third man witnessed Johnny and the young girl being placed together, in some kind of childhood bonding procedure. They recalled watching helplessly as the aliens placed the two children together then took them away from each other as soon as they began to have fun. This seems very much like the ritual bonding that took place between Richard and Linda when they were little. For reasons he did not understand, the diplomat felt compelled to make Johnny Cortile his mission in life. He remembers giving Johnny a diving helmet to cheer him up one day after the anonymous little girl was taken away.

All of the lives in the story were significantly changed after Linda Cortile's UFO abduction in Manhattan, on November 30, 1989. From what Linda has recently told me, Richard still contacts her twice a year, for Christmas and birthdays. She is not sure if Richard still feels the same way as he did in the past, but admits that there are times when she can sense his presence nearby.

The Cortile case demonstrated that the alien abduction phenomena extends beyond the classic medical exams and UFO sightings. It is clear that the dramas that unfolded surrounding this Love Bite were arranged by the aliens, and appeared to be fueled by the emotions of the Love Bite obsession itself.
Charles & Sara

The following case demonstrates a Love Bite with a targeted individual, set up and manipulated by the alien abductors. This is a one sided obsession on the part of the male abductee.

Charles, a lifelong abductee, meets Sara, at a New Age conference and later meets her again at a small UFO lecture. He senses a strong emotional and sexual attraction to Sara, even though Sara is married.

Sara seems very familiar to Charles, who claims to have had intimate dreams of her traceable to his teens. Moreover, Charles is convinced he has had a mutually shared alien abduction experience with Sara, in which they had bonded sexually. Charles distinctly remembers a particular body mark (a scar on her inner thigh) that he could only know if he saw Sara nude and at close range, which he claims to have seen while on board an alien ship.

Charles becomes infatuated with Sara and calls her every day, sometimes several times a day. He tells Sara some of his alien abduction memories, but Sara is overwhelmed and grows frightened.

Ten days later Charles tells Sara that the aliens matched them at an early age because they had similar energetic frequencies. He also mentions that she has a scar on a certain part of her body. Sara brushes the comment off as a weird coincidence and tries to forget about it, but reports a growing familiarity, an approach-avoidance conflict, toward and against Charles.

Weeks go by. Charles can’t get Sara out of his mind. While at home watching television, he sees Sara’s face on a beautiful model on horseback, bringing tears to his eyes. He is overwhelmed with emotion and love for Sara.

Charles continues having flashbacks of having been with Sara in dreams. He sees her riding bareback through some dark woods, but she is not in danger. The vividness of these daydreams and visions increases to such a degree that he begins to understand them as artifacts of the bonding program, initiated by aliens years ago.

Charles called Sara to tell her about his insight and tries to reduce her own anxieties about their free falling and ambiguous relationship. Only then did Sara tell Charles she owned a Connemara show horse and was deeply involved in Eventing, Dressage and other equestrian activities. Still, Sara remained glib. “Oh well,” Sara thought, “it must be another coincidence.”

Charles, sensing rejection grew anxious again. He saw the scar revelation and the equestrian vision as elements in a vast Dharmic destiny, a path he should follow in life. Sadly, Charles could not bring himself to see the dangers involved in obsessive behavior. He was now fully in love with a woman he believed to be his future wife.

He believes that he and Sara will be together in the future and have a special destiny, perhaps to bear a child together. Charles also secretly believes that Sara’s youngest child (that she has with her husband) may really be his.

Sara did not reciprocate feelings for Charles and remained aloof, although she admittedly did not want to provoke him into irrational behavior. Finally Charles saw the “Big Picture” and was crushed with unrequited love, a clearly defined earmark of the Love Bite phenomenon, but he did not give up hope.

Charles said he was not trying to develop a sexual relationship with Sara and claims he has been celibate for years. He felt the aliens prevented him from having sexual
relationships, other than the ones they choose for him. Sara's rejection made no sense to him. He was certain their love would be consummated in a romantic and erotic manner.

During winter, several months after Sara's offer of simple friendship, Charles claims to have been abducted again and recalls being fully conscious during this encounter. He claims the aliens instructed him to have sexual relations with his choice of a number of female subjects who are also on board the craft, but in a trance like state. The aliens give Charles positive ego stroking and send him home without trauma. Charles claims he recalls having sexual relations with one of the women offered to him, during that alien encounter while on the ship. Charles claims that the aliens gave him secret information and hinted that they might have a special mission for him in the future.

The next Spring Charles called Sara again, this time to apologize, but the more they talked the more she realized he was still obsessed. This frightened her again and she made great efforts to cut off contact with him for good. She moved out of town, got a job transfer, and changed her appearance. Charles had difficulty taking the hint and was grief stricken. The two never saw one another again.

Scott, Sharon & Angelina

In this case a married couple were forced to separate because both subjects were abducted and subsequently manipulated.

Scott is an abductee who has had encounters throughout his life. Sharon, his wife of two years, is also an abductee, but is embarrassed to talk about her experiences. Sharon has seen anomalous beings in her home in the middle of the night, one she described as an “alligator man,” and another as an illuminated being waving a long light wand. Sharon becomes angry when Scott brings up the UFO subject.

On the couple's one-year anniversary, they decided to take a week long camping trip to the wilderness. They were relatively happy until that point. One morning during the camping trip, Scott suddenly, and without explanation, was no longer attracted to his wife, emotionally or sexually. Even so, he continued to have sexual relations with her, just to please her.

Scott became more interested in researching his alien abductions and started attending my support group. Sharon scoffed at Scott's realizations that he was a lifelong abductee and reacted to the subject of UFOs and abductions with hostility. She emotionally cut off Scott, especially when the alien topic came up.

One night Scott awoke to discover strange markings on his chest and on the bed sheets. These symbols were drawn in an ink like substance. Scott had a sample analyzed in a professional lab, but the results were inconclusive and unfortunately he failed to photograph the marks.

He showed Sharon the strange markings, which she
shrugged off. She figured he went down and got a tattoo. She began to admonish him for engaging in such bizarre fantasies and argued with him constantly. Her main concern was that he had cut a hole in a perfectly good pair of Percale sheets.

As the weeks went by Scott noticed that his wife was switched-off sexually. He tried to rekindle the flame, made repeated sexual advances, but she remained unresponsive. In counselling the couple decided to separate for a while and start dating others, perhaps to rekindle the flame. This seemed to work for Scott and his feelings for his wife returned. Sharon however, found someone else and filed for divorce.

Throughout this difficult time, Scott corresponded with Angelina, an abductee support group member, along with several other abductees in my support group. Angelina and Scott become good friends, feeling like they have known each other for years. Shortly after their meeting a set of unusual dramas started to unfold and they began to experience mutually shared dreams and abduction scenarios together.

Angelina, who also figures in the next case history, remembered waking dreams and abduction related scenarios that involve Scott in an intimate and sexual way. Scott recalled having dreams of Angelina, but thought they were "just dreams." Luckily, Scott and Angelina are both aware of the possibility that they might be caught up in a Love Bite bonding experiment, and feel that they are being set up by the aliens to become romantically involved. They decided to avoid sexual intimacy although a highly erotic and trance like tension overwhelms them when they are alone together. We are still in touch with them and feel that they have overcome the love bite attraction that the aliens set up for them.

**Angelina & Steve**

This is case of a married couple in which both partners experienced alien contact. It involves elements of relationship manipulation, the Love Bite, Spiritual Warfare and other anomalies.

Angelina, the same Angelina who figured so prominently in the lives of Scott and Sharon, is the primary abductee. Dick, her husband of 15 years, didn't consider himself an abductee until four or five years after they were married. They have three children.

Angelina is a life long abductee. Her mother and grandmother also report UFO encounters, missing time, and probable abductions. Angelina reports being abducted by several different alien types, including, traditional Greys with black oval eyes, short tan types, reptilians, human military personnel and humans dressed in lab coats working in full cooperation with the aliens. Dick doesn't believe in Angelina's encounters and is emotionally unsupportive, glib, controlling and sometimes abusive. Often during Angelina's abductions Dick is sound asleep and cannot be wakened, as if drugged.

Angelina has sexual encounters with a 7-foot tall lizard man. During these episodes, she is immobilized and is given a screen memory of making love to her favorite movie star. At times Angelina has been able to break through the implanted screen memory to observe a reptilian with scales, red or yellow snake slit eyes, long claw-like fingers and a tail. The reptilian repeatedly rapes her and exhibits jealous and dominating be-
behaviors towards Angelina's husband. For example, one night in bed, Angelina, not yet asleep, was lying with Dick's arm around her. The reptilian enters the bedroom through some sort of interdimensional portal and lies down on the bed. Then the reptilian grabs Dick's arm and flings it back to his side of the bed. The lizard man playfully strokes Angelina's hair and proceeds to have sexual intercourse with her while she is paralyzed. These sexual liaisons have increased her sex drive to unnatural degree. She admits that the sexual interactions with the reptilian are sometimes quite arousing, even more so than with "human" men. Her body responds with a heightened orgasm, yet she has intense feelings of guilt and shame.

She told my support group she believes she is being conditioned for some future purpose... something having to do with a breeding program. She has had unusual dreams where she is shown a hybrid human-reptilian baby. An alien voice tells her the child is hers, but she is repulsed to the point of nausea.

After the first attacks Angelina developed an irregular menstrual cycle, and began to feel pregnant on several occasions. During these cycles her breasts swell and even lactate. On one occasion she was overcome with painful uterine cramps and expelled a brownish mass which she immediately flushed down the toilet. She doesn't have health insurance, so she did not save the fetus for later lab examination. She also has problems with visits to any doctor. This can be partially attributed to the aliens suggestion not to trust doctors. When I interviewed her she was convinced the aborted mass was an alien fetus.

Eventually Angelina developed an eating disorder and began to lose weight all the while loosing desire for her emotionally unsupportive husband. She attributes this disorder to the fact that she cannot discuss the assaults with her husband because he becomes angry when she brings up the alien issue. To make matters worse Dick is stuck in a poisonous dilemma. He loves his wife, but thinks she's nuts. On the other hand, her accounts are so vivid, so consistent that he must, at least partially believe her. She is, with the exception of the eating disorder, perfectly rational in every other way. She gets her work done, and she is fully functional in everyday life. Dick vacillates constantly. When he does believe her, he blames her for the problem, somehow it must be her fault. Many men blame the woman for being too sexy when a rape occurs, they think the woman wore a dress that was too revealing or walked in a "loose" manner and Dick is no exception. He believes the alien presence in their life is like a minor headache, "If you simply ignore the problem it will go away." Dick has no idea that he too has been manipulated by the aliens and refuses to accept any testimony toward that end.

To support the idea that Dick is also being programmed, Angelina claims the aliens send her painful warning signals as soon as she talks to her friends or the support group about the abductions. It is almost as if the aliens are threatening reprisals against her rebellion. When she speaks on the phone she hears loud static, clicking noises and even hissing and breathing sounds. These sounds do not occur when a non-alien content related phone call is made. These interferences have been witnessed and recorded by several persons who know Angelina and they insist she is not paranoid or delusional.

Through an alien orchestrated set up, Angelina meets another male abductee named Steve who is sympathetic to her problems. He is married, but separated from his current wife, who is not an abductee. Angelina recalls sexual bonding encounters in a dreamlike virtual reality scenario two months prior to meeting Steve. This scenario involved cuddling in bed nude with Steve, and being given suggestions to have sexual relations. The prop set consisted of a generic looking hotel room, white bed covers, sheets and pillows, white room, etc. It appears that the aliens deliberately set-up these two individuals for a love affair.

Angelina recalled hearing a male human voice in the bonding
scenario, telepathically communicating to her that she is to meet Steve later on. He lives over a hundred miles away in another town, and the chances of them meeting at random were remote.

Angelina eventually met Steve through a neighbor down the street “by chance.” She remembers three separate bonding dreams before she met Steve. As soon as they met, they had an instant attraction to one another. Angelina remembers the previous dreams, and even asks Steve if he remembers anything. He does not, yet feels like “he has known Angelina before.” They both fall obsessively in love with one another and start a series of deeply passionate sexual encounters.

Angelina goes away on a weekend escapade with Steve after having a fight with her husband. While Steve and Angelina are together out of town, they feel like they are being watched. Meanwhile, Dick is at home having spontaneous remote viewing images and vivid dreams of Angelina having sex with another man. Seething inside, Dick is incited to jealousy and anger.

When Angelina returns from her weekend trip, she notices Dick acting strangely, as if he knows something. Angelina is aware of small balls of light in the house. She knows these lights to be associated with the Grey aliens. Dick has no clue whatsoever and is still very much in denial about anything regarding the aliens.

She observes the lights around Dick and watches them passively as they enter his head. She sees these lights through clairvoyant vision, but Dick cannot see them. Dick immediately becomes angry, agitated and accuses Angelina of having an affair. He tells Angelina of the images and dreams he had of her and the other man, perfectly describing the clothes she wore (which were purchased in another town while on the trip). Dick also accurately described Steve and the hotel room they shared. Angelina is shocked, because he described everything as it really was even though Dick and Steve had

Figure Two: Several abductees recall love bonding sessions while being observed by aliens. In this case the Tall Gray alien in the cape seemed to be the leader.
never met. Angelina begins to think that Dick followed them or had them followed by a friend or private investigator, but he did not hire anyone. She denies the accusations fearing physical abuse from Dick.

Several abductees visited Angelina and confirm that the small balls of light remained active in her home. These abductees also exhibit clairvoyant faculties and auric vision. Angelina believes that these particular bluish lights are associated with the Greys when they telepathically communicate verbally or through mental imagery. There are also black balls of light, which range from very small to the size of a basketball. Angelina claims that these black orbs create violent mood swings, from serenity one moment to anger, rage and violence the next, almost as if the victim is possessed. The smaller, fuzzy blue lights seem to have a calming and stabilizing effect.

In addition to the floating lights, Angelina begins to perceive the human aura, interdimensional portal energy vortexes and she reports being able to see into the future. On one occasion, during a visit to Angelina's home, at least three friends observed unusual electromagnetic energy points, like Kirlian images, emanating from certain areas of the house.

A reptilian being was also observed by two independent witnesses. This type they amusingly termed a “Baby Godzilla.” The creature stands about 3 feet in height, has a beak like snout, tail, and clawed hands and feet. Angelina's children have also observed these creatures in the home at night in full physical form. On one rare occasion, Angelina and Dick saw one of these creatures early in the morning. In a hurry to get up and see it, Angelina stepped on the reptilian's tail, causing it to squeal like a pig. Then it quickly disappeared into thin air.

Soon after the alien directed bondings and real romantic affair, Angelina and Steve fall in love, but due to financial problems, they cannot be together. Both Steve and Angelina are in anguish. The love obsession lasted for about six months
after which the obsessive feelings dissipated for each partner and a mutual denouncement was agreed upon. Angelina recalls an abduction dream where she is told "Steve will not be needed anymore." Thereafter, Angelina no longer feels the yearning need for him.

Angelina wants her marriage to work, but Dick grows difficult, emotionally abusive, controlling and remains in denial of their problems. He refuses to acknowledge the abductions. This creates a serious rift. As a result, Angelina continues to feel emotionally isolated.

Both Angelina and Dick are practicing Roman Catholics, married in the church. Angelina has a religious friend who prays with her, and they jointly decide to pray for Dick. Within two days he has an encounter with a Grey in their bedroom at night and is absolutely petrified. Dick now believes Angelina about the aliens and they both start attending mass every week. Their relationship improves for a couple of months, but Dick soon goes back into denial. He maintains that if Angelina just stays away from her abductee friends, goes to church and ignores the aliens, it will all go away. It didn't.

The troubles continued for months, so the couple sought out a priest from their church to exorcise the house. After the priest blessed the house, the aliens returned and activity seemed to escalate. Angelina is again warned by the aliens not to talk or visit the support group abductees or her religious friend. The aliens (or an intelligence behind them) threaten Angelina that if she tells of her experiences something bad will happen to her neighbor.

Angelina talked anyway, because she grew tired of the threats. Within a couple of days, Angelina's next door neighbor visited and suddenly dropped to her knees in a trance and began growling and hissing, as if she was possessed. She also began to foam at the mouth and muttered odd sounds while writhing on the ground. The woman seemed to be taken over by a demonic entity. Angelina naturally
calls 911. The neighbor eventually snaps out of the fit and returns home, not fully cognizant of what happened. The next door neighbor had no history of epilepsy or seizures of any kind prior to that event. The neighbor was seemingly normal the next day and was not taken to the hospital, but for weeks after the seizure she and her sons reported what they called, “poltergeist activity.”

Due to the extreme stress of the family’s situation, Angelina and Dick’s marriage started going downhill and soon they were talking of divorce. Meanwhile the abductions by the Grey’s, military men and humans in lab coats continued.

As a result of contact with the support group, Angelina has made great strides in her personal growth and self-esteem. She and her husband are keeping their marriage together, but it is still difficult. To this day, Angelina has contacts with the aliens and human types. She, her husband, abductee friends and neighbors have observed unmarked white vans and persons watching their home and other locales that Angelina visits. Surveillance seems to be just a part of life. This includes, but is not limited to, phone tapping, clicks, static and being cut off, being followed by an unmarked black cars (a hearse to be exact, on one occasion), and also black helicopter activity.

To date, Angelina has accepted her fate. Her marriage to Dick has held together despite the forces against them. At the present time, Angelina does not consider her love life a priority, as other more important survival issues have taken precedence. Since the time we met, she has grown and matured tremendously and has developed a “thick skin” emotionally.

Sophia, a 35-year-old wife and mother has had alien encounters since childhood. Her mother, father and siblings have also had encounters throughout their own lives. Her husband, George, is not an abductee nor are any of his immediate family members. Two months before Sophia became pregnant – she had an alien visitation and a telepathic message stating that the aliens “needed more offspring.” The married couple had a young daughter, who by the age of two, started having nightmares and extreme phobias of monsters and bugs.

Sophia went on a truth quest in 1993 and worked on many personal growth issues through counseling and alternative healing therapies. She attended various lectures and UFO conferences and sought out an abductions therapist to help her with her alien abduction issues because nothing out there seemed to be able to crack the memory barrier, including psychic readings or channeled messages.

Sophia told the counsellors she has often felt emotionally disconnected from George as he was generally unavailable, working long hours away from home. Sophia did not share her experiences with him because he probably would not be sympathetic. She often wondered why she even married him. They seemed to have so little in common.
At this point in Sophia's truth quest, she met Dave, an older, charismatic man, who was also an abductee. Sophia met Dave at a lecture, and when he saw Sophia he couldn't take his eyes off her, as if he recognized her from somewhere else. When Dave saw Sophia, his eyes locked on hers for quite some time. Ordinarily Sophia would have looked away, but felt compelled to hold her gaze until Dave shifted his eyes.

There was something extraordinary about him, something familiar and important. For some reason Sophia felt that she must get to know this man and talk to him about her dreams and abductions.

Dave was very interested in Sophia and her budding home based business. After a flirtatious chat in the hotel lobby they exchanged business cards. Within a week the two started corresponding by telephone and mail. They shared interests on the alien abduction topic, dreams and paranormal experiences.

Then Sophia started having vague memories of dreams she had several years prior, dreams of being sexually intimate with a man she loved and knew well. She couldn't remember what the man looked like, but vividly remembered his touch, his smell and even how he made love. It was uncanny.

One memory, which she did not share with Dave, included being in some kind of bedroom scene, making love to a man she thought to be her husband. Above the bed, in an enclosed windowed off area, stood about four or five white lab coated beings observing the couple's love making experience, as if they were scientists. During the height of the love making process, where both reached a climax simultaneously, a series of bluish-white lights ascended from both her and her lover's body. She also remembers overhearing a comment from one of the lab coated observers above. As the balls of light ascended, one of the scientists commented, "Look, they've created luminaries."

Sophia started having dreams of Dave soon after their meeting and continued correspondence. She felt an intense and increasing romantic attraction to him. Because of common interests in the paranormal field, they had jointly decided to do lucid dream experiments and psychic messages with one another. Sophia felt that Dave had loving feelings for her, but he confided it up to her imagination. But the feelings of love that Sophia sensed from Dave persisted. Sophia did not share this with Dave, knowing he was already married.

One particular day, several months after they started corresponding, Sophia received a strong empathic connection and musical tune from Dave. The melody was an older song she had not heard or thought about in years, and it brought mixed emotions of a deeply personal nature concerning Dave and his life's ambitions. Sophia described it as being spiritually connected to Dave's inner soul-- emotions of love, joy, grief, suffering, anger and such passion that it brought Sophia to tears -- all in a matter of seconds. After that experience Sophia saw her relationship with Dave as empathic and emotionally connected.

Sophia continued to sense a passionate love emanating from Dave towards her. It wasn't her imagination. She became confused, because Dave gave her double messages while conversing on the phone. Sophia shared her deeply spiritual and emotional experience with Dave, and he admitted that Sophia's perception and song was exactly what he was about. He was impressed by Sophia's accuracy to pick up on such personal details and his favorite song.

Gradually Dave started opening up and revealed dreams he had several years back about a woman who resembled Sophia. Dave intuitively knew some of Sophia's innermost secrets, things she had not told anyone. Dave's empathy and clairvoyance impressed her.

Dave was emotionally connected to a particular dream character that he thought could be Sophia. Even though Dave claimed to be happily married, Sophia sensed a strong sexual
attraction growing between them. This made the relationship both attractive and confusing to her. As a moral person she felt breaking her marriage vows to be one of the worst possible things anyone could do. But now, she realized how tempting infidelity could be.

In spite of her moral restraint, Sophia grew more obsessed with Dave and called him at least once a week. She thought about him constantly, and tried to fight the feelings of overwhelming love she had for him. Every time Sophia heard his voice she melted, became mesmerized and fell in love with him all over again.

The two abductees made plans to meet one another at another UFO conference. Sophia began to wonder if Dave's dream character was really her. She seemed to have no control over her consuming feelings of love and passion for him.

About a week before the UFO conference, Sophia awoke within a dream finding herself arguing with an intense looking, aqua-blue eyed human male. The stern man was about thirty and wanted information about Dave's dream character. Sophia didn't know and yelled at the man, "I just want to know the truth!"

She awakened to hearing herself yelling, something she rarely did and had never before experienced in a dream state. This entire episode was creating, in her, a person she did not recognize, an alter-ego who was quite emotional and somewhat off the deep end. Sophia resisted and went back to sleep. Later in counselling she remarked that she felt like she was in a trance, as if being put back to sleep under control. In this trancelike state, she received impressions and telepathic messages leading her to have sexual relations with Dave. Thoughts and ideas entered into her mind on how wonderful, passionate and perfect it would be to make love to Dave. Sophia knew these things were being implanted into her mind, and it was difficult, if not impossible to resist fantasizing about Dave.

Sophia told the support group that she became aware of another presence in the room that same night, a presence, almost like a coach, that goaded her into fantasizing about Dave and their scheduled tryst. Sensing that something was askew, Sophia refused the suggestion and retorted, "No, I'm not going to do that!" Sophia awoke angry that some intelligence, possibly alien, was impressing thoughts and images into her mind to do something immoral that wasn't her idea to begin with.

Sophia awoke a third time that night, this time to her daughter's terrifying screams. She rushed out of bedroom to find her daughter running downstairs screaming to get away from the monsters. The frightened child complained that she had to run away from the monsters that were in her room upstairs. Were these monsters aliens?

A week later, Sophia met Dave at the conference. They shared some of their experiences, held hands and hugged, but refrained from any sexual contact. Sophia admitted that the urge to become romantically involved was very strong, but knew it was not in her or Dave's best interest. After all, they were both married.

Dave admitted to Sophia that he had experienced spontaneous remote-viewing images of her. One was a vision of her wearing a particularly sexy robe that he described in exact detail. Sophia had also received mental images of Dave at his home office, which he confirmed as very close to actuality.

After meeting Dave at the conference things died down for awhile, but within a month the abductions came back. Sophia had other abduction related dreams involving a lab coated doctor giving her a rectal exam. Before the doctor performed the exam, Sophia became lucid, wondering why some unknown man was making her bend over against a medical table to do a rectal probe. The lab-coated man, impressed upon her mind that it was "Dave" and that it was all right, in order to make Sophia relax.

Sophia later realized this to be a screen memory of an alien
encounter and possibly an attempt to force she and Dave to go against their moral beliefs about marital fidelity.

Odd things continued to happen after meeting Dave at the UFO conference. On another occasion Sophia had another virtual-reality dream. She became lucid about an hour and a half after falling asleep one evening. The bedroom was dark, and Sophia awoke “within the dream” to find Dave in bed next to her on her right side. Her husband remained asleep on her left. Sophia couldn’t believe her eyes, so she touched Dave on his face to feel whether it was really him. It certainly felt like Dave, but when she spoke to him he could only mumble odd, incomprehensible sounds, as if in a time warp. Sophia wanted to prove to herself that this was not just a normal dream, so she got up out of bed, walked around the room and stomped her feet on the ground to make sure she was real. Sure enough, she felt real and Dave was still in bed. Sophia remarked that in a normal lucid dream she sometimes has to fight to maintain awareness and may fade out of the dream into REM sleep, but in this virtual reality dream, Sophia noticed how easy it was to maintain conscious awareness for a long period.

Sophia returned back to bed where Dave and her husband still apparently lay. Then something unexpected happened. George awoke, sat up robotically in bed and walked out of the room! It was as if he was an automaton being controlled by an external force. Sophia then decided to explore Dave’s body (since she thought it was just a lucid dream) and proceeded to make love to him. But before doing so, Sophia decided to see if there was any kind of evidence she could bring back from the experience. She noticed that Dave was wearing a pair of boxer shorts with a distinctive plaid pattern, and she pulled them off to keep them after the experience. She then fell back to sleep.

The next morning she searched high and low for the plaid boxers and could not locate them. George woke up, took a shower and asked her what she was searching for. She told George she was looking for her favorite bra and that it must still be in the laundry. Sophia realized that this experience was some type of mind manipulation and that she was beginning to lie about it to save George’s feelings.

She called Dave as soon as she found herself alone. After describing this experience to Dave, he embarrassingly admitted that he did own a pair of plaid boxers identical to those Sophia described. This so called “coincidence” was highlighted by the fact that Sophia knew the brand name of the briefs and that they were an odd and very exotic brand. Dave had purchased several pairs in France on a business trip a few months earlier.

Dave also described to Sophia virtual reality experiences he had of her when he was in some kind of altered state. Dave mentioned that on more than one occasion he became lucid in bed, sensing that Sophia was next to him completely nude. He later admitted that he was actually touching his wife in bed, but had intense mental imagery overriding his true perceptions, and instead saw Sophia next to him. This had never happened to Dave before.

During that same conversation, Sophia admitted to several other lucid dreams focusing on Dave, confirming much of the information that she was picking up from Dave clairvoyantly.

Dave disclosed some of his paranormal experiences, which he believed to be due to his enigmatic dream character that resembled Sophia. He claimed to have seen and felt his bed pillow next to him indent by itself, as if an invisible entity was sleeping next to him. He also described the touch of this unseen presence. The touches were loving caresses that he believed to be from his mysterious dream character. Sophia secretly wondered if her fantasies of touching and kissing Dave could actually be physically sensed by Dave. She was certainly too embarrassed to tell Dave what she was really
thinking about and how she would fondle him.

Sophia confided to Dave that throughout that time period she heard ghostly breathing in her room at night. Again, this had never happened to Sophia before. On several occasions the breathing emanated from her left side while lying in bed. On another occasion the breathing was from another area of the bedroom. It happened in several locations, and Sophia knew it wasn’t her own breathing, or George’s, or anything coming from her child’s room.

On one occasion in particular, Sophia was out of town visiting relatives. That night, Sophia had a dream of lying next to Dave, as he cradled her in his muscular arms and delighted her with gentle touches and soft kisses. She felt his energy and believes she had a real encounter, even if it was an astral meeting or interdimensional connection. Upon awakening, the dream quickly faded as Sophia heard soft breathing next to her in bed, which also faded. The only communication that Sophia recalled was Dave telling her lovingly, “Yes, you will suffer. Yes, you will suffer.”

Several months into Sophia’s love obsession she became emotionally distraught, exhausted, and physically ill, but she also went through a tremendous release of creative energy. In her greeting card business, which, as stated earlier, was a home based business, she wrote beautiful poetry, prose and spiritually deep concepts and she made great inroads with her publishers. But it was at a tremendous cost.

After a month of persistent flu-like symptoms, somewhat like Epstien-Barr syndrome, which, by the way, is common for abductees, she grudgingly went to the doctor. While getting her blood drawn, she had a flashback. She believed this flashback to be an abduction memory in which her blood was drawn by a lab coated person using a very modern blood drawing device. Sophia commented on this device during her encounter because it looked like a bluish-grey gun with a very short needle. It had a gentle vacuum action that drew blood quickly and painlessly through the skin barely penetrating a vein or artery. Sophia recalled telling the lab coated person, “Gee that is neat, it doesn’t even hurt!”

Disconcerted by the flashback, Sophia asked the real phlebotomist at her doctor’s visit why they didn’t use the nifty blood drawing gun device that was painless. The phlebotomist looked at her oddly and replied that he didn’t know of any device like that. Sophia was embarrassed – realizing that her flashback was a, “leak through” from an earlier abduction.

The futuristic blood drawing device continued to baffle Sophia. She even called the hospital laboratory and asked the personnel where they ordered the device, describing it perfectly, but to no avail. Such a device didn’t exist, but the technician commented that it sure sounded like a novel way of extracting blood!

After six months of the grueling, emotionally exhausting love obsession with Dave, Sophia corresponded with a world famous therapist. At the time, Sophia was skeptical of any “Love Bite” theories, and she really wanted to believe that she and Dave were somehow divinely matched together.

Sophia was determined to get to the bottom of her alien abduction memories, and understand why this love obsession was consuming her energy and health. The difficult aspect of the love obsession for Sophia was the realization of a love and passion so much more powerful than she had ever experienced with any man, including her husband. This created problems for Sophia’s marriage, as she was no longer attracted to her husband, and could only think of Dave. Sophia sadly realized that for the first time in her life, she knew what true love and passion felt like. She described it as a profoundly deep, spiritual love and intense physical attraction unlike “lustful sex,” as she bluntly put it. The bond between her and Dave was the strongest she had ever felt with any man.

She and Dave knew they could never express their love
physically. This loss of realizing true love's embrace tore at Sophia's heart. It was the most despairing, incomprehensible grief that she had ever endured. It almost killed her. And the sad part of it was that she could only confide in her therapist, and not dare tell her husband. Besides, no one would believe her. Most people don't even believe in alien abductions, let alone some alien contrived drama like a love obsession. 'Everyone would laugh,' she thought. And she was probably right.

The only way she could cope with the great loss of love was to hope that someday she and Dave would be together. She also had a strong faith in God, which helped tremendously. The despair of lost love was a cruel blow to Sophia's sense of womanhood. It was as if Sophia gave up her very soul.

Dave claimed to be happily married, but was he? Did he get everything he needed from his wife? Sophia knew he was probably bored with his marriage, and had trouble understanding Dave's double messages. His fascination for Sophia was never as strong as her love for him. He rarely, if ever called her. But he was overjoyed to be thought of as a hero, an uplift to his masculine ego. Privately Sophia rationalized Dave's inability to return her feelings of love. The harsh reality of unrequited love was beginning to leak through.

She decided to make an appointment with a highly recommended abductions therapist. This bold decision would require her to travel to a large Midwestern city for several days, while she went through regressive hypnosis.

A week before her scheduled visit, Sophia awoke to poltergeists in her home. Things moved in the room, the new house creaked as if it were an old Victorian. Immediately she fell asleep, as if drugged. Sophia then went directly into what she thought was dream. She recalled being taken to a large warehouse facility, like a military base. She was brought to a uniformed man sitting behind a desk who apparently was in charge of operations. He wore a tan, light brownish shirt and trousers. A tall reptilian guard stood to her left.

She was interrogated with a barrage of questions. Sophia recalls being surprised at the nature of these questions. Why would a military man be so concerned about her private beliefs, especially about God? Sophia was not lucid, and flipantly told the officer that she was here doing the will of God and that was that!

Angered by Sophia's forthright innocence, he quickly stood up from his chair and shouted, "Here, then have this!" He handed Sophia a fingernail sized section of blotter paper with the consistency of a damp towelette. This paper had a yellowish brown dot in the center. He ordered her to eat it. Sophia obediently put the paper in her mouth, and started chewing. She told him, "I can't eat this." Sophia realized this paper couldn't be chewed and did not dissolve in her mouth. The military man became angrier and said, "Well here! Have another one!" Then Sophia took the other paper and put it in her mouth as instructed.

Soon afterwards, Sophia recalled hearing voices or sensing telepathic messages to not to see her therapist, and not to say anything about the love obsession and alien abductions. The voice said to Sophia, "Just go along with it. Everything will be fine." Another message also implied that if Sophia persisted in delving into this matter, her mother and sisters would be assassinated. Sophia added that this voice was hypnotic and designed to make her compliant with whatever plans were in the making for her and Dave.

The next morning Sophia had a very sore throat and became ill with a bad cold. She was too ill to travel and had to cancel the trip to visit her therapist. She felt helpless and angry and feared that something bad would happen to her family. Sophia knew that something sinister was behind her abductions and this love obsession setup with Dave. Everything seemed to be such a mystery, one bizarre event after
another. Sophia was determined to get to the bottom if it, even if she had to do it alone.

In several telephone conversations Sophia and her therapist heard loud static noises, clicks and other electronic sounds when on the phone talking about her abductions. Similar telephone sounds were heard when Sophia mentioned the same topics with Dave. The sounds were most obvious and magnified in volume especially when the topic of the Love Bite was discussed. The static grew so loud that they were forced to yell. This was no coincidence.

Oddly enough, Dave seemed to be unmoved and glib to Sophia's findings and emotional pain. Dave thought it was something more extraordinary, having to do with his own importance. This was the first time Sophia learned Dave was a big egomaniac. It was all about him after all. She wondered how extensively he was being manipulated by the aliens, considering his reaction to the situation. This insight crushed her and she felt trapped and lonely. Dave was extremely self-centered and did not love her as she wished he would. Dave began acting indifferent and uncaring to Sophia and her experiences. When she called, he was always in a hurry and seemed to want to get rid of her. His words were incongruent with his behavior. He had become switched off to Sophia and instead only focused on himself.

Something didn't seem right. Sophia really wanted to believe in Dave, but the veil was starting to lift, and the picture wasn't pretty. Sophia knew that her illusion of Dave was starting to crack, even though she hung on to any hope that she may be wrong. He was an extraordinary man, yet he had a dark, manipulative and self-absorbed side. It seemed to get worse with time. Oddly enough, Sophia still continued to call him, falling back into her obsession. It was like a love-spell being recast upon her every time she heard his voice and she continued to have romantic dreams of him.

The mystery of the profundity of Sophia’s love obsession gradually started revealing itself through a series of mystical experiences with a very powerful being, who was guiding Sophia through a series of self-revealing mystical experiences.

Sophia was determined to confront the intelligence behind her obsession with Dave. She didn't trust this intelligence, or whatever it was hiding behind Dave's image. Sophia reasoned that it was probably some kind of deceitful alien or spirit trying to steal her love and emotional energy. She set her heart and soul at uncovering this mystery and the intelligence acting behind it.

About a week after seeing Dave as an egocentric character, Sophia had another powerful dream. She described it as the "Don Juan Archetype." In Sophia's own words she said,

"A tall cloaked being stood outside the back door of my home, lurking in the shadows, desperately trying to get my attention. Even at a distance I could feel his immense, magnetic presence beckoning me to draw closer to him. He had the most intense passion imaginable and I had to fight in order not to be completely consumed by his powerful presence. For a brief moment I let down my guard and I felt his essence as being the strongest and yet most genuine and surrendering love. I was taken to know in no uncertain terms that I could not be an observer of his presence beyond this point and if I got any closer to this magnificent being I would be magnetically swept up and consumed by this being."

Sophia called her therapist to relate this powerful dream and the intelligence she called "The Don Juan Archetype." The counsellor posed the question to Sophia, "Do you think perhaps that this being is behind your love obsession with Dave, acting behind his image?" At that moment severe static cracked on the telephone, as if it were confirmation given by the being himself. It gave Sophia the chills.

The spring months progressed into summer. Sophia remained depressed. She described this summer as the dark night of her soul. She remained skeptical of this beings' benevolence. He seemed good and evil all at the same time.
And Dave sure didn’t seem to care. Neither did her husband.

Emotionally exiled, Sophia felt like the eternal widow. The despairing, grief stricken darkness in Sophia’s soul forced her to pray harder than she ever had in her life. She wrote poetry like a trail of fairy dust off a magic wand. It poured out of her as if it came from someone else. The emotional desperation and grief of lost love hit its peak as Sophia cried out to God. She prostrated herself, going through torturous fits of crying. She begged the Father,

“Oh Lord, please help me. Tell me how I should love him (Dave). The love and feelings I have for him are beyond my ability to cope. I know I shouldn’t love him this way because I’m already married, and so is he. Please Lord — let me know your will on this matter. In Jesus Christ’s name I ask you of these things.” After years worth of tears, Sophia collapsed asleep, exhausted.

She woke up to the sound of an angelic, yet powerful voice answering her prayer. The voice she believed to be God himself. He responded to Sophia,

“You are loving Dave as if you were molesting your own son. Love him as I do, as a Son. And love me as your spouse.” Sophia said the Father spoke other things, but she could not remember them all.

The harder she struggled to rid herself of her erotic feelings for Dave, the deeper her grief set in. Sophia’s hopes of having the love she so desperately wanted were nothing but illusions.

Months passed. Eventually her grief cleared and a fresh approach entered her mind. If she could not be Dave’s lover perhaps she could play the role of the nurturing mother or soror mystica, his mystical sister, a confidante. Dave would now be her lunar mate, her Appolonian brother, like Romeo and Juliet, Brother sun, Sister Moon. Well, Dave certainly acted like a child sometimes, but her son? And what did that make Sophia, a mother to Dave? A spouse of the Father?

Sophia continued to pray to be released from her obsessive feelings for Dave, and they finally started to wane. But as the love for Dave ameliorated she also began to realize that her relationship with George, her husband, was probably also an alien setup, possibly to have a child who, she feared, would later be abducted, as was she.

The reality of the alien influence in her life was a thorn in her side. She still had to deal with the problem of the rifts and emotional isolation of her current marriage to George. Sophia had to pray against her natural inclinations to be able to even love George again as a husband. He had been unaware and unavailable during the most difficult period of her life, and she felt resentment and disrespect for him.

Sophia pressed forward, insisting upon marital counseling with George. After all, Sophia contributed to the problems they shared and had systematically froze him out. On the other hand, George had issues of his own. He was completely unsupportive when having to face any discussion of alien abduction or marital issues, calling Sophia crazy, every chance he got. This was obviously a reaction-formation designed to avoid his own problems. Could this have been an alien manipulation? A disempowering, unfulfilled marriage?

Sophia and George entered marital counseling only after Sophia insisted on a divorce. This brought the couple together and lessened the emotional isolation, but it was never the same. Sophia still believed that her true love was forever gone.

Luckily the obsession with Dave started to wane, as Sophia realized the love of the Father through a series of dreams and profound mystical experiences which revealed themselves in a mysterious sequence of events. The Father also emerged in other dreams in different forms, always in the triad of the father-son-beloved. These visitations gave Sophia hope and strength, as well as a sense of the Fathers’ good will for her.

The duration of the love obsession for Dave took a little over two years, but now Sophia assures me that she won’t let
that happen again. She and her husband are closer and she
tells me she has a new-found sense of peace and release from
her earlier troubles. She still has alien encounters now and
then, but much less often. She admits that her husband is
still not aware of the ramifications of what she went through
concerning the abductions and remains in denial, but she
has faith George will come around eventually. For now, she
is content to have a stable marriage and family life. As far as
love is concerned, Sophia had only this to say, "Even though
my experiences have been painful, it was better to have loved
and lost, than to never have loved at all."

I marveled at her statement, and could only wonder what it
must have been like for Sophia. Did she really lose out on love?

Janice is a happily married attractive blonde in her early
thirty's and a mother of three children. She has had alien
encounters most of her life. Her husband Bob, is not an abductee
although he is sympathetic to her problems.

Overall her encounters seemed pleasant and she was never
threatened by her experiences until, her son, a kindergartner,
reported that he saw, "Skinny boys in shiny suits, wearing sun-
glasses and walking through the bedroom wall at night." From
that day on she began to pay close attention to her own expe-
riences and to her child's security. Were the aliens after her
kids?

Janice began to wonder about the coincidence of mutual
dreams. Can closely bonded humans have similar dreams on
the same night without direct contact? One is reminded of
ESP stories and the fictional Corsican Brothers, but in hard
experimental research conducted at the University of Minne-
sota in the late 1970s, many twins, raised apart from birth,
were found to possess similar likes and dislikes, similar dreams
and mate selections even identical toothpaste choices.

Janice noticed triangular marks, bruises and microscopic
puncture wounds on her body and she developed deep anxi-
eties about the alien abduction phenomena as a negative event.

Janice planned to attend my UFO support group to meet
other abductees and to get some answers. She also began to
pray for an answer from the higher powers, "Please God why
me, please let me remember."
Instead of a direct answer to her prayers, the aliens distracted her with a projected image of a new lover. This lover met all of her romantic ideals and deepest emotional needs. Caught of guard, she didn't know she was so needy. She thought her husband Bob was perfect for her, she had no desire for another man, and yet, inner psychic needs began to change beyond her control.

Further in the dream she saw herself standing at one end of a beautifully landscaped garden, other people were busily coming and going. The passersby made no comment, but Janice vaguely remembered a line of poetry from T. S. Elliot,

*People walking to and fro*

*Speak of Michaelangelo...*

It was as if they were in another dimension and she was caught in some kind of virtual reality.

In her recalled dream, Janice became aware of standing next to a tall sandy-haired man with a mustache. He wore a leather flight jacket and when their eyes met, Janice sensed that this was her dream lover, and it wasn't Bob. His hazel eyes smiled at her. She loved him deeply as if they had known one another for years. She felt happy and overjoyed, and thought to herself while looking into his eyes, "Do I know you?" The couple seemed to be connected at a deep soul level.

Janice then saw several tall, robed, aliens watching from a distance, seeming to approve of the connection. At that moment, Janice was so overjoyed that she had finally met the man she had been looking for all her life, that she forgot where she was and the dream suddenly ended, leaving the image of this perfect lover clearly imprinted in her mind. She became upset, almost devastated, that the dream ended so suddenly. How would she find him again?

Janice spent the next several days trying to keep the dream imagery alive – the man's face fresh in her mind, but it continued to fade. Intuitively she knew this man was real and she must find him.

Two weeks later, Janice attended my abductee support group. She was a bit skittish about meeting other abductees, thinking they may be crazy and she didn't want to be associated with them. On the contrary, Janice discovered that the people in the group were just like her, normal people, with families and typical jobs.

At the group Janice spotted a very tall sandy-haired man sitting at my kitchen table sampling my heavenly handmade chocolates. The more she looked at him, the more she thought to herself, "No, it couldn't be – the man from my dream?" At the break the tall man sensuously brushed against her hip, and asked, "Where do we know each other from?"

At that moment she knew it was him. She began to tremble and had to excuse herself to smoke a cigarette outside. She stayed outside several minutes, desperately trying to calm herself down. The anxiety was almost uncontrollable. Janice was afraid to go back to the group. She did not want Alex to see her so emotionally disheveled. She returned to the group reluctantly as the meeting reconvened. It was apparent to me that Janice and Alex were in a quandary as to how they knew each other.

I've seen this happen before at support groups, and wondered if a Love Bite would soon develop. They exchanged phone numbers at the close of the meeting. At the time Janice was too embarrassed to tell Alex of her dream.

As if psychically connected, Alex said, "I don't know if I should tell you or not, but I think I remember you from an abduction dream."

Janice continued to tremble for the duration of the meeting. She decided not to tell Bob of her experience with Alex. This failure to divulge the truth began a long series of little white lies and deceptions which eventually created a rift in their eight year marriage. The lies also covered up a number of secret meetings with Alex.
For the month following the group meeting Janice couldn't concentrate. She developed insomnia and caught a nagging cold that dragged on for weeks. She was in love with a man she didn't even know — a total stranger. She loved her husband, but this was a mystical kind of love, one that couldn't be easily disregarded. It was a gift of love sent from heaven.

Even though Janice was happily married, she now became totally obsessed with her dream-lover. Janice and Alex called one another on the telephone and talked as long as possible every day. Alex was strongly attracted to Janice as well. Although he was happily married, he found ways to be with Janice.

The compulsion to be together was irresistible. They loved each other so much they would die for one another. It was as if their souls were enmeshed.

As the love bitten pair shared personal experiences it became apparent that the aliens — or some intelligence acting behind the aliens — had set them up together, possibly since childhood. The psychic links and synchronicities were amazing. Alex could pick up on what Janice was feeling and would call her and Janice could feel his thoughts.

Their conversations revealed a shared abduction "dream," which they eventually realized was a memory planted by the aliens. In the dream they saw a child they parented together. In another shared realization they saw Alex undergoing a neck and spine operation, a possible alien implant procedure, which allows the aliens to control and monitor the "subject" through the Pons and the brain stem, the nerve rich portion of the Central Nervous System that marks the transition between the brain and the spinal cord. Could this operation have modified Alex's brain chemistry in subtle ways?

Alex put up an unusually strong struggle during the implant procedure. The aliens, who rarely meet force with force, achieved their deceptive goal, by using Janice, or at least her cover screen, to comfort Alex as he went through the procedure, thus increasing the strength of the bond between them.

For Janice, the sound of Alex's voice had a profoundly tranquilizing effect. On weekends they were unable to communicate due to family obligations. These weekends seemed to last for days. Although futile, now that both had been love bitten, they actively tried to avoid speaking on the phone, writing notes, or meeting in obscure cafes, but their compulsion to embrace, and to look into each other eyes was almost intolerable. It was as if they were addicted to one another.

For Alex the addiction took the form of smelling her perfume, which delicately masked her body scent. To be out of contact had the effect of a progressively building tension for both victims. When they couldn't talk for days or weeks it became a near crisis situation. Vacations away with their own families were nightmares, the withdrawal was excruciating. It was like a drug addiction. The strong bond between Janice and Alex started to create tension in both of their marriages. Even though they had not crossed the line of sexual infidelity, the passion was becoming increasingly difficult to suppress and was growing disruptive. They secretly met on one occasion which forced them to take major steps. Alex's compulsion to have sex with Janice grew to such a fever pitch, and Janice's willingness to receive that perfect passion was so overwhelming that they decided to avoid direct contact thereafter.

The alien-bonded pair, suffering great emotional pain, eventually decided to temper their relationship and see each other only once each month and with witnesses along so no sexual compulsion could be acted out. By this time both spouses were fully aware that Janice and Alex had something, "going-on."

Janice became depressed. The monthly meetings were not sufficient. She wanted to cross the sexual line, but she realized there was an addictive quality to the love obsession. Even so, the flame for Alex was never completely extinguished.
My support group was helpful, but it simply was not  
enough. Her depression deepened, and Janice, on the brink  
of suicide, realized she needed one-on-one therapy and prob-  
ably medication. If she didn't get medical help as a means to  
cope with her feelings, she thought she would die. She began  
counseling with a qualified therapist twice a month. In  
addition she stayed with my group and was able to empa-  
thize with others in the same situation. This outreach helped  
er her gain perspective on her overall situation and insight into  
the seriousness of alien manipulated obsessions.  

It took more than a year for Janice to come to a sense of  
balance. By this time, Alex grew uninterested and seemed  
switched off. This hurt Janice, but she always knew their love  
relationship was just an orchestrated drama that was some-  
how serving the aliens. However, the aliens did not give up.  
They matched Alex to another targeted love bite partner. In  
one of my support group sessions Janice shared a recent ab-  
duction dream in which she saw Alex being set up with an-  
other, very beautiful, woman. This evoked a great deal of  
jealousy in Janice. During that contact, the aliens com-  
municated that the bonding between she and Alex will no  
longer be useful to them. Janice wanted to stop this from  
happening, and protested to the heartless aliens on the ship,  
but they simply ignored her pleas.  

The medical doctor gave Janice a prescription for Paxil – an  
anti-depressant, and for a few months it helped. Luckily, her  
husband was aware of Janice's alien abductions and made  
efforts to understand. Had Bob not been such a supportive  
husband, the marital relationship might have dissolved and  
Janice might have easily taken her own life.  

The aliens eventually switched Janice off too. She described  
this switching-off process as a release from the feelings she  
onest had for Alex, but she also lost strong passionate feelings  
for Bob. This change in her obsessive feelings happened  
literally overnight, after an "abduction dream."  

In spite of the seeming rejection, Bob stuck with the rela-  
tionship hoping their love life would return to normal. Jan-  
ice eventually told my support group that she was able to  
stop taking the Paxil and was no longer inhabited by that  
insatiable need for Alex's presence or voice.  

Now that Janice was getting over Alex, she was able to look  
back and observe how things happened. She went through  
hypnotic regressions for the purpose of finding out what may  
lie behind some of the abduction bonding dreams. In one  
dream, the only thing she remembered was being with Bob  
when they were first dating, in which they wanted to make  
love. This urge was thwarted by her parents coming home  

suddenly. She realized that the operating screen was the “pre-  
marital petting theme with her fiance.” Behind the screen  
imagery, Janice’s insight revealed an alien clinical setting where  
she and Alex were being watched like puppets in some romance  

tragedy.  

Once Janice got to the core memories of these bonding  
encounters she admitted that she felt “used” by the aliens. It  
was not such a romantic, rosy picture after all. Realizing this  
truth, Janice became annoyed with other abducted support  
groups and Internet list groups who sugarcoat the abduction  
phenomena. She wondered how many other experiencers of  
extraterrestrial contact and abductions were, in actuality,  
deceived. She wished she could have told Alex of her discov- 
eries, but now he was already long gone. Alex was transferred  
to another town and the two lovers never met again, but  
Janice continues to dream about him.
Mia Adams, a single woman in her early fifties, claimed to have been in contact with an alien intelligence throughout her life. She had no history of psychotic ideation, held a salaried job and lived a normal, Fort Lauderdale life. In 1988, her dreams and waking images intensified and she was compelled to research the UFO phenomenon to the fullest.

In 1994, Jordan, an FBI agent, was sent to investigate a complaint about a disturbance in Mia’s condominium complex. Normally the FBI would not investigate a domestic problem, but this particular call involved and ex-FBI agent, and the FBI wanted a backgrounder on the case.

Jordan and Mia first met face-to-face during lunch to discuss the problem. Their conversation ranged from the complaint at hand to mutual interests in the UFO phenomenon. Jordan disclosed that while working for the FBI, he sometimes investigated UFO reports and “X-file” material. Jordan’s manner was charming, professional and intelligent. He expressed a genuine interest in Mia, which surprised her, as he was twenty years her junior.

The following day Jordan called Mia to discuss details of the case he had come to investigate. His candor and friendliness towards Mia almost caught her off guard. His expertise, gentlemanly manners, and risky job fascinated her. Jordan graduated from Duke University, had been involved in Naval Intelligence and the CIA. Although impressive, Mia remained reticent about trusting too quickly. She was not interested in developing any kind of relationship that could lead to sexuality because, two years prior to meeting Jordan, Mia had decided to remain celibate, primarily so she could concentrate her efforts on spirituality and personal growth.

Jordan called Mia often, sometimes several times a day, just to chat. Mia sensed that Jordan “sent out a voice” that indicated he was interested in getting romantically involved. She maintained the friendship because of Jordan’s interest in the UFO phenomenon.

Mia wondered what Jordan’s true motives were and thought that his entrance into her life could be a setup of some sort involving surveillance. She had, after all, become moderately immersed in UFO research. Mia had been able to confirm through a private investigator named Andy, that she was under some type of surveillance. Andy came to her condo and swept the place for bugs. There were none, but a high and irregular impedance on her phone line indicated that the phone might be tapped.

Even though Jordan was married and had three children, he continued to make amorous overtures towards Mia. He said he and his wife were on the “outs” and were having serious problems. Mia rebuffed Jordan’s advances, but Jordan seemed to take it all in good stride and continued to call daily, “just to see how Mia was doing.”

Unbeknownst to Mia, Jordan tracked down Andy and implied that he would have his license revoked if he didn’t steer clear of Mia, but by saying that, he made Andy even more aware that Mia was, in fact, under investigation and that Jordan was surveilling her, trying to pose as a suitor or lover to find out what she knew. When Andy told this to Mia much later, they both grew very angry and yet neither Andy nor Mia could figure out why Jordan would want to investigate her.

Andy was so alarmed by Jordan’s threats that he told his wife all about the incident in case something happened. One
clue did stand out. While Jordan was threatening Andy he said, "All that UFO stuff she is involved in is a bunch of crap. Stay away from her." Jordan apparently had the authority to make a threat like that and Andy did back off, yet neglected to tell Mia about this threat until many months later.

Mia decided to play coy in order to see if Jordan was fishing for anything specific. In reality, Mia had no idea what was going on. Had she stumbled across something classified in her research? Thousands of people read UFO material everyday and usually they are not investigated by the FBI.

Note: It seems the FBI has played an integral role in a number of UFO cases, specifically the Linda Cortile case mentioned earlier. In that case, an FBI officer was also "rope in" and used as a guinea pig. This happens often in undercover drug cases, where the agent winds up addicted or abusing the very substance he or she was sent to observe.

The next day, while on the phone with Jordan, Mia casually mentioned Andy, her "private detective friend" and his confirmation that her phone was tapped. Jordan made an excuse to get off the phone quickly, but not before calling Andy a liar.

Early on in their relationship, Jordan expressed a deep desire to be Mia's protector. At the time, his chivalrous mannerisms amused Mia and she delighted in his company and friendly conversations.

Jordan admitted that he believed he had missing time episodes in his life and wondered if he also had alien encounters. As their friendship deepened, Mia and Jordan experienced daydreams of having been with one another before. Very often either one of them could complete each other's sentence and know exactly what they were thinking.

Inexplicably, Mia felt a very strong, psychic, "soul connection to Jordan, and Jordan was falling in love with Mia and told her so. He couldn't help himself. He made excuses just to visit and call Mia on a daily basis. Throughout this time, Mia and Jordan witnessed a whole variety of phone static, unusual clicks, beeps, and obvious surveillance.

Meanwhile, Jordan's marriage showed signs of a very nasty breakup. His wife had had an affair years before which resulted in her giving birth to another man's baby. Jordan had been turned off to his wife ever since, and it was only a matter of time before they would be divorced, or so he thought.

Jordan sensed that his relationship with Mia was governed by fate or what he called, "Kismet," and seemed to be somehow setup by forces beyond their control. Their connection to one another was so strong that the romantic tension between them escalated until Mia decided to let down her guard.

Two months into the relationship, Mia had a daydream which was out of character for her. She thought to herself, "It is time to have sex with Jordan, just to 'get it out of the way.'" When Mia communicated her decision to Jordan, he backed off. He reasoned that they were probably being watched and could be videotaped, with disastrous consequences.

After Jordan rebuffed Mia's sexual advances he made a sudden phone call from the kitchen phone. At Andy's urging, Mia routinely taped all phone messages and calls to and from her home. Two days later, Mia was shocked to discover that Jordan's call was a fake. He acted as if he were talking to someone on the other end, but there was nothing on the line but a dial tone!

Within hours of Mia's hearing the taped fake phone call, Jordan called from his office to report he was just approached by two unidentified intelligence agents. They warned him to avoid sexual contact with Mia. They told him other information involving Mia and about something that had happened in 1962. They also told him he was part of an alien experi-
ment, a partial offspring of Mia's, and if they had consummated their love they would have been committing incest. Jordan was not sure how true this was. The simple probability would be about ten-billion-to-one so he began to investigate this "incest angle," at least this is what he told Mia.

Mia was skeptical because of the fake phone calls and all of the other ongoing "shenanigans." Jordan did not relate the entire conversation to her at that time, and this acted against his credibility. He focused on 1962, asking, over and over again, if she could recall anything weird that happened when she was nineteen. It was as if he was suggesting she should invent an answer.

Jordan finally told Mia that he was aware of two distinct intelligence-gathering agencies, both unrelated to the FBI, who had taken an interest in their relationship. One group, perhaps working in conjunction with the alien agenda to orchestrate love matches; and another group, which made efforts to break the couple apart. It was as if the government was at war with itself on a secret level.

A couple of weeks later, Jordan was called to do a special FBI training seminar in Atlanta. During his absence, Jordan's romantic ardor grew stronger - and so did the odd noises on Mia's phone. On several occasions, Mia noticed that Jordan's phone calls were muted. Luckily, Mia had set up her phone system to record everything onto a separate cassette machine, and, without question, some of the messages had been tampered with or deleted.

When he returned from Atlanta, Mia thought Jordan might be "flipping-out." He claimed he set up an appointment with a psychologist who suggested he should undergo a hypnotic regression. Upon checking, Mia discovered that the psychologist scoffed at the use of hypnosis and did not even do regressions. After Jordan's alleged hypnosis session he called Mia, very upset, mumbling something about an encounter with black-eyed creatures who "touched him." Mia didn't believe any of this, but allowed Jordan to play out whatever contrived scenario he was following.

She tried to console Jordan, but her efforts fell on deaf ears and all Jordan could say was, "I don't know who to trust. I didn't ask or volunteer for this. I don't want to deal with it."

In later conversations, Jordan did come clean to some extent. He mentioned a missing time or fugue state, that took place in New York when he was a small child, and another incident that took place while attending college at Duke University in North Carolina. Showing signs of paranoia, Jordan told Mia, "I don't want to go anywhere near you—this is connected to you!"

Mia didn't know what he was talking about and was hurt by his sudden rejection. Jordan implied that she was either an alien or part alien, and was somehow a major player in the bizarre saga that was unfolding for both of them.

Several days later Jordan calmed down and called Mia in a more reasonable mood. Again he asked if she could recall what happened to her in 1962. Obviously, Jordan, or his superiors, knew something that Mia didn't and the pieces of his puzzle were starting to come together. Whatever this puzzle was, it profoundly frightened him. He was able to make some sense out of the constant surveillance, phone problems, being moved from one place to another, especially to Houston where he was handed his Division 5 special project. On reflection he was beginning to see Mia's connection to UFO's and aliens, their setup romantic attraction to one another, paranormal phenomena and lastly, secret information-pointing to their powerful soul level connection and the fact that they might be related by an alien breeding program or a human mind control program.

Mia struggled to remember what might have happened in 1962. She recalled being a college student at the University of Tampa, living in the dorms with a roommate named
Sheryl. One evening Mia accompanied Sheryl to a local Tampa beach. They drove in Sheryl’s “Seafoam” blue Chevy Impala convertible. Sheryl intended to meet her boyfriend Randy there and convinced Mia to come along despite Mia’s gut feeling that something was wrong about this trip. The beach was isolated, except for Randy. He was digging in the trunk of his white Corvette for some tools. Grabbing a car jack, Randy walked over to a nearby boat trailer and removed the tires, stealing them right in front of Sheryl and Mia, as if they weren’t even there. Fearing the police would come, Mia begged Sheryl to leave.

Mia could only remember her intense fear of wanting to get out of there. She couldn’t place any significance to this date or any event in 1962. Jordan was on to something, but what? Was this just another ruse to make Mia think something happened in 1962? Years later, she would discover this was a probable cover memory for an abduction scenario.

Jordan kept Mia in suspense. Two days after his mysterious phone call about the year of 1962, he called again, speaking cryptically and with paranoia. He acted as if he knew they were being monitored. Jordan insisted that the year of 1962 was the center of everything. He apologetically told Mia that everything he had previously told her was true, or what he believed to be true, and he apologized for his brusque and rough and tumble tone.

He did not however recant his belief that Mia was at the center of things and that she had a repressed connection to aliens. Mia asked, “What about your feelings for me. Were they just part of the window dressing?” Jordan could only reassure her that he loved her. Mia commented, “I feel like a rat in a maze run by spooks.” Fearing surveillance himself and realizing that his job and pension were in jeopardy, Jordan whispered, “Nothing could be closer to the truth.” He promised to do everything in his power to find out and tell Mia what this mess was all about.

Mia pressed Jordan for more answers, “Is there any connection between you and me in all of this or is it just happenstance?”

Jordan chuckled, “There couldn’t be a stronger connection.”

Still perplexed, Mia asked, “Then what do you think the connection is?”

“Yes, I guess I can tell you, this has to do with what I mentioned the other day, the 1962 incident.”

Mia paused, skeptical about the differences in their ages. “Were you born then?” Before Jordan could answer he hung up the phone.

Mia’s mind raced. Thunderstruck, she gasped, “Oh my God. It couldn’t be possible.” She sat there shaking her head “No”, over and over. “Jordan is 32 years old.” Mia thought. “Could this be possibly alluding to the fact that I am his mother? Could this be the cosmic connection through some kind of alien harvesting? Could Jordan be the result of my egg and some kind of alien genetic incubation?” It all seemed to be too bizarre to be real. Mia could never have children. Throughout her life Mia had problems with her menstrual cycle and with fertility. She was unable to conceive, a fact she discovered during her first marriage.

Mia had no maternal instincts towards Jordan, just an inexplicably strong bond, a spiritual and loving one, a feeling of agape, but no overt tendency toward sexuality. Jordan, on the other hand felt a strong sexual urge. What was this all about?

A few days after Jordan’s “whisper” call, Mia received a strange message on her answering machine. A mechanical, computerized sounding voice uttered a particular address, six times over. It was not a familiar address, but some remote truck farm with existing crops near a detention camp for Cubans and Haitians—not far from Homestead Air Force Base. There was also a radar antenna station for the Navy there. Mia couldn’t see anything relevant here other than an overt psychological surveillance (psy-op) game. She mentioned this
to Jordan, and he warned her not to go there.

Jordan called again in a few days using a cellular phone. He indicated that Mia’s distrust and misgivings about their relationship, and the inconsistencies that arose between them, were to be expected, as if all their interactions were planned. Jordan maintained, “For whatever reasons, I must operate under the conclusion that the whole relationship was a planned thing.” Mia was thoroughly confused, but Jordan insisted he was on to what was happening between them, and promised to tell her everything once he had it all pieced together.

Within a few days Jordan was called (by government agents) to visit Dulce, New Mexico and Nellis Air Force Base near Las Vegas, Nevada. Dulce is a few minutes jet ride from Roswell, New Mexico and Nellis is said to be the gateway to Area 51, which is near Rachel, Nevada. Both of these sites are highly associated with aliens and covert operations. Of all of the places to be sent, why was Jordan sent to these two particular enclaves?

Apparently Jordan was allowed to visit these top secret facilities because of his “real” rank within the FBI. It turned out Jordan was no ordinary FBI agent, and he probably knew about everything long before he “fell in love” with Mia. Years later, Mia discovered that Jordan was given information about his situation, and about Mia, on that particular mini-tour. Jordan was aware that some of what he was privy to may be disinformation, but to the best of his knowledge he believed it to be true.

The information Jordan obtained on the visit to Nellis and Dulce is condensed and paraphrased in a letter he secretly sent to Mia. This letter contained a series of consistent typos and misspelled words, as if they were some kind of binomial code, sort of like the codes supposedly inserted into the “Shakespeare Folio of 1614.” To date, Mia has not been able to crack the code, but she is assured there is a hidden cipher in it. Jordan simply dropped out of Mia’s life after the letter and she heard nothing from him for two years. At the time he wrote the letter, Jordan intended not to see Mia again, but years later he did contact her and explained everything.

The letter was blacked out and censored in parts, but it’s substance is paraphrased as follows:

Mia:
There is a conspiracy going on involving government knowledge and collusion with several extraterrestrial races visiting this planet. I have been advised by government sources that my birth was the result of genetic intervention by alien beings. My real [birth] mother was unable to conceive naturally. In her efforts to have a child a donor egg was obtained from another woman (Mia) and her genetic material erased from the egg. (Nuclear DNA extracted) My real mother’s DNA was then inserted. Then this altered DNA was fertilized with my father’s sperm.

I also believe I have been conditioned to seek employment with the US Government. I then realized that I had been deliberately and artfully placed into contact with the egg donor/mother used to conceive me. [Mia] I understood this was an alien effort to determine the influence of a non-tangible energy field [or perhaps mitochondrial DNA] factor in human emotional interaction [bonding].

There are several government agents who were apparently aware of this alien orchestrated (incestuous) bonding drama and tried to contradict the alien efforts to governments’ interference as an effort to prevent an incestuous relationship and maintain some sense of dignity.

The agents are a small faction of the Department of the Navy or DON. The DON’s purpose is to direct extraordinarily unique activities in relation to extraterrestrial EBE’s [Extraterrestrial Biological
Entities] and alien technologies, primarily to combat alien operations which are hostile to the National Security of the U.S. Basically, gathering and exploiting alien technologies and containment of premature disclosure of information (security) regarding the alien agenda and activities.

The Greys are genetically similar to humans and they are creating various human alien hybrids. The purpose is to create a hardy elite hybrid species, which would be initially capable of forming the leading elements of Grey society as well as serving a similar role in human society. The hybrids would also be able to survive the destructive ecological changes that the Greys believe will take place in Earth's near future.

The use of bio-electronic implants is incorporated into the central nervous system of the abductedees for the primary purpose of mind control. The DON conducts extensive surveillance and monitoring of abductedees who are part of an on-going program of manipulation of the human gene pool by competing nonhuman alliances—the reptilian species. Apparently the genetic manipulation was initially taken on by the reptilian species to direct certain human traits in ways favorable to the reptilians. Their main focus is in the United States and some of its allies.

A leading economic and military study has determined that the reptilian efforts in this area are amounting to long term sabotage. This is one of the reasons for the DON's efforts to counter the reptilian directed human genetic sabotage.

The alien Greys and reptilians routinely attempt to erase the abduction related memories of those they abduct. The DON has exploited the Grey mind control technology as well. Unfortunately these same memory erasure methods are also used on government personnel in relation to work done on extremely sensitive projects such as these. However, these methods are not always foolproof and disinformation is added to the screen memories of the individual. Some personnel are also programmed to not allow themselves to get hypnotically regressed or to be medically examined by unauthorized personnel—especially if they have implants in their bodies.

In addition to the above there is an ongoing program

of gradual societal conditioning to accept the existence and influence of the alien presence in Earth's history, undertaken by the DON. This is done to prevent cultural disintegration in case too much information is leaked out into the population.

I was told the Greys desire to overtly reveal themselves to human society by the turn of the century. This letter is the truth to the best of my knowledge.

Love Jordan

Jordan's letter came as no surprise, but its completeness was frightening, and it sounded almost like a confessional. It certainly wasn't authorized. Mia had heard of this kind of thing before. She still wanted some kind of proof. Was she being played for a sucker again? She just couldn't trust him anymore.

Jordan called Mia around Valentines Day, 1995... just to say good-bye. He did not want to continue the relationship because of the oedipal implications, but he wanted to part company as friends. He could not tell her where he was going, only that he was moving far away and that he would be impossible to find.

In November of 1996 Mia underwent a hypnotic regression with a professional therapist in an attempt to find out what happened in 1962, if anything. At the time, Mia still remained skeptical of the things Jordan disclosed to her in the letter. During Mia's regression she recalled an unsettling incident. When she was 17, she was taken to a military airfield near a beach, by a man named "Sullivan" and other unknown men. From the air field she was flown on a propeller driven troop transport plane to a secret location in Mexico. Nobody seemed to know Sullivan's first name, everybody called him just plain Sullivan or "Sulli." One thing was certain, this man wielded an incredible amount of decision making power. She believes she may have been flown from McDill Air Force Base in Florida across the Gulf of Mexico.
Once there, Mia was examined by several suave and well dressed men. They checked her over to see if “she was right” for this project. Her memory is disjointed, but she believes that during this incident she was turned over to a medical team dressed in lab coats and masks and that one of her ovaries was “harvested” for its eggs. In other words, the alien obstetric technology was available, at that time, to extract several individual ova without harming the ova ducts or the ovaries, per se. She remembers a very bright light in the room. At one point, Mia remembered the Sullivan character telling her to shut up.

She was then placed on a smaller plane and sent back to her home town in Florida. She remembers two benches facing each other in this small plane and recalls hearing something about Mexico above the roar of the propellers.

From that point in the regression, Mia’s mind leapt forward to the next event. Immediately she found herself in an agitated state in Central Park, New York City, sometime in the mid 1960s. Mia sat on a park bench watching a small group of children of preschool age, playing and giggling. A female with the demeanor of a Nazi prison guard in a white blouse and dark skirt, seemed to be in charge of the children. The woman ordered Mia to look at the children and pointed at a particular young boy. Mia resisted the woman’s suggestion and said, “I’m not interested in children now.” The woman in charge told Mia to look at the young boy because she will see him later in life as an adult. “You will recognize him,” the woman said, “You will know him by his eyes.” At that moment in the regression Mia became severely agitated and broke out of the trance. Clearly she had run into a knot of repressed material, very upsetting stuff.

Mia knew in her soul that the young boy was Jordan and the puzzle started to come together. She wanted to believe she was making up the story about this rude character named Sullivan, but she later found confirmation of his corporeal existence. One of Mia’s friends, present at the regression, an ex-Army officer, knew of “Sullivan” and was aware he was always assigned to black-ops (black operation projects that are kept secret from the public) jobs. Later the officer was able to identify the man as William Sullivan, who, during the Vietnam War, was third in command of the CIA. In that capacity Sullivan answered to both CIA and Pentagon bosses and was supposedly also reporting directly to J. Edgar Hoover on certain projects. We know now that one of the projects was the surveillance of the Kennedys and Martin Luther King.

Further information, obtained through the freedom of information act, pegged this same William Sullivan as the founder of “Cointelpro,” a cutout corporation, using an acronym for Co-intelligence project, as their colophon. As its name implies Cointelpro was, among other things, a conduit between the CIA, the FBI, NSA, and the Pentagon. The space administration (NASA) was a Kennedy power house at that time, and was clearly out of the UFO loop.

Valuable operatives like Sullivan rarely retire. Before dropping out of sight, he managed to co-opt staff from Houston’s FBI Division 5, merge them with his loyal Cointelpro operatives, and mould the whole group into a new super secret security agency working inside NASA. I stress, this was NASA after 1968, after the Kennedy influence fell away.

With his information on your desk how could you not wonder if the Star Wars initiative was so far off? Up until that time NASA had never “lost” a satellite. They either blew-up or went into orbit. But after the (SWI) the Star Wars Initiative took off, suddenly we have about 24 missing satellites. Are they all really missing or were they simply “reassigned?” Sullivan’s “legacy” group was so “dark” it didn’t even have an acronym or a name, but it did have entre to all NASA programs and all aspects of any work being done for NASA by subcontractors.
Sullivan's internal agency survived without him into the late 1970s and included, in their black bag of tricks, a conduit through Lockheed for development of the Glomar Explorer, a Cold War spy ship parading as a manganese nodule mining craft.

Military Intelligence reports lists William Sullivan as a retired officer who died alone in a mysterious hunting accident in the 1980s, but one really wonders. How can a spook of this stature die alone in a hunting accident unless he shot himself? In any case it is doubtful Sullivan died at all, and he is probably still alive acting as a consultant in some capacity. Rumors persist that he is in Ireland.

Two months after Mia's regression in January of 1997, Jordan made a surprise telephone call to Mia. Remember that Jordan vowed he would probably never call her again and yet here he was, bright as a button. He claimed he was vexed by all that had happened and expressed a desire to reestablish their relationship. Mia no longer believed him and sensed he was still working for a black-ops group. But, instead of hanging up she wisely took the opportunity to ask Jordan some barbed questions about the past few years, and his past in general. She did not inform him that she had done a little data gathering on her own and she specifically skipped any mention of the several hypnotic-regression sessions.

During their last call Jordan told Mia about an incident in his childhood in which he was taken to Central Park in New York City with a small playgroup.

Jordan dutifully told Mia where he had been since he sent the long confessional letter. In January 1997 he was transferred from his Florida office to the FBI Division 5 in Houston, ostensibly to work with security for the space administration main offices nearby. Bill Sullivan was acting as CIA liaison in the Division 5 office in Houston at that time, and broke away to form a cloaked security group at the space agency. Not near the space agency, "in" the space agency. Is this the same "Sull," who Mia remembers flying her over the Gulf of Mexico?

After seven weeks of renewed friendship and daily calls, Mia decided to cut off contact with Jordan. She sensed a troubling warble in his voice. She again felt that Jordan was up to his old tricks and was trying to pump her for information.

In their last conversations, Jordan, in a confessional tone, told Mia that he had originally been "sent in to neutralize her." Mia pressed Jordan to explain what that meant, but all he said is that it wasn't to kill her. Was this just to make sure she couldn't harm "the program"? Jordan also confessed that, after several years of contact, he himself grew suspicious about the FBI's true motives and realized that the political neutralization task could be merely a cover for whatever else he could feed back to his superiors, whoever they were. He honestly admitted to Mia that he thought he was being used to some degree for another purpose and he did not like it. He believed that the true reason had something to do with their relationship and the emotional bonding they shared.

At Mia's suggestion they broke off all communication and, after February 1997, she never heard from Jordan again. In June of that year Mia discovered through a mutual friend that Jordan was dead. His obituary was printed in the Miami newspaper. Shocked by the news, Mia investigated the Houston newspaper to find the same obituary printed verbatim, almost like it was a contrived press release. Had Jordan followed the same path as Bill Sullivan? Was he really dead, or had his identity changed? If Jordan did die, then how? The obituary gave no details.

In an effort to get away from it all, Mia took a trip to New York City with a girlfriend named Elaine. Mia told Elaine about Jordan's obituary, and stressed that she still wanted to
know how he died. A series of coincidences transpired with Elaine, who just happened to have a friend whose son-in-law worked for the FBI in the Miami office and had just transferred from Houston. Elaine was able to confirm through the son-in-law that Jordan committed suicide. He apparently drove to the Woodlands Cemetery, a bedroom community outside of Houston and shot himself in the head while listening to the radio in his car.

Mia believes that Jordan was not the type of person to commit suicide. She was unable to find out any more information until another set of synchronicities presented themselves during the July 4th, 1997, Roswell 50th Anniversary UFO Conference in Roswell, New Mexico. Mia attended the conference and set up a booth near the auditorium to sell her books, The Excylés. A man walked up to her booth and struck up a conversation. Mia told the man that she had just discovered, only a month earlier, that Jordan had committed suicide. The man apparently was a reporter for a Houston City magazine and was now working on a city magazine in Albuquerque. He asked Mia, “Hey, was he a young guy with a bunch of kids?”

Mia answered, “Yes, he had four kids.”

“Oh, God, he shot himself in the head.” The reporter seemed shocked. “Several other young agents committed suicide that year and nobody knows why.”

Mia’s bewilderment deepened. Why wasn’t this suicidal “epidemic” followed-up by the FBI in Washington? Is suicide an occupational hazard with federal agents? Mia doubted it. Many agents work a full lifetime and take a double pension.

More unexplained questions arose when Mia probed further. Upon returning to Houston she discovered that Jordan was cremated in a memorial service with no casket and his ashes were scattered by his wife and kids. No autopsy was taken. Mia still hopes Jordan may be alive somewhere.

Andrew, a single male abductee in his thirties has had difficulty maintaining long-term relationships with women due primarily to alien interference.

Andrew toured Europe and Great Britain in 1992. While visiting the Scottish Highlands he fell in love with a beautiful, affectionate and mild natured woman named Sharon. Two months into the romantic relationship a tall, “Tan/Grey” alien and a shorter, dark blue alien in a hooded cloak visited the sleeping couple. Andrew recalled the first part of the abduction with the tan figure, and remembered asking the being, “You don’t want me do you? You want her, don’t you?” But as soon as he saw the tall being, feelings of fear and foreboding overcame him and the memory faded.

Sharon appeared seriously distraught and emotionally distant the next morning. The look on her face was one of anger and disgust. Normally, after Sharon awakened in the morning, she would cuddle and talk with Andrew, get dressed and silently leave with a good-bye kiss. This particular morning Sharon immediately got out of bed, dressed hurriedly, answering Andrew’s small talk with sharp, monosyllabic words, rarely even looking at him. Sharon’s countenance bore a mixture of fear, confusion and disgust. She quickly left the house, slamming the door behind her, as if she wanted to run away from something that haunted her.

Later, Andrew discovered that during that night, the smaller, cloaked alien jabbed Sharon in the side with a pointy, spear-like object as the entity warned her to stay away from
Andrew, and left her petrified. Even though Sharon found a red triangular mark on her body the next morning, she assumed it was just a horrible dream.

Less than two weeks later, Sharon no longer had amorous feelings for Andrew and seemed to be “switched off.” She soon broke-off the relationship, leaving Andrew grief stricken. A couple of months later the aliens revisited Andrew. In this encounter he remembered graphic imagery of his girlfriend, Sharon being a “slut,” having sexual relations with his best friend, making it appear that his best friend has cheated on him behind his back. This invoked feelings of intense jealousy, rage and unrequited love for his ex-girlfriend, Sharon.

In the next relationship of Andrew’s the aliens again interfered. At the time, Andrew was traveling the Bavarian Alps and started working at a ski resort high up in the German/Austrian mountain tops. Andrew was still trying to get over the last broken relationship with Sharon and wanted to meet another woman for companionship and fun. Thoughts about the Greys were always lurking in the back of Andrew’s mind. He thought that perhaps if he didn’t get involved in a “serious” relationship, the aliens wouldn’t interfere this time. He was wrong.

Andrew became romantically friendly with a Dutch woman named Ingrid while working at the Bavarian resort. They spent the night together one evening and snuggled, sleeping in bed together. The tall tan “Grey” aliens paid them a visit that night. Ingrid did not remember the alien visitation they both shared that night. But Andrew recalled climbing out of bed that night to open the bedroom door and facing him was the tall, tan “Greys.” He became upset and asked the Grey alien tearfully, “Why are you always interfering?” At that moment Andrew turned back to see Ingrid, who was sitting almost upright in bed, her face contorted in horror, frozen into a silent scream Then WHAM! Within seconds of
his request, Andrew experienced intense pain and blacked out. The next morning Andrew noticed a dramatic change in Ingrid's facial expression and demeanor. She had the same look of disgust on her face, as he had seen on his previous girlfriends' face after their alien encounter. Andrew's heart sank. He knew what this meant. Before he could even ask Ingrid what was wrong, her formerly amicable attitude changed from indifference to outright nastiness and the love affair ended.

Andrew's persistence at pressing the aliens for an answer was met with a barrage of platitudes such as, "She wasn't one of us. You are one of us. She wasn't necessary, not part of it. She doesn't understand us." And the notorious, "You are not ready yet to know."

After both of these broken off relationships the aliens projected into Andrew's mind seductive images of a beautiful, exotic Tahitian woman with children, implying that this was Andrew's future wife and kids. The understood message, according to Andrew, was, "If you stick with us and do as we say, this is what we will give you." It never happened.

Andrew believes that the Greys interfere with his relationships because romantic relationships provide a strong distraction to their ultimate use for him. The aliens are akin to jealous lovers who want their abductees all to themselves, for their own purposes.

Today, Andrew is dating again. He remains untrusting toward the aliens and has taken extra precautions to be up front and honest about his alien encounters with his current girlfriend. Even with the odds against him, Andrew maintains a positive and victorious attitude in eventually overcoming these obstacles and has had some success in resisting abductions.

Darlene, 35, was married to Roy for about a year. They are now separated. She has two children, teenagers from a previous marriage. Darlene did not discuss her alien abductions with Roy, because when she talked about them he went ballistic and started binge-drinking.

In August of 1994, Darlene and Roy went on a camping trip at an official lookout-site in a mountainous area of Southern California. Roy had the Thermos open on his lap, preparing to pour a cup of coffee, when they were both blinded by an intense blue-white light. From the vantage point overlooking the valley they could see that the light flash lit up the darkening sky for at least five square miles. Darlene looked at her watch immediately after the light flash and found she had lost about five minutes of time. The late afternoon sun had set and it was now darkening into twilight. That just doesn't happen in a few seconds.

Roy denied any missing time, and became angry and argumentative every time Darlene mentioned it. Darlene felt it might have been a UFO, but Ray insisted it was a rocket launch from Vandenberg AFB. For the next several days, Roy's attitude shifted to irritability and denial every time Darlene brought up the topic.

By listening to the locals on the radio, Darlene discovered that another man had seen the same blinding light and experienced six hours of missing time. He described his
experience to a neighbor and Darlene figured he was situated less than one mile from where she and Roy had their coffee. This confirmed to Darlene that what they experienced was some kind of UFO sighting, but she didn’t get the feeling she was abducted. Even with this other man’s corroborating missing time story, Ray still denied the event and avoided the UFO issue.

Looking back on her life, Darlene recalls that her marriage to Roy started going down the drain immediately after that short camping trip. It was as if Roy was switched off by some external energy force. Roy’s personality started to shift, as he became increasingly angry, argumentative and cold. She later learned (not until her divorce a year afterwards), that Roy had become involved with drugs and began seeing other women shortly after the flash-of-light occurrence.

In the summer of 1995, Darlene went through a major alien abduction involving a heretofore unheard of alien type. These aliens, she called, Tall Pinkies. They can be described more definitively as 7 foot tall beings with elongated, balloon like heads. Her abduction experience included three-and-one-half hours of missing time. She recalls going to bed early one evening around 11 PM to awaken later, finding herself sitting up in bed seeing the two pinkish aliens in her room. Without hypnosis she described them as pale and almost fish-like. Their heads were disproportionate to their bodies, with huge black eyes—the size of a fist!

Darlene went on to describe the aliens faces. She recalls one of the aliens looking directly into her eyes as it moved with hypnotic effect. One of the tall “pinkies” kept moving close to her face, back and forth, almost like a snake charmer. This action had a hypnotic effect on Darlene and the next thing she remembered was sitting up on the side of her bed. Three and one-half-hours were lost on the clock. Darlene felt groggy, as if she had just come out of anesthesia.

She got up and walked into the kitchen, feeling very disoriented and nauseated. She felt intense pain in the back of her head. Clumsily, Darlene bounced back and forth against the hallway walls towards the bathroom. She looked at herself in the bathroom mirror and was shocked to find black-and-blue bruising around and under her eyes. She looked like she had survived a head on collision. Behind her left ear she found a black and blue bruise, as if she’d been hit with a police club.

For two days Darlene was sick, with head pain, nausea, and fatigue. She went to the doctor’s office and was checked out by a physician, who kept asking her if her husband had abused her. The doctor took an optical light instrument and brought it up close to Darlene’s face. As he turned on the light, Darlene immediately recoiled screaming, “Please don’t hurt me!” Again, the physician asked her if she had been battered because he had seen similar responses in spousal-abuse cases. But again, Darlene said “No.” He ordered a CAT scan, which later revealed a definite bruising, and lump behind her left ear and a pocket of fluid trapped in her brain at the rear portion of her head.

After the bruising behind her left ear faded, Darlene noticed a newly formed lump behind her right ear. She had frequent migraines, so she went back to the doctor, only to discover that the pocket of fluid, still trapped in her brain, was not subsiding. The doctor prescribed nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs and a mild diuretic to force the swelling to go down. This worked, but from that time on, Darlene experienced many health problems, and was hospitalized several times for kidney stones, pneumonia, and migraines. She also studied many of these ailments in a family medical book because she had been completely without any of these dramatic health problems in her life prior to seeing the blinding flash in the mountains and subsequent abductions.

The following December, Darlene underwent a midnight
abduction while she was home alone. At this time Roy was working nights and her children were away visiting friends. She had gone to bed at her normal time, 10-11 PM, only to awaken to the telephone ringing. Roy sometimes called at night, so Darlene thought it must be him, but she was sadly mistaken. She answered the phone only to hear an unidentified male voice whispering a nonsensical sentence. She immediately went into a trance, robotically put her clothes on and walked out her front door and waited. All of this was recalled without the use of hypnotic regression, but, at the time she had no control over what she was doing.

Waiting outside was a white unmarked van with two men in the front seat. They opened the door, walked out, and one asked Darlene, “We need you to step inside.” The men were wearing camouflage military fatigues and drove her to an unknown location northeast of where she lived, somewhere in the Mojave high desert. She recalled sensing the vehicle sliding down an incline, that felt like it was at least five floors underground, like a large city center parking garage—or an underground military base. She recalled driving down a tunnel, where they stopped.

As Darlene and the two military men stepped out of the van, three professional looking individuals, two men and one woman, met them. The two men were wearing white clinic garb, dark trousers, and shiny black shoes, as if it were some kind of military hospital uniform. The woman was also wearing a white labcoat, a dark skirt, shiny black shoes, and her brown hair was done up in a chignon. They were pleasant, and the woman said to Darlene, “Good to see you again.” In her dazed state, Darlene couldn’t remember when or where they had met before.

The three medics then escorted Darlene to an examining room that looked like a doctor’s office. Darlene recalled seeing a window covered with horizontal shutter blinds. There was also an examining table. Darlene became very sleepy and told the people, “I’m very tired, I want to go back to sleep.” The woman encouraged her to go to sleep and said that everything would be all right when she woke up. Almost as soon as she fell asleep, a loud buzzing sound disturbed her. Darlene yelled for someone to stop that noise because she couldn’t take it anymore. The buzzing apparently caused Darlene to fall back to sleep. Thereafter she remembered nothing until leaving the examining room.

Upon leaving the compound, Darlene was instructed to have something to eat and drink as soon as she got home. Darlene was then assisted up off the table and escorted back to a waiting area. The two military men met up with her again and helped her into the white van. They drove her home and dropped her off, getting out as before. As Darlene left she said, “Thank you for bringing me home.”

Obediently, Darlene walked in the door and immediately went to the refrigerator and poured herself a glass of cold milk. She drank half of it, and left the glass on the living room coffee table. Then she changed clothes and went to bed. Darlene was awakened to the alarm ringing at 5:30 am. She then walked to the kitchen, noticing the half glass of milk on the coffee table. The glass was still cold with condensation on the edges. Darlene couldn’t remember leaving it there several hours before, so she called Roy at work and asked him why he had come home. Roy told Darlene she was crazy, and that he had been busy all night at work. Then it dawned on her. She remembered coming home from her strange meeting with the three lab coated doctors. To this day, Darlene cannot recall the exact details of her visit to the secret underground facility, and she certainly has never come up with satisfactory answers as to why she was abducted, and why she went along so willingly.

In March of 1996, three months after visiting the “military” underground base, Darlene started having vivid teaching dreams in a classroom setting with other students like
herself. The dreams usually centered on learning mathematical concepts, scientific logic with a great deal of metaphysics thrown in. This wouldn't seem strange on the surface, until we realize that Darlene almost flunked math in high school.

Less than a month after her examination by the labcoated trio, Darlene's marriage began to fall apart. Luckily, she was able to get support concerning her numerous abductions in my support group. Roy insisted Darlene stay away from the group, and the marriage took a turn for the worse. He was recalcitrant and obnoxious. He harassed Darlene on the phone, and refused to come home for dinner, or to sleep. She had no idea where he was when he wasn't at work, and she noticed he was using methamphetamine and drinking heavily. It was as if Roy was acting a starring role in an alien orchestrated tragedy. Darlene could no longer live with his violent outbursts. When he was home he smelled of stale beer and body odor. He constantly argued while stoned and generally made himself, "a pain in the neck."

Finally, under advice from several friends, myself included, Darlene obtained a restraining order to keep Roy from harming her and the kids. She filed for divorce, and was forced to move so he couldn't stalk her. He had threatened her life.

During the summer of 1996, she met a wonderful older man named Will. He worked for the government, yet deliberately kept his job description vague and indefinable. He believed in the UFO phenomenon, and genuinely cared about her and her kids. From the very start, Will and Darlene felt an instant attraction and shared a deep bond and genuine love for one another. Both she and Will knew it - and for the first time in years Darlene felt truly "cherished." It was not love at first sight, but the next best thing.

As their trust level continued to rise, she gradually disclosed her experiences with missing-time, abductions and the flash of light. She also knew, that she was, at one time taken to a craft of some kind. She teased him one night by saying "Hey, if you stick with me long enough, you'll probably see a UFO!"

The new couple shared much time together, taking strolls on hot summer nights. One fall evening, as the sun set, Will and Darlene saw a bright circular orb in the eastern desert sky. The light separated and broke into five lights that shot from left to right and then vanished. Darlene asked Will, "Did you see that?"

Will stood silent, dumfounded. They both heard buzzing and humming even after the lights were gone. Finally he was able to stutter a few words, "Wha... what was that?"

Darlene felt triumphant. "That was a UFO! I told you if you knew me long enough you'd see one!"

Less than two minutes after they saw the lights and heard the arcane noises, they had their first close encounter of the third kind, alien contact. It was not a dream. Up ahead, towards the tree line, they both saw two very tall figures approaching. They were humanoid, but definitely not human. They were tall, like basketball players, at least 7 feet tall, with broad, squared off shoulders. One of the entities darted across the road towards them while the other figure stood like a sentinel at the edge of the road.

Darlene shouted, "Do you see them?"

Will answered nervously, "Yes I did, and frankly Darlene, its scaring the crap out of me." He paused to take a breath. "I've seen enough. Let's go!"

Darlene blurted out, "Oh my God, they're coming toward us!"

Terrified, Will said, "I can't hang with this. Let's go back now!"

At that point they turned, quickly pacing back for at least one-quarter mile, when Darlene's back began to burn. She said, "My back is on fire. It hurts, it's hot, burning!" As soon as she turned around, the beings disappeared and the frightened couple hurried home.
As soon as she returned to Will's apartment, Darlene looked at her back and discovered a large 2-inch red spot between her shoulder blades. She called Will into the bathroom to look at it, and he took several snapshots.

Within 24 hours Darlene experienced bruising all over her body for no apparent reason, and her back still burned. She went to the doctor, who ordered several tests. He checked her back, suggesting that this could be a type of radiation burn, but was at a loss to explain how. She told the doctor that she had a UFO sighting, but he ignored the comment.

For the next several weeks Will was withdrawn, and still upset about the UFO encounter. He also said he felt bad, because he acted like a coward. Darlene called him later to tell him of her doctor's visit and to talk about the encounter. But Will acted coldly and told Darlene, "I can't see you anymore." The Love Bite had, once again, worked to break up a loving couple.

Darlene was grieved and felt betrayed. They had such a great loving relationship just before the sighting, and now, it seemed like Will was shut off, or had been warned away. She wondered if it was his government job. He once told her he had suspicions about a certain place in the Mojave Desert, "They use 4 million gallons of water a day." He said Will explained that that degree of water consumption would be impossible for a community of only 200 or so people. He alluded to the fact that there is an underground base there.

A year passed without any communication from Will. Even though they both were in love, Darlene commented to me how unlike her it was to be able to get over him so quickly, without recourse. Darlene was able to get over the break up easily and became a frequent visitor to the support group. In November of 1997, Darlene located Will in a nearby town, quite by chance, through a mutual friend. She waited until Will's birthday rolled around and gave him a call. Although polite, Darlene could tell that Will was under duress. He spoke softly, probably out of respect for the good times they had.

He was curt, and said, "Thank you," like somebody was standing right next to him in the kitchen. "I'm not supposed to be talking to you."

His subtle admission that somebody else was running the show, sent chills down her back. Will gave no explanation, but it seemed that his life or livelihood had been threatened. Darlene knew then that she was on the "no go" list. Now she knew the truth.

Will wasn't being a coward. He probably still loved her, but he was being loyal to Uncle Sam, and had obviously been contacted by some government agency monitoring Darlene's encounters. Twice before this had happened to others in my group. Why were these particular abductees in need of watching, but not others? What were the "spooks" looking for?

Other reports came back to me from reliable sources. Apparently the government felt somebody in my group was of great interest to them, and was keeping tabs on her and another female abductee in that area. Why? And how did they know?

In the summer of 1997, I contacted Darlene to ask her if she would like to accompany me and my associate, James Bartley, to visit a Las Vegas abductee support group. I had hoped Darlene could tell her abduction stories there to shed light on some military and other types of abductions. James and I had made some beneficial connections with this group and were invited to do a presentation on our recent research findings. These findings involved reptilians and the deterring Spiritual Warfare tactics conducted by the aliens. People were most interested in what the ultimate strategy might be. What, for example, have they to gain by wrecking marriages and heterosexual relationships, especially ones that are working so well? And conversely, why would aliens bond two unmarried couples together, only to create emotional chaos in their lives?

I called Darlene several weeks before our scheduled trip to
Las Vegas and she wanted to go, but as the time approached, I had difficulty getting through to her. She had a new male roommate who wouldn’t give her our messages. Sadly, we thought he might be another bad Love Bite set-up sent in to continuously distract her from our research efforts. We were both probably wrong and being paranoid, but, in any case Darlene was incommunicado, and that frightened some associated with the group and the Las Vegas preparations.

The week before our Las Vegas trip, I discovered that Darlene had suddenly come down with a severe sore throat and a respiratory infection. Weeks later we discovered that Darlene, had a life threatening form of pneumonia. By the time she got to the doctor her lips started to turn blue, and within 20 minutes of entering the doctor’s office, she was rushed into emergency and put on a respirator.

I did not find out, until after we returned from Las Vegas, that Darlene had another near death waking vision in her hospital room on two separate nights — a Spiritual Warfare attack involving witches and alien beings. One could easily ascribe these visions to a high fever, but Darlene did not have a high fever.

A simple phone call told us that Darlene had been admitted to the hospital on the Friday we left for Vegas. That evening, while in her hospital room, she became aware of the “spirit bodies” of two black witches reciting incantations. They were holding black candles, and wearing black hooded robes with red sashes. Darlene had seen these witches before in a spiritual warfare attack the preceding summer. She got the distinct feeling they were putting a hex on her; they reminded her of the witches in the opening scene of Macbeth. Darlene cried out to Jesus, “Jesus help me, Jesus help me!,” over and over again. As she called out she saw two angels at either end of her hospital bed, as if they were protecting her.

A nurse named Shelly entered the room, asking what was wrong. Darlene replied, “I feel an evil force in this room.” The nurse said, “OK, then let’s pray.” So the two prayed, and the evil feeling seemed to dissipate, and Darlene went back to sleep.

Darlene was awakened again when the nursing shift changed. Another nurse entered her room and saw that Darlene was awake. This nurse was tall and slender and asked Darlene condescendingly, “Oh, so you’re a born again Christian.” According to Darlene, this nurse spoke to her in a derogatory tone. Darlene answered, “Yes.”

The nurse continued, “Well, what church do you go to?” Darlene told her the name of her local church. Then the nurse mocked her,

“Do you think your church is going to help you?” Darlene defended herself by stating that she has thousands of people praying for her now. (Her mother put out a request to a national prayer line and the local church). The tall nurse folded her arms and huffed, “Well, it’s not going to help.” At that moment, Darlene said the nurse’s eyes changed, appearing cold and dead — like a corpse. Darlene intuitively knew that this nurse was a Satanist. The nurse pressed on, “Do you claim that Jesus is your Savior?”

“Yes, Jesus Christ is my Lord and Savior.” Darlene replied.

“Well, I don’t serve that God.”

Darlene defended her faith, “Well, there are only two forces, Good and evil.” The nurse’s eyes deadened and went cold again. Darlene did not want that nurse coming close to her, let alone touching her. Luckily, the respiratory-therapist entered the room at that point and assisted Darlene with her treatments.

The next day, Darlene’s heart began to show signs of congestive heart failure. The doctor told her the pneumonia-bout she went through had left her heart muscle weak and expanded. Meanwhile, Darlene’s blood tests and laboratory
cultures came back from the lab. This time they were not missing, but the doctors had a great deal of trouble diagnosing the results because they seemed to fit no known pattern. One symptom indicated a viral infection, and yet interferon-β and several other treatment modalities had no effect.

Further tests for viral infections including a battery of Epstein-Barr tests and an HIV panel showed nothing out of the ordinary. As far as current hematology was concerned, Darlene's blood was normal. The doctor's were unable identify the virus or bacteria responsible for her sudden and dramatic illness. They tried three different strong antibiotics and nothing could shake the infection responsible for Darlene's pneumonia. The prognosis looked bad and the doctor said that if this continues, Darlene only had a 10% chance of surviving.

The daytime dragged into evening as Darlene struggled to breathe, losing her energy. She drifted in and out of sleep. Later that night Darlene sensed an evil presence back in the room. This time Darlene saw (clairvoyantly, their spirit bodies) three witches reciting incantations again. Darlene also noticed two small Grey aliens and a four-and-a half-foot tall reptilian coming through the wall. Darlene could feel her life energy being drained out of her body and she intuitted that her life was in severe danger. She again cried, "Lord Jesus help me!"

Unexpectedly, an angel with a bright white sword, probably an image of Saint Michael, appeared in the room and commanded the witches, "She is the Lord's. You can't have her!" With one quick swoop of the sword the angel cut off the witches heads, all three of them. The aliens scurried and disappeared through the wall like cockroaches running from the light.

With all her might, Darlene got up out of bed, ripped the IV's from her arms and struggled to get out of the room. Her blood squirted everywhere and she grabbed the sheets to cover her bleeding arms. As she got close to the door, she felt an invisible force field keeping her away from the door.

While crouched on the floor in exhaustion, the door opened. The witch nurse entered the room, saw blood everywhere and stared at Darlene with those same cold eyes. With every ounce of effort Darlene screamed, "Don't touch me! I know what you are. Stay away from me, and take your goons and demons with you!" The witch nurse walked closer towards Darlene and as she got near, the nurse was violently thrown back against the door. Saint Michael appeared again and the windows glowed with a heavenly light.

The nurse's eyes popped open in abject terror. At that moment, the head nurse entered the room. Darlene warned her, "Get that woman away from me, she's a witch!" The dark nurse quickly left the room. Darlene requested to be transferred to another room. Judging from the state of Darlene's arms and the blood all around the room, the hospital staff decided to place her under 24 hour observation in ICU.

From that time onward Darlene was determined to get out of that hospital as soon as possible. She knew she was not crazy. She called her mother and begged her to take her home. She thought for certain that she would not live another day if she remained in that hospital.

The next day Darlene's mother arrived and had her transferred out to another hospital. The doctor later admitted that during the first week they had almost lost Darlene three times, and didn't expect her to live.

During her last couple of weeks in the second hospital, I called Darlene to ask how she was doing. She told me of her terrifying ordeal, the satanic nurse and the aliens in her room. She also mentioned Saint Michael and his saving grace. It seemed as if a forceful entity simply did not want her to attend that Las Vegas UFO meeting. I suggested we pray over the phone and said, "Next time this happens, try this..." At that moment the phone died. I hung up, redialed the telephone number and it kept ringing. No answer. I called the
hospital to ask what happened and I finally got reconnected again on the phone. Luckily, we were able to finish our conversation and prayer.

I visited Darlene during her last week in the hospital and was glad to see her improve. She had suffered damage to her aorta from the congestive heart failure, and the doctor said that in five years time she may have to undergo major replacement surgery.

Although Darlene had recovered, she still experiences frequent bouts of pneumonia and continues to have abduction related activity. She is more cautious about Love Bites, yet maintains a good attitude and strong spiritual foundation.

John is a 41 year old married man who has undergone at least five abductions by the small Greys. His abductions began in childhood, and may have included his older brother, since both can remember episodes of missing-time. Many of John's encounters involved musical tones and alien symbols and, because of these experiences, he believes he developed a talent for music. During his teens he became obsessed with learning as many instruments as possible. Later, in adult life, John found some of the symbols he had seen in his childhood in a book entitled *Abduction* by Debbie Jordan. This "flashback" triggered his recall of several abduction scenarios.

John's life changed dramatically in 1983, after he experienced a series of vivid precognitive dreams. Each of the dreams showed him walking and talking with the same beautiful woman. He knew nothing about her (Nadine) except that she lived in a house on rural property.

In 1984, John began to dream of another woman, Janet, whom he later met and married in 1990. Nadine turned out to be the future wife of his work associate, but it wasn't until 1989 that all three would meet and discover their unique connections.

In 1987, John worked for an air ambulance company in Hayward, California, a sprawling bedroom community in the San Francisco Bay Area and due east of Silicon Valley. Janet worked for the same charter company, but, in 1987, they only knew each other as fellow employees.
The Love Bite

In 1989, John read Whitley Streiber's first best seller, Communion, an historical book about Streiber's own abduction experiences. His associate, Tom saw the book one day and commented that this was the same book his wife was reading. About one week later, at lunch, Tom and John started up a conversation on the topic of UFO's and abductions. John was still secretive about his early experiences, but Tom was forthcoming about his wife, Nadine.

Tom said, "Nadine claims she was abducted and had similar experiences to those described in that book you left on your desk last week, but frankly, I think she's just making it up."

John said, "Oh well, lot's of people have had these abduction experiences, they just don't talk about it."

"Yes," Tom said, "but I think she's making it up."

Tom paused as he finished his sandwich, "I'll have her call you. See what you think."

About three days later, Nadine called John at Tom's request and they discussed personal experiences. John told Nadine about his dreams of a woman in 1983, and the details of the house and surrounding property of the dream. John's perfect description of Nadine and of Tom's summer home in the mountains near Chico, in Northern California, shocked her. Tom had never described his home to John.

Within weeks, on December 19, 1989, John and Janet drove up to Chico to visit Nadine at the Chico house. On that particular day Tom was out of town. Nadine had planned for John and Janet to spend the day and, other guests were to arrive in the evening. As John parked his car, Nadine's Golden Retriever, "Goldie" ran forward and jumped on John's lap before he could even get out of the car! The dog behaved as if he knew John, greeting him with slobbery kisses. Now a lot of dogs do this if they like someone's smells or the sound of their car, but "Goldie" was an old crotchety dog who had abandoned acting like a puppy many years earlier. Nadine can't remember when she last saw her loyal companion act so affectionately toward a stranger.

Throughout the day, John and Nadine shared stories of alien encounters, compared coincidences, and agreed that their meeting together seemed preplanned. At 5:00 PM John heard electronic music playing while he was in the bathroom. It seemed to come from the ceiling area. In the kitchen, Nadine also heard something akin to music, but Janet did not. In reality there was no radio or stereo on anywhere in the house. They figured it might be some neighbors kids playing their radio at an unusually high volume, but this also turned out to be untrue, the neighbors were not home.

A half hour later John saw three small lights flash from outside the living room window. These lights were spaced in a triangle pattern about six inches apart — one red, one blue-green and another white. John pointed out the lights to Janet, but they blinked out before he could even finish his sentence. Immediately Nadine said, "I know, they're here."

At that point Nadine suggested they take a walk outside, but John didn't want to go out in the woods at night. Things were getting a bit spooky. The three talked about it for a while and at 6:15 Nadine again suggested they go for a walk. At that moment Janet stood up and said she was tired and abruptly decided to take a nap, which was out of character for her.

At 6:30, John and Nadine took a stroll through the Pines and a Manzanita thicket, while Janet napped in an upstairs bedroom. John felt uneasy the whole time, feeling like they were being watched. Somehow, it took an hour just to walk 50 yards, which didn't make sense.

By 7:30 John and Nadine began a timorous walk back to the house. As they approached the house they could finally see the path and felt relieved, but not for long. Before they could reach the house they were stopped dead in their tracks.
by the sight of a dozen small multicolored lights suspended in the air above the house—twinkling as if they were small Christmas lights. At the sight of the lights, Nadine started crying and John's knees began shaking. Scared and concerned for Janet's safety, John and Nadine both said, "We must hurry inside. Janet is alone."

As they started walking toward the house the multicolored lights started to blink off one by one. For some strange reason, John and Nadine stopped short of the house, and instead of going into the house, leaned against John's car. It was if they were being mesmerized by the blinking lights.

At that point, John recalls, Nadine made two bizarre comments, "Janet didn't pass because she can't have babies. Tom didn't pass either because he had a vasectomy. That's why Tom can't see them when they come. They are going to ruin it for you and Janet. You aren't supposed to be with her. They are trying to break Tom and I up." Later, when John asked Nadine about her comments, she completely forgot saying them. This short term memory loss is indicative of post abduction behavior.

By the time John and Nadine got back into the house, it was nearly 8:00PM. Janet was still asleep and seems to have been unaware of the lights. John went upstairs to check on Janet. She was very groggy and asked, "What happened outside?"

Before John had a chance to answer, the phone rang and Nadine's other guests announced they were on their way over, and were waiting at the general store five miles away. The property was so remote, someone had to be dispatched to guide them through the woods to Nadine's house.

Janet decided she needed to freshen up, so John and Nadine drove the five miles to meet the guests to lead them into the 25-acre property. The only entrance was a small gated road, which can hardly be seen at night. About two miles down the main road, Nadine saw a streak of light bolt past the car.

John slowed to a crawl and then noticed a red, baseball sized, light following the car. Visibly upset, Nadine began crying.

After a short while the red light disappeared into the woods.

As soon as they met the guests, Nadine calmed down and changed the conversation to other things. Nadine figured that their guests were not interested in UFO stories, besides, she wanted to forget about it anyway.

At 10:30PM all of the guests had arrived, several with cars who knew how to navigate the road back to the main highway. They socialized outside on the front deck of the house and were distracted to the sounds of low flying helicopters, but none could be seen. At this time, John recalled hearing Nadine's voice in his head saying, "I wish they (the other guests) would leave," For a brief moment John and Nadine were aware of each other's thoughts, as if they were having a telepathic conversation. The party was supposed to go on for a few more hours, but in a few moments the guests left one by one, as if they were being mentally directed to leave by some unseen force.

After the guests left, John, Janet and Nadine went to bed in separate bedrooms. Before retiring, John noticed that his pager battery was on low. This was odd, because he just put in a new battery the day before. During the night, John felt an ghostly hand gently brush his hair and forehead. He bolted out of bed immediately and didn't sleep the rest of the night.

On returning home the following day, John called Nadine as soon as possible, only to discover she was deeply depressed. Clearly she was frightened and hated to stay at the Chico house alone, Goldie, the dog, being no match for the aliens, if they did decide to come back. But she was also concerned about John and told him she felt they had been abducted because she was experiencing post abduction exhaustion and uneasiness.

Later that night, John awoke several times and discovered
he had lost three hours of time, and his pager battery was
dead again, after having placed new batteries in it.

Note: John and other abductees have noticed that after alien
activity, batteries on various appliances become drained and fresh
light bulbs burn out.

From that time onward John and Nadine called one an-
other on the phone daily. They became quite close and shared
a strong psychic bond, intuiting one another’s thoughts and
feelings.

Nadine developed a sudden burning interest in Native
American spirituality, and John was compelled to study ev-
erything he could on ESP and psychic phenomena. Every so
often they visited and shared their research and copious notes
on their findings. Through their research and visits, Nadine
and John started remembering more of what transpired dur-
ing their missing-time experience. Both recalled being told
by the aliens that they must learn how to communicate tele-
pathically, and that they would have to do this because they
would soon become separated.

John visited Nadine at her home several times, but Tom
started to get jealous. It made working together for John and
Tom tense and on edge.

John and Nadine decided to stop calling and writing each
other and to let things die-down, but their bond was so strong
they could easily communicate through “Darshan” a San-
skrit word for what we call distant viewing and telepathy.
John and Nadine toyed with the possibility of romantic ide-
atons but refrained from a physical relationship.

John’s friendship with Tom remained strained at work. At
that time and afterwards, Nadine and Tom’s marriage grew
unstable.

John and Janet had begun dating and were married the
following year, and Nadine and Tom moved away to Seattle.

This confirms what the aliens predicted. Nadine eventually
divorced Tom and remarried, and afterwards lost contact with John.

In late 1995, at the request of a close friend, John under-
got a hypnotic regression to uncover some of his abduc-
tion episodes and missing time. He discovered that he had
an encounter involving Nadine, before December of 1989,
on her property in Chico. Small Grey aliens in tan uniforms
orchestrated John and Nadine’s joint abduction. These same
aliens were the ones involved in John’s childhood abduc-
tions. He intuitively knew and remembered under hypnosis
that he and Nadine had been together several times. I be-
lieve the aliens put them together so that they would meet
later in life.

Under hypnosis John remembered they had been together
and found out that they had lived only one block away from
one another as young children in the Bay Area.

Before they separated, Nadine told John that the aliens were
trying to set them up as biological mates for reproductive
purposes. She knew the aliens would try to break up her
marriage with Tom, which they eventually did, albeit in Se-
attle. John and Janet’s relationship remains solid. John also found
out later that Janet couldn’t have children confirming Na-
dine’s previous comments about what the aliens told her. At
the time John and Janet were friends and even after they
began dating, John had no idea that Janet could not have
children.

In our final interview, John said, “In some respects I’m in-
credibly angry at being subjected to these experiences. Yet,
because of them, I have come in contact with some very good
and honest people whom I otherwise would never have had
the chance to meet. Also, if it were not for my experiences, I
never would have come in contact with the members of an
abductee support group. In the five years I have watched it grow,
it has become a fairly close knit family and I love them
all as if they were my own family.
My experiences did make me take a hard look at myself and I did not always like what I saw. I believe I am a stronger person for it. At times it still scares me and I have to go around the house to make sure all the doors and windows are locked tight. But I have a supportive wife who helps me through the bad times. For that I am truly blessed."

This is a case where the aliens tried to break up two couples, but John and Janet’s strength was strong enough to resist the aliens. This proves to me, that the alien manipulated set-ups can be overcome.

Suzanne

The following case demonstrates how the aliens work through sleeper operatives and trained infiltrators to observe UFO groups. The sleepers feel they are doing mankind a service, while in reality they are being used to spread misery, chaos and misinformation.

Suzanne is a lifelong abductee having contact with various Greys and Reptilians. She is a devotee to alien encounter research and runs a support group for UFO experiencers. Suzanne spends a tremendous amount of energy organizing the group, and hosts occasional lectures with special guest speakers in the UFO community. She is spiritually oriented and wants to take a positive approach to the alien presence and their activities, yet she is traumatized by her own alien encounters.

She has had a number of reptilian sexual assaults, and psychic rapes, and feels that her reptilian handler is possessive of her. At times the sexual encounters with the 7-foot-tall reptilian male are shrouded by pleasant screen memories, and sometimes she thinks these attacks may be coming from her own past life experiences as vivid dreams. In several therapy sessions she had discovered that cover memories were implanted in her mind to hide the reptilian rape.

As Suzanne networked and learned more about other abductees, she became more skeptical of the overly spiritualized positive view of the aliens. Suzanne underwent hypnotic regressions, rebirthing and various modes of counseling to bring to light her fragmented abduction memories, some of which were very traumatic. Eventually she started to share her discoveries with members of the support group.
Marie, a new, very friendly contactee, considered herself psychically gifted, joined the group and began to bond with Suzanne. She often performs psychic readings for New Age groups, in person and over the telephone. Marie and Suzanne hit-it-off and coincidentally, Marie was looking for a new place to live. Suzanne just happened to need a roommate, so Marie moved in.

At first Marie appears positive and supportive. She offers free psychic readings to some support group members over the phone. As time goes on a rift begins to appear. Marie, in typical New Age fashion, believes the space beings are helpful spirit guides, possibly even Gods or angels, who are here for our spiritual development and evolution. Suzanne, having seen far too much misery caused by alien abductions, is convinced they are for the most part, malevolent and dedicated to the dominance of the human spirit.

Marie channels a being called Sananda or Ashtar and started charging people for readings and workshops. Suzanne saw this as a conciliatory gesture, but all the while the channeling was going on, Marie was raiding Suzanne's client list for psychic readings over the phone.

Suzanne became furious with Marie when she discovered the breach of ethics. But more importantly, Marie managed to convince about half of the list that Suzanne's attitude toward the aliens was wrong, and that the aliens bring a message of peace and goodwill.

Suzanne realized that Marie has a Dr. Jeckyl and Mrs. Hyde personality and realizes Marie may be dissociative. In other words, she may be going through what psychologists call, "Fugue State Amnesia," which usually leads to a diagnosis of a Multiple Personality Disorder.

It is important to realize that this is not a psychotic state. The person with multiple personality disorder is not "crazy," they are not schizophrenic. Neither of the personalities is really "split" from reality, but in most cases the personalities do not know about each other. In other words, the personalities "disassociate" from one another. Although once very rare, this disorder is now well documented and is categorized in medical terms as dissociative personality disorder or DID, usually caused by early severe trauma, or in this case, could be trauma based mind control techniques used by Project Monarch and MK-Ultra.

In the long run Suzanne saw that Marie's metaphysical platitudes masked a frightened, anxious and angry woman who could not deal with her own alien encounters. Marie really didn't know what happened in most of her alien contacts, but believed it must be good for her.

"Why," if the abductions were so good for her, "does she maintain a persistent undertone of negative energy? Why would she 'steal' my confidential list?" Suzanne wondered. Other people in the support group made similar comments and noticed that Marie was draining their energy insidiously, like a psychic vampire.

Stretched to the limit, Suzanne asked Marie to move out. One weekend when Suzanne was away speaking to contactees, Marie finally moved out, but not after creating chaos and infighting in Suzanne's local support group.

While Suzanne was away, she met another reptilian contactee, Tina, who claims to be psychic. Tina, like Marie, feels the reptilians are really "good" and have done numerous positive things for her. Tina spoke positively about her male reptilian handler, who she claimed never assaulted her, (despite waking up with claw marks) and gave her special assignments. She tells Suzanne that, "You can have anything you want" as long as you do the assignments they give you." Tina has not ever had any extensive therapy or hypnotic regressions to uncover her alien encounters.

Suzanne is appalled at this growing naivete in the abductee community and set a resolve to delve further into the alien agenda.
When Suzanne returned home, she discovered that Marie has moved elsewhere, leaving a mess behind for Suzanne to clean up. Marie also converted the utility bills to her own name, and shut down all of the utilities when she moved out, leaving Suzanne without electricity or water.

Shortly thereafter, Suzanne discovered that the UFO support group has effectively split apart and that Marie had been unconsciously working as a sleeper operative, for months, to undermine Suzanne's efforts.

Suzanne contacted James and I and we presented our research findings to a gathering of her remaining group. During our visit there Suzanne's new roommate, Jody, an informed and intelligent abductee, claimed to have been contacted by an NSA (National Security Agency) operative who tried to get her to take part in a mind control project. Jody avoided the agent, but he was persistent, eventually offering a lucrative easy job. In spite of this temptation, Jody ignored him and he finally gave up. We were not sure whether to believe Jody or not, but considering Jody's background in the Air Force, at one time working on a secret project, we gave her the benefit of the doubt. Was she being recruited so that Jody and Suzanne would be more easily monitored?

The next morning Jody and Suzanne looked outside towards the parking lot only to see a unidentified man in white coveralls searching Jody's car. The man became aware that he had been spotted and peeled out in a white van.

To avoid future problems and violations of their privacy Suzanne and Jody moved to another town and took steps to disguise their identity. Suzanne is deeply disappointed at the loss of her support group and is rebuilding her network of contactees.

Analysis
SPIRITUAL WARFARE

From a religious viewpoint, all of the cases presented represent forms of “Spiritual Warfare.” This term was introduced by Christian communities to designate the degree of commitment one must assert to fight evil, any evil. In this case, I find it appropriate to apply the term to the fight against alien abductions, and their profound after effects. The lyric line, “Onward Christian soldiers, marching as to war,” comes to mind. But New Age believers, Buddhists, and anyone with a spiritual side, can understand Spiritual Warfare. It is the fight to save one’s own soul, the fight against evil. To do this one must become adept in Spiritual Warfare techniques, Christian or otherwise.

Those who think the alien agenda is one of benevolence may disagree, but I am convinced the aliens are also conducting a kind of Spiritual Warfare against us. I am convinced that the alien’s have set goals that are diametrically opposed to normal human values. Later we will look at Spiritual Warfare from the alien viewpoint, but, first, we must go over what humans can do to fight back. It should be understood that no religion on earth advocates rape and abduction.

In Judeo-Christian religions the commandment, “Thou shalt not covet thy neighbors wife,” stands out. But the aliens are also in violation of the commandment against stealing, for certainly abduction is an act of theft both of body and mind as well as soul.

Most importantly “Thou shalt not kill,” stands out as a violation because the alien agenda has forced some people to suicide and has possibly caused the entrapment of the soul, in many cases a kind of death, which allows the body to live on as a hollow shell, while the abductee becomes nothing but a host for a “walk in” alien entity. I draw this observation from my own experience. In several sessions I have come across abductees who claim the aliens walked inside of them to co-inhabit their bodies. I call this a “hosting process,” akin to a spiritual or demonic possession, wherein the alien heavily influences the thoughts and behaviors of the host, while helping to perpetuate the alien agenda on Earth.

The children of abductees, and abducted children themselves, may talk about their abduction experiences, only to be told that they are just “nightmares.” Children often describe the alien intruders as monsters who came out of the closet or through the walls. The children are immediately invalidated when their parents or siblings tell them there is no such thing as a monster or an alien.

The parental denial process sets up a vast wall of cognitive dissonance which immediately lowers the child’s sense of self-worth. Naturally their self-esteem goes down because kids, even though they are full of imagination, generally know the difference between dream monsters and real monsters by a certain age.

Some child abductees report that the aliens, like rapists and child molesters, instructed them not to talk about their encounters, a pattern followed by all pedophiles. This secrecy pact is part of the thrill for pedophiles and may add to vicarious sexual stimulation for the aliens, too. It seems they are promoting and conditioning “secret keeping” behavior. It is not okay to tell the truth, you will be admonished if you tell the truth. I think the bad aliens look for dysfunctional families and promote this kind of destructive behavior in normal families. Why? Because these kinds of families insure secret keeping behavior and a steady supply of emotional misery –
negative emotional energy, food for the aliens to feed upon. If not food, this system at least keeps the victims in a state of continual manipulation, distractions and disempowerment. It is apparent that the aliens will go to great lengths to maintain secrecy. Their main security technique is to instill false memories. The other technique is to provide distractions, so many that the abductee is overwhelmed. In this state the abductee is unable to take a serious look inward. Outright deception and threats, as was demonstrated in Ted Rice’s case when his grandmother was deceived, and assaulted and then threatened for her strong protective instinct, are also commonly reported. I call these “reprisals.”

Our democratic social structure reinforces the perception that aliens, especially fascist aliens, “Do not exist.” Because no one believes the abductee’s story, he or she often turns inward for a period of darkness, then may suddenly act out in rebellion against parents, school, religion or society as a whole. However, if one tells about their alien contact experiences with a positive spin, they are often rewarded. The problem with “positive alien encounters” is that they are often used as “cover stories” for the aliens to hide behind. This occurs often when they masquerade as “angels of light.” This pattern is seen more often today than ever before, and has been uncovered by many researchers such as Karla Turner. I do, however, maintain a hopefulness that good ET's can and do exist. But this is probably a minority of the ET contacts.

Frustrated abductees often question their own sanity, not wanting to believe that they may be victims of anything so potentially frightening. Both adult and children abductees, who have been denied validation, have a tendency to distrust their own feelings, remain in denial, and even act out in anger, especially as assorted other anxiety traits begin to appear. Those who have turned anger inward will become depressed or even suicidal depending on the extent of trauma endured.

**STRESS & DYSFUNCTION**

Post traumatic stress disorder, a symptom cluster, known as “shell shock” in WWII, is common among those who have had alien encounters. If you have ever been in a “close call” auto accident, you will understand a little about this syndrome. You may feel fine immediately after the accident because the adrenaline is subsiding, but once you get a chance to park the car, you start to shake and maybe even cry. You say, “Wow, that was a close call.” You break out in a sweat and promise to drive more carefully in the future. Now, magnify this experience several times and imagine going through it chronically, and you will get some glimmering of the pain abductees must go through. They have few, if any, to talk to about their problem, so they remain emotionally isolated.

If an abduction was extremely traumatic, the characteristic symptoms may be a series of panic attacks and a sense of helplessness. These initial reactions are commonly followed by partial or complete amnesia.

This amnesia may include reexperiencing and distorting images of the abduction, recurrent unrelated nightmares, flashbacks, and avoidance of stimuli associated with the event. This is referred to in clinical work as emotional numbing.

The abductee may develop increased or decreased arousal to sexual stimuli, oversensitivity to normal stimuli (noises in the night), fear of the dark and sleep disorders such as insomnia and night terrors. These are very similar to reactions reported by rape and molestation victims.

Young children may express their trauma through obses-
sive-compulsive play. They may exhibit a marked change in
orientation toward the future, for example, a foreshortened view of childhood. Fatalism, thanatophobia (a morbid fear of death) and other "philosophical" issues that require an adult understanding, seem pressed upon the child. Children should not be worried about career or marriage, but many traumatized children worry about these things everyday. Fixation on these worries leads to cynicism and negative attitudes in the teenage years. The psychic numbing or diminished responsiveness to stimuli usually begins soon after the traumatic event. This emotional anesthesia causes the abductee to feel detached and estranged from other people which, in adulthood, can inevitably lead to the loss of a job or even an entire career.

Other symptoms for traumatized abductee teenagers are rebellious acting-out, promiscuity, drug and substance abuse and bizarre dress. These symptoms are not unique to abductees, but a juvenile delinquency pattern can be traced to many childhood events whereas the abductee based pattern often comes on suddenly, even in cases where neither parent was abusive. Extreme phobias of going to the doctor or dentist, or even preoccupation with horror scenes such as blood and guts films or suddenly embracing the "Goth," or Gang, lifestyle have also been reported.

At very young ages the trauma victim is likely to develop disassociative amnesia, loss of time, blackouts, with concomitant poor coping skills. Often, abuse has already occurred in the abductee's family, compounding the issues of abuse by the aliens.

As the child grows older, severe forms of personality damage may manifest in the form of overcompensatory behavior, obsessive door and window locking, perfectionism, poor self image, narcissistic preoccupations, and psychopathic or dissociative disorders. Most abductees do not exhibit the severe personality damage, although those who were more traumatized will tend to have more of these symptoms in varying degrees. For those in mind control projects like MK-Ultra and Monarch, this is more noticable. (Trauma based mind-control programs)

In adults, bipolar wavering between egoism and depression is common. In the case of Charles and Sara, Charles was told he was "chosen" to be one of the savior's helpers. This "messianic appeal" often works, especially in cases aligned with fundamentalist Christians and many New Age groups, because the believer desperately wants to believe in the second coming of a messiah figure. The aliens simply interpolate their own agenda and pose themselves as representatives of the hero to come. This illusion allows the abductee to feel good about themselves, for a short time, but inevitably the spark of life fades. Sometimes the target is reabducted and reprogrammed. Especially when the cover memories of the abduction is seriously questioned or threatened in anyway.

Derrel Sims, a well known abduction investigator, has also noted that some abductees do an about face in their attitudes towards the aliens once the alien agenda is seriously challenged.

After a series of abrupt and unplanned personality changes, the abductee in denial grows even more defensive, and, left unchecked, the defensiveness can grow into a downward spiral of dysfunctional behavior, even violence. The person then usually denies being abducted, then gradually switches to defending the aliens. If these symptomatic defenses remain unresolved, a "Stockholm syndrome" may result. In that case the contactee sings the praises of his or her captors, eg, extraterrestrials. Any negative alien abduction information is now seen as "fear-based" and anathema to one's spiritual evolution.

What is happening here? The alien defending behaviors of the now zealous contactees are reminiscent of the cult members of the Resneesh, or Symbionese Liberation Army, (SLA) the political group who abducted Patty hearst in the 1970s.

Is there hope for these abductees once they are already in the clutches of their alien handlers? Are not our human rights inalienable as Thomas Jefferson said? Perhaps back then, Thomas Jefferson knew something about how easy it is to
have our freedoms stripped away, until we are nothing more than puppets of a foreign power. Back then it was England, now it's the aliens, or whoever is acting behind their image.

Have we, as a race, been manipulated and deceived into agreeing with the aliens, only to end up their mind-controlled slaves carrying out their agenda of world domination? Is the picture as bleak as it sounds?

In a few of the Love Bite cases, Darlene, Sophia and Angelina have challenged the aliens through spiritual warfare. I believe that this is a productive start to cut at the very root of the alien abduction phenomenon. If we do not first become disturbed enough to take a hard look at the dynamics of the dark side of abductions, then we are destined to become slaves in an alien new world order. Unless we wake up!

Yes, there is hope. I've found a number of spiritual warrior abductees who have inspired me to bring a message of hope that our true freedom can be won. But this victory will only come through a process of love, determination, faith, and increased awareness. In essence, one's love for the truth must surpass one's programming, fear of reprisals and peer pressure.

Angelina, and some of her abductee friends, believe the aliens are working hand in hand with secret government agencies. In their opinion this "cabal" is using the fear of future disasters to train and control abductees. These foreseeable events include massive earthquakes and floods, the effects of biological warfare, nuclear accidents, pollution, and political coups. A growing number of Ufologists wonder about this dilemma. Is this just a cover story, programmed into abductees to keep them compliant or are the aliens actually planning to create havoc on earth? Are the aliens training their "chosen bloodlines" for future survival in a world cataclysm they "know" will occur, because they caused it?

We may never know what the aliens are planning. It is likely that the alien agenda spans hundreds if not thousands of years. If the aliens are planning actual disasters perhaps they think they are already in control.

Angelina reports that during her alien orchestrated testing and training sessions, she was taught basic survival skills and emergency medical care, even triage. Angelina's training scenarios took place at night in lucid dreams. As mentioned before, some of these dreams may really be "tests" designed to evaluate the subject's ability to recall what the abductors want them to recall.

Abductions often occur many times, over many years as we have seen in several of the cases presented. I need to make it clear that abductions by aliens often occur without any UFO sighting at all. More often than not, the aliens intrude directly into the living space of the abductee or through an interdimensional portal or doorway. (See Figure One.) Whatever the method, it is still an invasion of privacy and a violation of human rights.

Some victims are shattered easily by the constant onslaught of alien visitation; others have a natural sense of Spiritual Warfare and good ego-integration allowing them to defend themselves. Their ability to mitigate their post traumatic stress helps them cope very well, considering their experiences. But the easily shattered victims have a rough time in recovery.
THERAPEUTIC MODALITIES

The aftereffects of the mind-control carried out by the abductors is the most difficult symptom to work with. The compartmentalized and dissociated memories of alien encounters are not necessarily trauma-induced, but the amnesia is a factor in mitigating posttraumatic stress, mainly because the masking programs block recall. The only way to overcome these multifarious programs is to chip away at the conditioning until the abductee begins to exhibit sufficient recall and support to cope on their own.

Repressed memories of mental and physical trauma associated with the abduction experience manifest themselves in a myriad of ways and, at times, when they are least expected. The alien technology is very powerful. Military brainwashing techniques pale by comparison. But once the aliens have conducted their experiments, the subject is tossed back into our cultural ocean, like a fish. Images, first seen in the alien clinical setting, are repressed by alien mind-control and other techniques. But the normal human mind is built to remember, and many abductees have visions, which often pop-up in grotesque forms. This gives the therapist a real challenge. The images are not always directly reflective of the traumatic events, but are in instead, symbolic, like generalized phobias and dream images.

For example, abductees may show fear of dark-eyed animals and spiders, when in fact they are morbidly afraid of Grey aliens. Normal phobias can usually be treated with classical methodologies, but alien abduction therapeutic strategies require an additional twist. The feared object seems nonsensical to

the uninformed therapist and the therapist tends to steer the victim away from the idea that they might have been abducted and toward something more traditional such as fear of abandonment, “Mamma took my Teddy Bear away.”

The most common familial deformity is the mutual dysfunctional unit, i.e., a married couple with dysfunctional traits before they were abducted, made worse by the abduction. The case studies tend to depict the aliens as looking for already weakened marriages, and easily manipulated people because they are easier to exploit, easier to flatter and easier to brainwash. Hence, these people make the perfect puppets to carry out a clandestine alien agenda.

Dysfunctionality, as I use it here and elsewhere in this book, can be defined as any behavior that results in an unhealthy relationship. Secret keeping behavior and the covert “no talk” rule, identical to the shibboleth invoked by child molesters, forces the abductee to live a false double life, which, in and of itself, is dysfunctional and prone to all manner of mental injury, especially stress and free floating anxiety.

The avoidance of open and honest communication and a natural inclination to distrust in one’s own feelings, often thrusts abductees into habitually negative social patterns. They may see foreboding trouble in casual contacts, even in social contracts as seemingly trouble free as going to the grocery store or filling up a car with gas.

Many abductees seem beaten and are downright paranoid. In some cases it is justified, especially if they really are being harassed or under surveillance by government agencies, but in most cases the clinical paranoia can be traced to the effects of post traumatic stress, as often observed in survivors of wars, such as Viet Nam Veterans.

Many abductees have coped quite well considering the forces against them. I do not want to give the impression that all abductees are totally dysfunctional, but, in my opinion, the denial and enforced secrecy of these issues leads to advancing
family problems and must be dealt with before the subject can practice true insight. The abduction process preys upon the ease of manipulability already available in dysfunctional families. These same families may be specific bloodlines of genetically important material to the aliens. Nonetheless, I believe they are being exploited into a more pliable resource for alien usage.

Contrary to a growing stereotype, most abductees have not undergone hypnosis to recover their memories of alien encounters. Few can afford professional counseling or hypnosis and, even if they can, they usually avoid it because of the mainstream psychological and medical opinions against hypnosis currently prevalent. Quite frankly, the medical and psychological profession is woefully uninformed about the abduction syndrome.

Many abductees seek group help because they have already been through the “shrink mill” and/or sense that normal therapeutics can’t help them. I think, for this reason abductee support groups are springing up in many areas of the world.

The one symptom cluster that is common for abductees co-dependency within love relationships. This term was first coined to describe relating patterns of spouses or close family members of alcoholics, substance abusers or child abusers, but has now been generalized to apply to anyone who loses self-esteem in a relationship due to the dominance needs of one or both parties.

The hallmark of co-dependent behavior is the maintenance of the status quo in addictive or even abusive patterns. This can be any pattern that effectively keeps the dysfunctional behavior going while, at the same time, suppressing all attempts to make positive changes. This persistence of negativity is highly destructive and is usually acted out in ways that perpetuate more family problems. A perfect target for the aliens.

Co-dependent persons live their life as if they were walking on eggshells. They live with a constant fear or unconscious anxiety not to rock the boat or confront core issues, especially those which will elicit strong emotions, admission of wrongs, or change the equilibrium of the relationship, however false (i.e., bad love bite set-ups).

The co-dependent person may go to great lengths to please others to avoid feelings of rejection and abandonment. Peer pressure is easily succumbed to, especially negative peer pressure. The abductee may join a cult, like Heaven’s Gate, and may become so habituated to defending the “messianic dream” that the person would rather die and hurt others than get well or hurt another member of the cult. They see “wellness” as defined by the nonabductee community as a complete impossibility.

In therapy the subject needs to be confronted with their incongruent behavior. This thematic resistance to help can be addressed to abductees, who enter into dysfunctional relationships that maintain the denial of abduction issues. I’ve seen a higher than average number of female abductees enter into controlling and abusive marriages. Here again we see denial at work because the spouse usually makes a point of disparaging the abductee especially if they make efforts toward healing and growth.

In an unhealthy marriage, the abductee need not see or cope with the issues of the abduction. Their attention and energy is drawn to relationship issues and repetitive crises instead. The abductee can avoid the core abduction related issues by staying distracted in a bad relationship. But to be resolved, the dark inner truth of their experience centers on the begging need to be heard and healed in a forgiving manner, but they rarely see this as long as they remain in their poor relationships.

As stated earlier, unhealthy coping skills may involve addictions of various types. Addictions can be the abuse of any substance, or repetitive behavior that serves to keep the person in denial of unresolved psychological issues. In this case,
avoidance of abduction related trauma, pain, terror, fear, grief, abandonment and despair of rejection.

I’ve come across professional psychologists who claim that the majority of post traumatic stress in abductees and dysfunctional family issues in abductees are not from alien abductions, but from other more “easily explained” psychological theories. That may be true in part, but in families where abductions have occurred for several generations, the denial and trauma of hidden abductions compounds — and may even create the dysfunctional behaviors.

This fact, and the observation that abductions associated with “negative aliens” increase when the emotional chaos increases, is the basis, in part for this assumption. Resolution and healing of alien abduction related issues can only be complete when false and misleading psychological “swamp gas” theories are put to rest and hopefully, disproven.

In many cases, the therapeutic process extended over many years. Sometimes daily phone calls were necessary to keep the client stabilized during extreme emotional processing. Long term aftercare is necessary for the complete recovery of the abductee especially if reality-shattering trauma was uncovered. This occurred in the cases of Ted Rice and was written about, with great passion, by James Walden, in his book The Ultimate Alien Agenda.

The main difference between alien abduction trauma and typical trauma stems from the aliens need to track and re-abduct some abductees. The traumas with abductions continue because the abductions continue. In this context, true recovery is not possible unless abductions stop. The aliens seem to be willing to study the human subject regardless of how we feel about it. They are indifferent to us. Not only do the aliens continue to take certain individuals, but they will also act in ways to prevent the abductee from stopping abductions. Aliens do everything they can to discourage therapy, the joining of a support group and the gathering of factual information necessary to heal and empower abductees. (Unless it is part of an indoctrination program serving the alien agenda.) The case histories of Ted Rice, Sophia, Darlene and Angelina demonstrate the alien’s truth detracting methods.

UFO researchers, abduction therapists, psychological and medical professionals dealing with abductees often overlook this alien “mind control” factor. Core issues of abductees cannot fully be addressed until the control factor of the alien presence is acknowledged. This includes acquisition of evidence of alien abductions. This also explains why there is so much chaos and confusion in the UFO field.

Health issues are also a frequent complaint of abductees. The most common medical anomalies are in the area of gynecological and sexual organs, allergies, skin rashes, autoimmune disorders, chronic fatigue, migraines, and endocrine abnormalities. Some abductees are so affected by their health problems that they are on permanent disability, not able to work a regular job.

I’ve encountered situations in which the abductee was suddenly struck ill as a result of “alien attacks,” disinformation and mind fogging tactics. Unusual health problems such as panic attacks and anxiety, heart problems, severe back pain, migraines, nausea and extreme exhaustion have resulted from the abductees’ efforts to search for the truth of their experiences. These blatant health issues and coincident events and accidents are not simple psychological self-sabotage, but something much more revealing. The closer they get to the truth, release from their bondage to the alien control, the more the pain and punishment seems to emerge, almost as if the aliens were extracting reprisals.

Success in a therapeutic fashion with abductees can be achieved if these basic steps are followed:

* Seek counseling and support with knowledgable sources.
The strategies of dealing with abductees must be multi-disciplinary. Not only should we act in a therapeutic capacity, but the entire field of work must thought of as on-going spiritual warfare, a battle in which the helping-party must discipline themselves like an intelligence operative.

PSYCHIC VAMPIRES

There can be no doubt that the aliens have human behavioristic targets as goals. These targets are known to us as mate selection, matters of love, romance, and matters of the soul, but I think it should be clear by this point that the aliens need to farm our emotional energy. To me it is clear that they are, as the hippies used to say, “psychic vampires.” They want, and if we are not careful, will get, our most important asset, our unique human creative energy, our love of life itself. Our main defense against this vampirism is self-esteem, prayer and group support, but abductees rarely seek out helping bodies simply due to the lack of professional support. If I have one message to convey it is that anyone who even thinks they may have been abducted should seek out an information and support system as soon as possible.

Spiritual Warfare from the alien perspective seems to be conducted by inflicting pain on selected victims, partially to experiment and partially to puppet these souls back into society to destabilize our normally peaceful way of life. These extremes are more apparent with the reptilian abductions.

Their medical warfare efforts manifest themselves as the after effects of experiments and procedures in which some type of medical manipulation (often sexual) is performed. These procedures, from what we have seen, are not always in the best interest of the abductee, but are employed according to the alien agenda. They are usually invasive, and without consent, making them a form of rape.

The most common physical aftereffects of an abduction are bruises, cuts, scoop marks, pain, exhaustion and fatigue. In addition, latent signs occur months or weeks later in the form of gynecological and sexual problems, pregnancy,
autoimmune disorders, and frequent illnesses. Rashes, burns and even symptoms of radiation poisoning have been reported.

Some illnesses and medical conditions have occurred as a direct result of the victims' willingness to fight back, especially when the victim's resistance takes the form of gathering information on the alien agenda.

In the cases where the aliens have not succeeded in breaking the will of the abductee, they tend to track and elongate the relationship, primarily to "harass," and reprogram the target victim if and when they get the gumption to come out of the closet and protest.

Alien punishment against revelation took place in the cases of Sophia and Darlene, but I have seen this halting effect in other cases. It is possible that some of these anomalous health problems are controlled by alien implants used to track victims like farm animals. Implants may employ forms of New Tech "Nanoengine" technology, which releases unknown drugs or chemicals into the bloodstream in a highly controlled and subclinical fashion. And the effects are sometimes indirect when, for example, the aliens reduce the victims libidinal strength to such an extent that they can no longer derive pleasure from sex.

These reprisal-like illnesses are a result of what I believe to be deterring efforts by the aliens. They have demonstrated, quite clearly, that they not only want to manipulate their victims, but are determined to avoid detection and will do anything to avoid disclosure, including assassination and the use of chemicals, or even cancer. Outright murder may be suspected in instances where the abductee was given chemicals, biological cultures, or toxins which could lead to a slow death or a wasting away of functionality. The slower the death the more deniable the murder is.

In addition to the symptoms listed earlier, I have interviewed abductees who present with painful fibroids, adhesions and scar tissue from repeated medical procedures. In addition abductees commonly report the rapid onset of chronic fatigue syndrome, fibromyalgia, and severe migraines. Some of these health issues are so debilitating that the abductee is in a constant state pain and eventual economic-bondage over not being able to pay the medical bills. At least half of the abductees in my study, lost or did not carry medical insurance making the economic hardships even more painful. Many who do have insurance visit doctors to no avail since, the doctors, no matter how sincere and ethical, are baffled with their symptoms.

Other examples, of imposed hardships, both in the literature and in my case database are plentiful. Surveillance is common and interference with telephone lines is almost standard. This extends to surface and electronic mail and Internet activities, as well as actual physical surveillance with other high tech equipment. This is more pronounced in victims of mind control.

The government agencies involved tend to sort out the claimants. The abductees who they fear most are the credible witnesses, the unbroken, perfectly rational subjects. The broken and bogus people are no threat, but the folks who can recover, remember, and argue plausibly on television or in other media, are an irritation. The aliens, and whoever works with them, will have a hard time discrediting someone who has their wits about them and works everyday at some productive vocation. About two thirds of the people I work closely with are of this more intelligent type. This is why the constructive UFO support groups are so threatening to the powers that be. Not only are the abductees getting together, sharing valuable information, but they are getting help.

Some abductees are followed by unmarked government vehicles, often plain white vans as we noted in Suzanne's case. Quite a few abductees and researchers have reported being buzzed by black helicopters. Now lots of people see choppers everyday but seldom do they come over your house
close enough to break dishes or hover outside your window and move on. This phenomenon is so common as to be almost laughable. Art Bell, the noted radio journalist, has interviewed several guests on his show who have been buzzed a few times by these black helicopters, right over their homes. Bell thinks the choppers are used for intimidation as much as for surveillance.

My editor, who generally does not believe in UFOs, was buzzed and is on record as having the black chopper hover outside of his farmhouse window for several minutes while he was setting type for this book. This may seem even more unbelievable when we realize that up until that time, he thought of the farm as his private retreat and he believed due to thorough preparations, that nobody knew about its location. His comment was short, "Somebody does not want this book to come out."

One other incident left a good deal of physical evidence behind. The helicopter flew so close to the home that it caused serious property damage for one abductee I corresponded with. This was not a hallucination. The chopper had flown over several times, causing the windows of the building to crack and blow out.

Overt surveillance tactics are probably designed for psychological intimidation (the very definition of psychic rape) rather than to do physical harm, but they can cause mental anguish, just like a stalker can do great harm without making physical contact. The desired effect is to keep the victim in a state of fear and powerlessness. Telling people about these fly-bys will make the victim seem paranoid and uncreditable. This partially explains the paucity of information on the real nature of the aliens and their activities especially as we explore the relationship between the helicopter and aerial surveillance fly-bys, not all of them are black or even helicopters, incidentally, and the alien agenda.

The case of Mia Adams demonstrates an elaborately orchestrated bonding drama between Mia and an FBI agent, code named "Jordan." In it we saw how truly interwoven with the aliens, the government has become. Jordan experienced a love obsession, and seems to have been prepared for the meeting decades ahead of time. For many years both Mia and Jordan were surveilled by government operatives, FBI, and other clandestine groups during their relationship. If I'm right, then Jordan was "parked" in the FBI until the opportune moment when he would be used to "court" Mia. The relationship between Jordan and Mia seemed to be the key point of interest for an alien experiment involving human bonding of individuals who share synchronous energy fields and/or common genetic material. It is my opinion that human government and alien intelligences cooperated to a certain extent in this human bonding program.

Admittedly, there is much debate as to the governments' involvement in UFO and alien abduction matters. One camp is convinced UFOs do not exist, but that the Government is in the business of making them seem real so that they can blame UFOs for all manner of black projects carried out by secret government agencies. Whatever the case may be, there appears to be a human element operating in conjunction with the UFO phenomenon. Based on what I have observed in a number of abduction reports, I think certain branches of the intelligence community are interacting on behalf of national security to prevent release of certain information. I also think that the aliens employ human operatives to maintain secrecy and provide disinformation through a variety of means—which probably include but is not limited to government, military, aerospace and intelligence personnel.

The idea that aliens "use" human operatives is a scary thought, considering the level of mind-control technology they posses. Many of these humans may be nothing more than unknowing sleepers, fringe zealots, possibly even pseudo-patriots, known in spook slang as, "cutouts." Such was a
possibility in the breakup of Suzanne's support group.

I believe some of these intelligence gathering, security and warfare measures can be carried out through psychic spying or remote viewing, combined with high technology - a nefarious combination.

Psychological warfare tactics are evident by mind-control techniques such as memory suppression and installation of false memories of the abduction, screen memories, and other forms of mnemonic manipulation. In some cases the abductee discovers through regressive hypnosis or memory flashbacks that the aliens projected imagery into their minds while performing medical procedures. For example, while an abductee is undergoing a gynecological exam or sperm extraction, the aliens may project pleasant sexual memories to facilitate the process. Such a dynamic occurred in Sophia's case when, during an abduction related memory, she was told to relax prior to a rectal exam, while being hypnotically told that Dave was doing the "procedure."

In the case of Janice and Alex, the aliens instilled dream imagery of a foreplay scene where a desire for sexual contact was instilled into the minds of the Love Bite couple. Janice became lucid within the abduction "dream", questioning the situation. This then triggered an awareness of the alien orchestrated scenario, which was experienced as a dream. At that point she blanked out.

One of the most common implanted scenes takes the form of an apocalypse or cataclysm. This is so commonly reported that I suspect it is a fundamental insertion-dream, a fear process designed to humble and then flatter the victim. In one case a female abductee was taken to cubicle-like rooms in an ultraviolet light setting. She was shown graphic imagery of human war scenes - blood stained and dismembered bodies. The implied communication during these scenes was, "See what humans are doing to one another. War after war. Senseless killing." The imagery had the effect of upsetting

the woman to tears and causing her to be ashamed to be human. The aliens then flatter the victim, by suggesting that he or she was specially selected, singled out to be an emissary. Bo and Peep demonstrated what can happen. Many contactees will have a worshipful adoration for the ETs after their abduction - as if we should follow their lead.
STAR SEEDS

Based on the reports of several contactees, I believe the aliens could be conditioning the public to a naive mind set – a mental state designed to suspend critical thinking. This is especially apparent in abductees and UFO spiritualists who think of themselves as chosen “Star Seeds.” In this context, I am referring to the “false light” Star Seeds, as opposed to the true light bearers. If one observes closely, the false light can be discerned from the true light. True light bearers are not afraid of exposing the dark and have spiritual discernment. The false light bearers display incongruence in their actions and beliefs, and naively focus on the positivist elements of extraterrestrials, while in denial of any negative alien abduction material, or their own. Or they blame all negative abduction reports on the “military and black projects.” They lack discernment and may exhibit repressed trauma and duplicity as well.

I have encountered more than a few abductees who prefer to call themselves “Star Seeds” or “contactees.” Some contactees have even gone so far as to claim that the extraterrestrials have created the entire human race, which to them explains the differences between Cro-Magnon and Neanderthal and the disappearance of Neanderthal during the late Ice Age. In other words, these true believers “believe,” because it is, after all, an act of faith, that we owe the aliens a debt of gratitude for assisting us in our evolution. This implies that the pyramids could not have been built without them. The same holds for Newgrange and Stonehenge and hundreds of other ancient temples. This idea got started a generation ago when Eric Von Daniken brought out his series of highly controversial books with names like, _Chariots of the Gods_. Although hundreds of books came out to poke holes in his pseudoscientific theories, literally millions of people, bought into the idea that the UFOs were here thousands of years ago and that they were influential in ancient societies. His ideas implied that without the aliens the airplane and the radio would never have been invented. Von Daniken was never able to prove any of his ideas, but his theories grew like microbes in the public imagination.

Unfortunately, I cannot go into detail explaining all I’ve been told when it comes to how the aliens control and condition some contactees into promoting their agenda. Many of the control factors that the aliens exert over some abductees, border on downright demonic activity with the added twist of high technology implants.

The effect of such psychological warfare tactics is to keep the abductee and public at large at a minimum level of understanding. If the aliens’ true nature were to be known they would lose ground in the Spiritual War. I repeat, Spiritual Warfare, from the aliens viewpoint, is to drive us away from our traditional beliefs of love, family, and especially our definitions of God, however pluralistic they may be. If the aliens succeed, they place the victims in a constant state of confusion with all manner of conflicting information. It also keeps the abductee in awe of the alien’s apparent high technology and all-powerful intelligence. It seems important for the alien presence to make us believe they are omniscient, when, in fact, they may not be.

The abductees are force-fed lies and half-truths aimed at conditioning them into feeling disdain and contempt for their fellow humans. For example, the contactee may feel disgust for
humanity's warlike and selfish nature, condemning it in favor of a new found love and worship for the spiritually advanced extraterrestrials. These peace-proclaiming contactees vehemently oppose anyone who challenges the extraterrestrial agenda, accusing "revisionists" of being "fear based."

I have personally encountered abductees who fear speaking out in public about anything negative, or giving the aliens a bad image. In one case the abductee was being manipulated through deception, fear and even physical pain, to promote the extraterrestrial "space brother" propaganda through the Internet.

Spiritual Warfare on the part of the aliens' warfare is exemplified by the Love Bite itself, and I am sure the aliens have manipulated relationships and emotions for specific purposes. The matchmaking aliens may very well be what our ancient myths spoke about with Cupid and his arrow! In a few cases the Love Bite experience hit the person over the head like a magic love spell – removing all critical reasoning ability.

Alien induced obsession dramas may occur in the aftermath of abductions in which the sexual energy has been spirited away and diverted to alien use. The experiments and probes used in many of the cases may even be designed for the harvesting of emotional, sexual, and creative energy.

The alien lust for human energy, both pain and pleasure, and the methods they employ, strangely echo Tantric Buddhist and ancient Hindu sex practices. In Kenneth Grant's book, *Aleister Crowley and the Hidden God*, the author tells us how Crowley used ancient Tantric rituals, known as the Vama Marg, to attain power from sexual energy after prolonged withholding of the orgasmic response. This technique can only be successful through a special woman, a selected love-mate, who has the right Tantric-Kundalini match for that priest. This again sounds like what the aliens are doing. The correct selection of the woman is of the utmost importance, as she is the only one who can facilitate the creative energy through a magical Tantric sexual union, one that is not necessarily orgasmic, a process also known as Karazza. In Hindu lore the connection is also known as Yab-Yum.

This may not even involve physical contact in some cases, but always involves the draining off of the Kundalini, or serpent power coiled up at the base of the spine at the Mulhadara chakra, the pelvic center.

Most western secret societies claim to have been in contact with nonhuman intelligences over the years. Aleister Crowley's "Lam" was described as a typical Grey alien! It was this being who dictated to Crowley the *Book of the Law*. But, Crowley admitted that in order to obtain the power, it was necessary to engage in numerous sexual rituals with a "Scarlet Woman". In other words, in the alien agenda sexuality of many kinds, and specifically sexual intercourse of a mysterious kind must be performed with a specifically conditioned and selected woman, if the cosmic life force is to be transmitted to the aliens.

According to sexual magic practices, if the Fire Snake (Kundalini rising) unwinds too rapidly or, if the primal power ascends up the spine before all seven chakras are balanced, the power is deflected and all sorts of neurotic traits develop, most importantly enigmatic obsessions!

The natural goal of the Kundalini is to reach the mind (Ajna chakra) for a joyous illumination and higher state of consciousness. This experience is usually described as the Clear White Light realization, you'll know it if it happens to you. Furthermore, it can crumble your mind if you are not properly prepared. Gurus and yoga masters from Panjali onward warn adepts of the dangers of evoking the serpent energy in a person not properly prepared to receive it. The serpent energy is said to shoot forth venom with poisonous vibrations which can attack the unprepared individual.

In Western Black Magic this process can be used with deadly effects. Materializations of interdimensional beings and demons
can, some say, be called into full reality. Faust, forging a compact with the devil, is a case in point. The intake of the venomous vibrations (cynicism, sexual perversion, narcissism and negative thought) can bring any human being into direct contact with the demonic worlds and the lower elementals. Conversely, if done with impunity, the properly trained can direct these currents to transform human consciousness, making awareness possible on many transcendental levels.

In Janice and Alex's case, the aliens communicated to Janice that "Your bonding is no longer useful to us." This response implies that the bonding dramas created are for some temporal purpose—whether for extraction of life essence or creative energy, or to bring certain persons together for a specific reason.

Janice, Sophia and Angelina continued to have encounters involving other bonding partners instigated by the aliens. In one event Janice recalled standing in a dark place, close to another man. She could distinctly feel his soul essence and she empathically knew what this man felt like—his thoughts, feelings, and desires—as if he was part of her. The aliens' message during this abduction was, "Remember this person. He will be important."

Janice had a dream wherein Eve did not bite the apple, and the snake was forced to move on to some other couple. Not long after this experience Janice met up with the man, but she didn't fully realize the set-up until she had the dream flashback.

The man in her dream, Adam, wrote Janice a letter one week later. They shared similar goals and interests and felt a deep spiritual connection. This relationship has been a platonic friendship for Janice, but became a romantic obsession for Adam! But she was amazed that his name was Adam, a man she met only a few weeks after having a dream about the biblical Adam and Eve. Synchronicity? Maybe, and maybe an implanted suggestion.

Another woman described how she believed she was set up with a targeted love bite partner by being sent via out-of-the-body experiences to have astral sex with the intended male. She claimed that after she heard a telepathic trigger-cue phrase, she immediately felt a strong passion for the man and made love to him in an OBE sexual melding experience. Within days after the astral sex episode, the targeted partner began contacting the woman, and the two described a strong psychic connection with one another. Coincidence? Could it be possible to create bonds with one another in such a manner?

One sad question may never be answered, Why couldn't the aliens have just soul bonded the women with their current husbands? That question seems difficult at first, but if we then assume the aliens want us to experience a certain degree of existential pain, and want to lead us away from a kind of innocent happiness, the answer comes quickly. The aliens are exploiting our suffering.

Knowing these basic secrets sheds a whole new light on the possible motives of alien behaviors when the sexual element and obsessive love matches are created. Once we focus on the lover's drama we see how the aliens play the abductees "like one big Nintendo game." This may be for the study of human soul energy. As mentioned in the opening section of this book, the aliens seem to be orchestrating a type of "Psychic Rape."

Let me end this chapter with a case history drawn from the past. A magical masking process, quite similar to the ones used by the aliens and their human accomplices, was reported in Mallory's *Morte De Artur*, the standardized story of King Arthur and, in this case, Merlin, the Druidic master magician is the figure who orchestrates the final outcome.

When Mordred lusts after Ygraine, the wife of King Mark of Tintagel, he falls from power. He becomes obsessed and even psychotic, frightening his family and his most loyal subjects. Not only does Ygraine reject him, she tells him he is repulsive to her. Mordred, knowing that, even in Pagan times, the rape of another man's wife was a mortal sin, could do
nothing but pine away. But eventually Merlin enters stage-left and offers to solve the problem. Like Rumpelstiltskin, Merlin promises to cast a spell on Mordred, which will make him look exactly like King Mark, but a price must be paid. Merlin must receive the issue of any said mating. He will take the child away, and Mark shall never know of the horrible replication and trickery undertaken in his absence.

Merlin arranges to have Mark ride out for a military mission on the northern border and, during that hiatus, casts the spell that will allow Mordred to appear, as Mark, in Ygraine's bed-chamber. She willingly sleeps with Mordred, thinking he is Mark returned early from his trip, and becomes pregnant. This then is a case of rape by stealth – psychic rape.

As specified in the devilish contract, Merlin takes the child, the future King Arthur, away to be raised as a fosterling. The fact that the great King Arthur is the result of this rape does not justify the deception, but in Celtic myth Arthur becomes the Redeemer and this justifies the calumny of his birth.

The same sequence of events occurs in Irish myth when Dectiné is impregnated by a ray of light near an ancient stone cave and bears a son named Setanta who was subsequently raised by the Druid and warrior Conchobar to become the redeemer hero.

THE ALIEN REDEEMER

My research tells me that the aliens and their human benefactors will use any method possible to achieve their goals. One of the most common cover screens aliens use is to pose themselves as the Messiah or redeemer. This guise also takes the form of any Rabbi, teacher, or guru, the target person may respect. How could this work? How could an alien fool a devout Christian or Jew?

It turns out everyone has a weakness. Some devout people are not fully sure about their faith. It is generally held that the Redeemer, the Teacher of Righteousness of the Dead Sea Scrolls, for example, was sent to atone for what is called "original sin," an idea that stretches back into pre-biblical times.

Surely, we can see Eve's bite of the Apple as a simile for the Love Bite itself. Both result in emotional disasters. Eve, the Apple and the Serpent, the Temptation of the Garden, the great flood, and all of the attendant symbolism is, without question, a vague memory of the events of the Stone Age, possibly even the end of the final ice age, known as the Würm epoch. Those apocryphal legends were told and retold in oral tradition for millennia before they were transcribed into biblical texts recalled by the mythographers of the Bronze Age.

The Redeemer archetype arises from ancient animistic religions and winds its way into judaico-Christian lore by way of specific bloodlines. These bloodlines tend to develop in a priest class known as the Zadok line. Moses was a Redeemer, as was Abraham and the mysterious priest Melchizedek. (Mel Chi Zadok, Mel Chi Zad Ok, in Hebrew Malachi 'Malach I' and even Moloch.) Although we could easily
use any number of saints and philosophers as examples, it seems Melchizedek, the high priest of the line, is precisely relevant to the love obsession because he is a three faced figure, a priest, a king, and a God. In this trilateral sense he is the purveyor of the marriage vow: Love, Honor, Obedience. In a Christian marriage he is the embodiment of Father, Son and Holy Ghost, who oversee all Christian vows including Baptism, and he represents a perfect picture of the holy family: Father, Mother and Redeemer child. This can be taken to almost infinite extremes, as Life, Death, Rebirth, and so forth.

Melchizedek, is therefore the priest-god, or philosopher-king, championed so highly by Plato, a living representative of the one true God, and the repository of all philosophy, an early disguise for the ‘knowledgeable man,” the Gnostic mystic known in literature as Hermes Trismagistus. He is first mentioned in the book of Genesis and appears several times in the Torah and the Bible, in every case he is linked to a genetic line arising through David and Jesse (the Tree of Jesse). This same line produced the Virgin Mary and Mary Magdalene, and all of the brethren that surrounded Jesus during his trial and transcendent experience. But the line also continued on long after the era of Jesus, through the living apostles, especially Philip, the Sons of Thunder, James Bonarges also was known as James the Just (the brother of Jesus), and several others.

The tradition of succession in sequence, of passing the torch, of champion defeating champion, emerges from one of the deepest fountains of human understanding. We could not live without competition and challenge, it is what has formed us as humans, and we are vain. The aliens know this and take advantage of our need to excel and to pass along information, perhaps even to become one of the elite or chosen ones. The aliens do nothing more than give us the recognition we crave.

The Redeemer screen plays interior to the Star Seed drama. To repeat, certain contactees have been promised a place in the future paradise for their blind cooperation now. The program, as it has been told to me several times by totally unrelated people, is designed in a team management model. The Gnostic model works more effectively and against the aliens - or any fascist for that matter - by teaching individual action within a tribe or cadre. The concept of elitism is almost completely erased, except for the pride one takes in observing the education of others.

Old testament Christians hear a valid echo in the implications that Jesus was an anointed member of this baptizing Melchizedek line.

This "Gnostic" view is gaining popularity. A huge library of texts once buried in Egypt has now been published as the Nag Hammaddi Library. But it is important to realize that the aliens have probably read every book we have and thus have come up with a strategy to exploit or explain away any and all forms of wisdom. By this I mean we can be weakened by our best traits. With mystic Christians, Christ and the Priest-King are synonymous, but Orthodox Jews have very strict tests for the advocacy of the Messiah, with strict New Testament Christians, Jesus Christ’s name is not based on the concept of a Priest-King, but rather, the “Father-Son-Holy Ghost,” trinity.

But here comes the weak spot, be you mystic or conservative, the results are the same, both old and new interpretations result in the idea that salvation comes through an intermediary, a Messiah or Redeemer. The aliens apparently see this as an opportunity and can make subtle tweaks to their cover story in order to adapt to a specific victims belief system. The idea is to get you to see them a surrogate Redeemers.

If this is true, if the aliens are simply rank opportunists, if they purposefully set out to psychically rape people and cast them into a life not worth living. It tells us a great deal about their spiritual beliefs, i.e., they have none! Maybe they are advanced, maybe in their world there is no concept of God, but in ours there is, and the aliens hold no respect for our
beliefs, our Gods, or our many different forms of worship.

The Redeemer appears throughout the generations in different forms. She comes as Joan of Arc, or he can take the form of King Arthur, Emilianno Zapatta, Buddha, Jesus, and many others. In other words, mankind is constantly on the lookout for a Redeemer both in fiction and in real life. Every time we elect a new Prime Minister or President we pray that he or she will be someone who will come down to our mundane plane and fight our battles. Democracy is structured as a form of natural mysticism and that, to me, seems healthy. Sadly for us, the aliens are not interested in our childlike governmental systems.

I am a scientist—I thrive on it, but the aliens are a classic example of what would happen if we relied solely on technology and used no other methods, losing our hearts in the process. The aliens seem to have placed themselves in the role of the redeemer and constantly try to replace our need for redemption, mate selection, sexual orientation, fellowship and tribal life with their own agenda.

Both Moses and Jesus promised that we can lead a just and moral life. The questions are then, “Why are we still being harassed and manipulated by the aliens?” Why have some humans joined them willingly? Why does it seem like the world is still controlled by evil? Perhaps there really is a war being waged in heaven, as prophesied in the Book of Revelation. If the aliens are so intelligent and spiritually evolved, or immortal, why would they need the Love Bite and why would they need to extract our soul energy? Have they lost their hearts, and a full capacity to love?

Aliens can not be the Redeemers because they do not give us anything, they take away energy and give nothing in return. A true Redeemer will never take the breath of life—what the Egyptians called the “Ka,” away. In Zen, Shinto, and in some forms of Asian Military training it is called “Ki,” defined, in western terms as “awareness.” The ancient Celtic Warriors practiced a form of meditation which brought them into touch with the Dagda, the spirit of awareness of life, the spirit who watches over us, the good shepherd or shepherdess who guards us all, the animistic spirit which permeates all things. This, in my opinion, is really what the aliens are after.

The aliens, especially the reptilian types, need this from us. They apparently have some ability to emote, but they have a disdain for human kind. They cannot love like we do, but they are fascinated by our ability to do so, and they do experience what can only be called, “Anti-love.” When human beings lose their ability to love, they quickly die, both spiritually and physically and it is this life, death, and rebirth process the aliens are, in my opinion, studying.

Spiritual Warfare took place in the Garden of Eden and it continues, almost as if it is a condition for life itself. How exactly do the aliens play out Spiritual Warfare from their point of view? As an abduction researcher and counsellor, I have seen people continually victimized by dreams implanted by the aliens, especially erotic and perverted suggestions, encouraging pedophilia and sodomy. Aside from blood line research, which is beyond the scope of this book, aliens’ Spiritual Warfare follows no racial pattern. No one is immune. African-Americans and Caucasians, Latinos and Asians suffer the alien scourge in proportion to the normal distribution of our populations. Christians, Jews even good people who practice a Neopagan life, have been abducted and turned into semi-slaves. There are, however, a few selective trends emerging from the growing database of abductee reports.

In Christian Gnostic thought, Adam and Eve were created in the beginning to be holy Sons and Daughters of God, but were thwarted by the ruling Archons who fought them with deceit and jealousy.

I believe the Earth is a spiritual war zone and when we are in the front lines we may get hit, even if we are good sol-
diets. Life on Earth seems to be the ultimate testing ground for new spiritual weapons. Even if we do all the right things, prayer, righteousness, etc., we may still experience setbacks and attacks. An enlightened UFO researcher, Brian Levens, prefers to reframe these challenges as necessary fertilizer for true spiritual growth.

The spiritual warfare behavior of the aliens, and those who are their servants, reveals their deceit. They know that if their knowledge leaked out, many future victims would be able to defend themselves. The very name of Jesus Christ and any reference to “demons” creates a knee-jerk response in the UFO community. Buddha is also passé. Perhaps it is too late; perhaps the aliens have already usurped the power of the Redeemer archetype.

---

**Occult History**

There are numerous sources of information that address the parallels of demonology and folkloric tradition with extraterrestrials. My aim here is to address the similarities and other pertinent observations that I have made in my own work with abductees, rather than quoting literature references.

The first parallel is the interdimensional and para-physical nature of the aliens. Their ability to materialize in our physical dimension “out of thin air” is a prime example. The apparent telepathic ability of aliens is also reported in demonic and angelic encounters, or even with some very psychic humans.

In occult practices such as witchcraft, the witch or warlock will invoke familiar spirits for special knowledge or power, such as psychic ability. These abilities may include precognitive or divination abilities, astral projection, telekinetic abilities and mental control over others. As the witch or warlock gains more familiar spirits, he or she increases their personal power and psychic abilities, accordingly.

Many abductees have some sort of clairvoyance and have experienced paranormal and even poltergeist activity in their lives. There is a question about why they tend to have heightened psychic sensitivities after their abductions. It is also known that a great deal of clairvoyance comes from people after they have been frightened and/or had a near death experience, with or without alien intervention. Something normally happens in the Rhinencephalon and the midbrain that heightens our ability to think past our own footsteps. On the other hand, some abductees claim they have been
"modified." Some abductees have reported the indwelling presence of a Grey or Reptilian within them.

A few have been observed by their close associates and lovers to have momentary appearance of a serpent being, replete with snake eyes, reptile body, scales or webbed fingers. I believe that these spontaneous shape shifting observations are paraphysical or "psychic" in nature. Some very sensitive abductees are able to clairvoyantly perceive the aliens as interdimensional beings, superimposed "with-in" certain individuals whom they believe to be "hosts."

Some abductees, such as Dr. James L. Walden, author of The Ultimate Alien Agenda, describes his experience and identity as a multi-dimensional or inter-dimensional reptilian-human hybrid. Walden describes it as having another body, in this case, an interdimensional reptile being, who co-exists with him. But instead of a being outside of himself, he recognizes this to be a part of himself, being able to co-exist in another dimension or reality. Other abductees have reported that they have found themselves in another dimension as an alien, sometimes during abductions (they become an alien in the abductions, an alternate identity of sorts), dreams, or in hypnotic regressions. Many have described having a past life as an alien or extraterrestrial.

I have spoken with alternative healing professionals who have witnessed the exorcism of alien Grey beings out of individuals. In more dramatic cases, I've interviewed at least three abductees, who have had reptilian encounters, report reptilian demonic possession ranging from minutes to several hours. In the case of Angelina, her neighbor became momentarily possessed by a demonic being, writhing on the ground, grunting, hissing, and salivating at the mouth. In another case, a male abductee (who has seen Reptilians and Greys in his abductions) taken over by a reptile spirit being or "fourth dimensional" reptilian, for several hours. He described it as a very frightening, controlling evil force that he had to muster every ounce of willpower to fight this thing and regain control. During the possession, he saw himself (outside and inside his body at the same time) on all fours, in animal like fashion, growling and hissing, as a reptile would. This also happened in an anonymous abduction case where a drastic personality change transpired. In an other anonymous case, the abductee was observed to have indwelling reptilian entities moving through them after a series of metaphysical "healing and psychic" exercises in a locale (near Sedona, Arizona) known for paranormal activity. These "astral pods" or alien entities caused the individual to become ill and immobilized until the situation passed. Needless to say, it was very frightening for the abductee.

In one of Angelina's experiences she recalled being taken to some kind of facility, where human military personnel were present. She was told to sit down in a chair and was surprised to witness another alien being (a Grey) come out of her body and stand next to her, as the military humans had a conversation with the entity that coexisted within Angelina. She was shocked and had no idea that an entity had been living inside of her.

In another case, the abductee was led by extraterrestrial "spirit guides" to perform certain psychic and healing exercises in a special location, which was some kind of energy "ley line" area. What may have happened from a metaphysical level is that these psychic exercises somehow led to the opening of interdimensional portals, where the entrance and exit of aliens (Reptilians in particular) increased. This increased paranormal activity as well.

In many occult practices, the specific reason for performing certain rituals is to create an interdimensional doorway or "access point" for spirit beings. Once this has been done, the poltergeist activity and alien encounters may increase. This may be what occurs in some haunted houses.

In the Ted Rice case, the reptilian creature goaded Ted's grandmother, "Grandy", into having sexual relations with
the “image” of her dead husband. What was noteworthy in this account was the reptilians’ angry reaction to her protective use of the name of Jesus Christ.

Throughout Ted’s early life, his alleged “spirit guides” had a tendency to deter him, and his spiritualist friends from pressing deeply into his alien abductions. Instead the spirit guides put forth metaphysical explanations. The propaganda line of these spirit guides was to give the extraterrestrial theory a consciousness-raising twist. What Ted discovered in his encounters was quite the opposite!

Sophia privately told me that the more she focused on God and closing the doorways of “sin” in her life, the less frequent her alien encounters became. This implies to me that, at least some of the aliens “get off” on emotional energies. For example, she believed that the more she obsessed about her Love Bite partner (sexual fantasies, dwelling on negative thoughts and emotions), the more she was accosted by the alien phenomena and as soon a she shut down the obsession the aliens began to leave her alone.

Sophia also has reported experiences in which she was able to tell the aliens (Greys) to leave in the name of Jesus, after which they disappeared, “like a vapory smoke popping out of thin air.”

Sophia admitted that the more she was involved in the occult, for example channeling classes, psychic readings and so forth, the greater the frequency of alien and poltergeist activity. She also said that during the late 1980s she was being led telepathically to go to Arizona and New Mexico for a mountain trip — at which time she had abduction related experiences. Gradually, Sophia learned how to use prayer, counseling and healthy communication skills to decrease the alien activity in her life.

Angelina has experienced both alien and military abductions. She, like Darlene, has been a victim of psychic rape by demonic entities and has called upon the name of Jesus and Archangel Michael successfully, yet she still battles the negative entities from time to time.

At times, Angelina experienced abductions as an actual (non-dream) physical event in which she was taken through an interdimensional portal in the bedroom wall. Aliens have also been seen entering and exiting the same portal locations throughout the house. She describes the doorway as a dark area which expands like a black void and will literally pull her through, much like in the movie, Stargate, or the Matrix. During these times, she has heard nondescript voices on the other side, as if it were a laboratory or workshop.

On other occasions, Angelina recalls being pulled through an interdimensional portal to another reality. In this extra reality medical procedures and training sessions took place. Sometimes the aliens or military people would come through these portals into the room. Most often, Angelina would find herself in the new environment after she was brought through the portal in a dream that felt very real.

In these dreams she experiences medical procedures and all manner of psychological testing and training exercises. On one occasion, Angelina was so frightened she prayed and recited the rosary. While she was saying the rosary, a human military man said, “That’s not going to work. We’re not demons.” Perplexed, Angelina then decided to test them according to what she recalled at Mass. She asked the man, “Well, did Jesus Christ come in the flesh?” To her surprise the man appeared caught off guard and responded, “Well, well, ah, yeah.”

In a number of encounters Angelina was able to discern humans from Reptilians. She recognizes the smell of a reptile as, “dank and like mildew.” She also has been able to discern whether a reptilian was really a shapeshifter in the image of a human. It should be noted here that Reptilians, have the ability to change their image like chameleons.

The Reptilians are known to take part in aggressive sexual
acts (sodomy, rape, etc.). Sometimes it appears to be an act of territorial possessiveness of their “victim.” There is also a type of reptilian sexual encounter that some female abductees have reported to be sexually stimulating. They have described it as the most arousing type of sex they ever had, resulting in heightened orgasmic response and a raising of their sexual drive to an unnatural degree. At the same time, some of these female abductees have been coerced into the sexual encounter and may be paralyzed during the sex act, although their body may respond. If the female continues to have these kinds of sexual liaisons, they may “turn-off” to human males.

In Angelina’s case, the reptilian handler acted in possessive ways, so as to prevent her from having sexual contact or “desire” for her husband. The method of switching off Angelina from her husband included an overt reaction to human male pheromones, and possibly mind control. The Reptilian also behaved jealously toward Angelina’s husband. It is not known whether this was a true emotion or a masked reaction designed to elicit a response.

Some female abductees who have experienced the heightened orgasmic response of reptilian sexual contact also have remarkable clairvoyant faculties. These females report that during love making with their human partners where passion is ignited, they have observed paraphysical, energy vortex swirls in their room. It is as if the sexual energy creates some kind of interdimensional vortex, once their base chakra center has been opened and manipulated by the reptilian being, or in some cases, sexual magic practices. This rare phenomenon could possibly occur in those persons who have had a natural kundalini awakening also.

**POISON MAIDENS**

Alien activity is similar to black-magic practices in many ways. In black magic type witchcraft (not the naturalistic magic practices by nature worshippers) certain toxins, poisons and implants are inserted into the victim by the use of push pins, soot and ointments, curse pins, crystals, nail pins and even by kissing.

In several ancient cultures, primarily the Celts, women were used as spies. These women were usually beautiful, and familiar with the enemies’ wants, desires and habits. Once studied, the enemy could be seduced or turned into a zombie-like creature or, if a wider scope of attack was needed, the water supply could be poisoned as was done against the Romans by the great British queen Boudicca.

The “Poison Maiden” label came about by the use of kissing as a method of toxic application. The woman would build up her immune system by taking small doses of poison over many months, or until her saliva was deadly enough to kill a shetland pony. Simply kissing this woman would kill a large man. A pin prick coated with the blood from a Poison Maiden would also kill overnight. The same technique was used by Celtic warriors to contaminate their spear and arrow heads. Feeding a poison in small doses to an older horse, and then rubbing the spear heads with the horses blood, amounts to an early form of biological warfare. Even a slight nick from one of these spears or arrows would disable an enemy soldier, rendering him too sick to fight in the next days battle.

Rebecca Brown, MD, author of *He Came to Set the Captives Free*, is well versed in assisting those coming out of
satanic and black magic cults. She points out that objects, much like alien implants inserted under the skin, are designed to act as object links or even poisons in their victims. In Voo-doo these implants are made of sharp chicken bone with the hollows filled with toxins. In the Orient, bamboo slivers are used. Brown describes several different types of “inserts” that are used in black-magic, including bio-chip implants. She asserts that these inserts are used as object links, a type of anchor to connect the magician to the victim.

The aliens use both physical and virtual implants in similar ways. Their methods are high tech, but their motives can be just as injurious. Most alien inserts are placed directly under the skin in an area difficult to self-inspect. In essence, the implants are used as anchors, which keep the victim under control. Some believe they are being activated through subsonic radio waves and extra low frequency signals.

But whereas the medieval or early Roman poison technology will kill or stun the victim, the alien technique is far more sophisticated and is designed to control and track the victim, even during dreams.

Etheric implants can act as homing devices. In the case of the aliens, there is an intelligence involved that will trigger reactions in the abductees in response to certain thoughts and behaviors. For example, one abductee started having severe pain in her implant site while on the way to a UFO conference where information on abductions would be discussed. Other abductees have suddenly come down with angina and chest pains before support group time, so they could not attend. Other reactions are the sudden onset of a trance-like state or sleep while at lectures where sensitive UFO subject matter is being discussed. Many have reported the onset of a severe headache while searching for a book on abductions or related UFO material. This implies that the aliens can register the thoughts of their victims by distant viewing, either psychic or electronic in nature.

Also like black magic, the Reptilians can use personal items of the targeted individual to allow them easy access to their physical space. These items are referred to as “object links.” One abductee of the Reptilians was instructed to decorate their home with Gothic style objects and crystals presumably to facilitate an interdimensional portal entry into the home. Bill and Sharon Schnoebelen, authors of Blood on the Doorposts, describe one couple’s discovery of small blue ‘curse’ pins scattered throughout their home. These objects were used to create an interdimensional portal for the demonic entities to harass the newly converted Christian couple. In this case, the couple had defected from a Satanic cult and were experiencing a type of reprisal. These reprisals have also been reported in persons who channelled powerful demonic beings, after they decided to give their lives over to Jesus Christ and stop channeling.

Both physical and etheric implants have the effect of controlling the abductee. Some researchers such as Bill Baldwin believe that these implants are nothing more than “attached alien entities” or even demons. The Reptilians may use etheric implants to connect and control the abductee through their sexual chakras. This is reminiscent of how Cupid’s Arrow works in mythology.
SEX DREAMS & CUPID'S ARROW

Many abductees report dreams that resemble being invaded or pierced by an alien presence. This is similar to the image of Cupid shooting an arrow at the targeted lovers. But beyond Cupid we also see that each of these abductees reports having gone through some kind of training, leading to bonding with targeted love partners. I call these sessions "Cupid's Arrow" sessions. These experiences take place in vivid dreams that feel as if they are stage-managed. But clearly the Cupid's Arrow scenarios are a form of the Love Bite overall plan except instead of being bitten, the victims feel like they were struck dumb, like being injected with Rohypnol and Morphine or some other mind numbing drug.

It is difficult to discern whether some of these Cupid's Arrow sessions are actual physical events, or some kind of mind-controlled stage managed dream. This has been postulated in a previous chapter as an astral melding done by the abductees themselves, but under the triggered programming of the aliens. In either case, the perceptions of the abductee are seriously altered or manipulated, making them think their abduction experiences are dreams or a type of virtual reality scenario.

In Angelina's case she finds herself tranced out and lost in another reality, complete with physical sensations. In these abduction dreams various humans in lab coats, military type personnel and occasionally aliens, instruct her in training scenarios, military combat, parachuting jumps into water, telepathic exercises, and medical emergency techniques, all to be used when the end of the world finally does arrive.

To test the abductee the aliens are notorious for presenting erotic dream images to the subject, especially depicting sex acts that they might not normally perform. In a few cases case the aliens projected erotic sex with an unlikely partner. In the sexual training sessions Angelina has found herself in a generic hotel room with the targeted Love Bite partner on a queen-size white bed. Telepathic messages and sexual ideas are directed towards the couple. They are urged to have sexual relations until a substantial bond is created. Most often, the abductee will recall or experience these sessions as vivid dreams.

On several occasions Angelina found herself in abduction related training sessions with her friend Scott, who is also an abductee. In their echolocation they were both placed in a mock war situation where their mission was to retrieve something important amidst a number of distractions, one of which was the temptation of a sexual scene.

Sophia recalled two bonding incidents in a stage-managed dream where she believes her reactions to stimuli were being monitored. In one of the bonding scenes Sophia found herself in bed with another male abductee whom she detested! The prop consisted of the same generic hotel bedroom with white bed sheets and pillows. The targeted male partner was in a trance like state screaming about a painful procedure that was just done on his temples. This bonding scene was similar to one described by Janice and Alex. Sophia felt sorry for him and touched him gently to ease his pain. She felt a strong physical desire to be close to this man, but refrained from sex.

The noteworthy thing about this experience is that it was a mutually shared dream with another abductee friend of Sophia's. Although Sophia knew the man she was set-up with in real life, she was too embarrassed to ask him if he recalled the "dream." Sophia's friend observed the bonding scenario as Sophia did, but the friend saw the humans in lab coats sending the sexual suggestions to Sophia and the bonding partner. She also remembered some kind of silver light beam that was used to do the painful procedure to the man's head.
Both Sophia and her friend woke up very tired, with a headache and thirsty the next morning. (Not alcohol related)

Sophia remembers stage-managed dreams with another male who also recalls bonding dreams of her. Although their dreams and experiences were different, both had the impression that they were set-up for the bonding in real life. Likewise, Sophia found herself in a stage-managed dream which tested her feelings toward the targeted partner, as if the “drama directors” were trying to figure out what kind of mannerisms Sophia would desire in this man if he was to be her “lover.”

James, Darlene, Angelina and Scott have also experienced mutually shared dreams. On one occasion all four were present in an “abduction dream”, whereby several abductees were instructed by alien Greys to lie down, while covered with a wet substance. The Greys were observed to be humans by one person—but Scott saw them as Greys. Angelina asked the “doctor” what they were doing as they injected a warm, almost hot liquid via tubes into her forearm and wrist veins, and the other abductees present. The doctor replied that this procedure was to mimic the near death experience, “To see how you will handle it.” Other elements that were mutually shared in this dream were a pool or lake surrounded by a hilly green lawn area and a concrete checkered sidewalk near a camping area.

Darlene and James recalled the distinct sensation of hot suffocating and near panic while in the dream. Scott awoke that next morning with wet, slicked back hair (he did not go to bed with wet hair) and needle marks in his wrist area and forearms in the same place where Angelina remembered seeing the injection take place. None felt sick the next day, and it is my belief that this mutually shared dream may have been an actual physical event, albeit with distortions.

Darlene and James have had several mutually shared training dreams. One such dream was being placed or locked in a dark, store room, like one that would be behind a large grocery store. Darlene recalled that in the dream James kept on trying to convince her that “this was an abduction,” while Darlene kept denying this and continually replied, “No, its just a dream.” Both realized they could not get out of the dark room, and so she told James that the only way to escape would be to “astral project.” They both concentrated their mental energy and projected themselves out of the darkened storeroom.

Darlene and Scott recalled being placed together with their close knit group of five other abductees, in a variety of dream situations in which all experienced emotional extremes. For example, in one scene one person was very angry with another, then in the next situation they were in joyous laughter, love, grief, and or pain together. The net effect of the training was to become closely bonded to one another by interacting under high emotional extremes. Many abductees are sensitive individuals who can discern the difference between a normal dream, an abduction scenario or even a “stage managed dream” for the purpose of testing and training.

Sometimes the alien testing themes extend into the daily life of the abductee. For example, a male abductee, named Chris, was shown the image of a woman he was to meet later, a woman he had been bonded to in previous “experiences.”

The woman’s face was impressed in Chris’s mind so he would recognize her when they met. The woman also had a bonding experience with Chris in a dream. When the two met, they had a strong attraction to one another, although both were married to other partners. The emotional and physical attraction was difficult to resist, and they had the perfect opportunity to have an affair. It was as if their meeting one another was orchestrated so that they would experience the opportunity and temptation to spend the night together. Both decided not to follow this compulsion. As Chris left town he received a telepathic message. The message from the aliens was,
"Congratulations, you passed the test!" At that point Chris knew
that his life experiences were set up at times by the aliens for the
purpose of testing him.

Many of the virtual reality scenarios depict future apoca-
lypsy disasters, including major earthquakes, starvation and
homelessness on a mass scale. Angelina is instructed to de-
cide upon a moment's notice, which persons are to be cho-
sen for survival in secret locations, and which ones are to be
left to forage for themselves. The selection process was based
on the person's usefulness. For example, a doctor may be
chosen above others because he or she has special skills that
can help others.

Some of these exercises involve knowing how to operate
firearms, planes, UFOs, and decision-making under extreme
duress. On one occasion Angelina awoke the next day to
find that her legs were tired and sore, as if she really took
part in the training on a physical level.

In addition to this combat training, Angelina and other
abductees have described being told they can breathe under
water or in tanks containing a special liquid. Some have described
finding themselves in large locker room facilities with
other abductees, sometimes nude, waiting in lines. Many are
told to use their psychokinetic abilities to move objects, psychic
healing, telepathic communication, and even dual consciousness
exercises while out of the body.

The key to accessing hidden information about abductions,
is to crack the lucidity barrier and understand how one's dream
imagery can be juxtaposed amidst a true core "abduction"
experience. This experience may take place in a physical
realm or in an alternate reality.

While writing this book, I planned to visit Angelina to
retrieve more information regarding her recent abductions
and training exercises. Several days before making the trip,
her children suddenly came down with the flu and we had to
cancel until the next weekend. The following week, Angelina
noticed an unidentified man taking a quick snapshot of her
as she was looking out her kitchen window. He left his white
unmarked pick up truck (behind the backyard fence) with
the engine running, as he quickly took the picture. Then,
within a half hour, Angelina finds that she is very sleepy and
wants to take a nap. She lies down for a short nap and
immediately falls into a catatonic state in which she can
move her eyes, but no other muscle in her body. She tries to
break the paralysis but cannot. She hears someone in her
room rustling through her chest of drawers, taking something.
She awakens later to find that her three dream journals are
missing. A human-being had entered her house, but what
was he after? What was in the dream books that could be of
use to the human helpers?

Some very sensitive abductees can discern various levels
and types of bonding experiences. At least three female abductees
have reported that in certain states of consciousness they could
sense the energy field of the targeted love partner around them
as if they were interacting with them in the flesh. This relatively
unknown concept is known as teleesthesia. These do not seem to
be hallucinations, but a type of psychic connection.

It is remarkable to note that for the women who reported
these "virtual reality" love making encounters, the other part-
ner responded in some way (in real life) as if they recalled the
interaction, even if only on a subliminal level. Were they linked,
as in a relational database (a computer program that com-
municates with its separate parts automatically) or did the
aliens orchestrate each and every level of communication,
as if to censor and control everything? Both abductees who
experienced the bonding connections were too embarrassed to
ask the corresponding partner if they remembered any-
thing unusual. But in both cases the targeted partner either
called, corresponded, or did some deed out of the ordinary
that signaled some kind of interaction may have taken place
on other levels.
In Sophia and Dave's case, both were in tune with one another's feelings. If one was thinking (fantasizing) strongly about the other, the recipient partner would sometimes sense a correspondent physical sensation. In psychic research and in work with twins, this phenomenon is sometimes referred to as the "Corsican Effect", after the famed novel, the Corsican Brothers. In that novel twins separated at birth felt the presence of the other, even without the knowledge that they existed. This effect was also observed with Angelina and Steve. Could the aliens be manipulating the sexual energies in which these kinds of perceptions are sensed? Can the love of one partner be so strong as to create a near physical sensation in the beloved?

Cupid's arrows seem to catalyze a whole cascade of synchronistic connections, and supernatural events. In the case of Sophia, the intensity of love and depths of despair brought her to a much deeper intimacy with her true beloved who she described as a Fatherly trinity figure. This spiritual survival mechanism helped her stave off the side effects of the abduction and seemed to catalyze a profoundly spiritual experience.

In mythical terms, to become struck by Cupid's arrow means a love spell has been cast. Such may have been the case in Sophia and Dave's relationship, whereby Dave believed that his independent dream character was an aspect of Sophia, like a twin alter. This twin could have been sent to indwell or activate Sophia through a series of deliberate lucid dreams. Conversely, Sophia's telepathic dreaming may have enabled her to pick up on Dave's romantic ideas, which in turn incited her to fall madly in love – the arrow works both ways.

Mia Adams' story demonstrates an elaborately orchestrated bonding drama between an abductee and an FBI agent, code named "Jordan." Jordan experienced a love obsession, whereas Mia maintained a non-committal role. Both Mia and Jordan were watched by government operatives, FBI, and other clandestine groups during their relationship. Their relationship seemed to be the key point of interest for an alien "experiment" involving human bonding of people who share synchronous energy fields or common genetic material. Or specifically, mitochondrial DNA, which can only be passed through bloodlines maternally.

As a researcher, it is my opinion that human government and alien intelligences cooperated to a certain extent in this human bonding program, so that, in this case, Cupid could easily be shooting for the governments of the world.
AGAPE & CUPID

Love is the greatest mystery of all. We strive to know it—experience it—feel it at its fullest. For the few who have experienced love at the hands of the aliens via The Love Bite, there was a price to pay. Once they felt the ecstasies of such an incredible love connection, it was difficult to break the obsession. Were the aliens trying to create love addicts so they can use the victims as a resource of energy?

"Agape love"—unconditional spiritual love for another human being, and the human race in general—borders on mystical experience and is not dysfunctional. I believe an awareness of this kind of love is the perfect antidote for the Love Bite.

"Eros" is considered more of a romantic love, yet with strong mystical overtones, having its mythical origin long before Cupid shot his arrow into lovers like Romeo and Juliet or Tristan and Isolde. Cupid, whose name implies a kind of randomized fate, is actually a Roman representation of Eros, the son of Aphrodite and Aries, usually depicted as a winged cherub armed with a bow and a quiver full of arrows.

In Roman myth, Cupid is also called Amor and is usually imaged as the son and companion of Venus. It is amusing.

In the context of the present discussion, that Eros was sometimes attended by his brother, Anteros, who is said to be the avenger of unrequited love.

Some theorize that Cupid is actually a representation of a very old and widely disseminated archetype of the "Divine Child", the offspring of a God or Goddess coupling with a human. For example, the immaculate conception of the Virgin Mary with an Angel gave us Jesus. In Persia, this archetype was Mythras, who was born holding a bow and arrow. He shot into the tree and a spring of living water sprang from its roots (The Water of Life). We see a similar miracle when Jesus strikes the rock at the Marriage Feast at Canna (an Agapé) to create wine.

In Greek poetry Eros (as a precursor of Cupid) was often a willful and unsympathetic god, carelessly dispensing the frenzies and agonies of love to unsuspecting victims. This is the kind of activity and behaviors instigated by the aliens who will match up two targeted love partners for the bonding experience, without much regard for the excruciating pain the couples may be forced to undergo.

Both forms of the love bite were reported by several abductees mentioned in our case logs, as well as the many who have not yet been mentioned. In some of these cases, the love obsession brought the subject to the heights of indwelling with the beloved—and to the depths of despairing grief. For example, the profoundity of Sophia's mystical experience threw her into a creative frenzy of passionate prose, poetry and prayer. Her absolute grief from lost love plunged her into the abyss of helplessness, until she cried out to her Father in heaven.

Sophia's answered prayer revealed a profound mystery. Not only did she prove her faith, she realized the power of prayer and she was suddenly able to control herself and the obsessive behavior caused by the Love Bite. The father figure in heaven asked her to be his spouse (to be married as a Catholic Nun is married to "Jesus"). This is called "Bridal Mysticism," and is well documented by numerous writers, not the least of which is Saint Bernard himself.

In his profoundly spiritual work, De D'ligendo Deo, (On the Love of God) Bernard of Clairveaux (1091-1153) discusses the differences in the types of Love acceptable to the church fathers. He is especially irritated by the erotic
kind of love suggested by Abelarde, and hopes that all women will subscribe to the purist spiritual love as practiced by the Virgin Mary.

In Sophia's case the father commanded her to renounce her sexuality — even referring to it as molestation — and to redirect her fixation on Dave to a kind of maternal love. Sophia believed the beloved Father figure used Dave's image until she was able to feel a purer form of love. Only after this perfect love was achieved could the Father reveal himself to her in his true image, which appeared as a trinity of Father, Son and Beloved. In other words, Sophia found peace only after she saw herself as both the Mother and Bride of the Beloved.

Sophia believes her alien orchestrated bonding experiences were a grand test from the Father himself. Or was this her way of coping with just another alien manipulation? For the first time in Sophia's life she knew what unconditional love and passion was.

Sophia claimed to have come face to face with the archetype behind the Beloved image — described as the Don Juan Archetype. She had a powerful mystical experience with the Father and Son as one — a spiritual communion, a sense of Agapé. Thereafter she began to understand the true mystical meaning of Christ, and the Sacred Marriage.

Some would say that Sophia's experiences were delusions, or that she was being duped, but to the best of my knowledge, everything Sophia told me was derived from her genuine experience. After therapy and daily prayer, Sophia is no longer afraid and now believes that the Father will utilize a variety of beings: including angels and aliens, good or evil, to carry out the depths of human experience for his own beloved children.

In this light it becomes unimportant who the aliens are, or what their agenda might be. The only truly important element is the realization of self as one with God, (i.e., "I and the Father are One") that lies behind a higher virtue, a form of selfless, unconditional love that can not be effected by the Love Bite.

That is not to say that the aliens directing events behind the scenes are a benevolent bunch— quite the contrary! Sophia beat the odds. In all the other cases, cases, and especially in the case of Ted Rice, the aliens appear to be indifferent to our needs. We are humans, we expect them to be sympathetic, but perhaps they simply do not possess the capacity for love, as we know it.

Janice and Sophia found their way clear of the Love Bite through following a path toward mystical surrender. In Janice's love obsession, her life almost fell apart. To put herself back together she learned unconditional love (Agapé) for another human being. In Sophia's case her family and her faith saved her.
THE CATHEDRAL OF THE HEART

The human heart is a muscle, with many chambers and twisted connections. When we say we are heartbroken we usually are. Heartbroken people often experience heart attacks of a kind doctors find difficult to explain. Heart broken people suffer far more Angina Pectoris than normal people and have far more problems in life. The greatest pain is of the heart.

I believe there are some resilient souls in this world who have been graced with the divine gift of experiencing life at its fullest, with all its intense highs and lows.

A friend of mine was taken on a special tour of Chartres Cathedral in the geodesic center of France. His guide, a well known alchemist named Fulcanelli, told him a story which was reflective of the heights and depths of the human spirit. He was told that the Cathedral itself, especially at the point of the Baptismal font, represents the sacred heart of God, a heart which is available to anyone who stands on this spot. Above his head rose the great spire of the sun, a spire, one of the tallest in Europe, that juts into the sky exactly 150 feet. In the opposite direction, beneath the pavement, his guide told him, a sacred well plunged the exact same distance into the earth. This well was designed to catch the rain, thought of as God’s tears, that fell to the ground. The water in the baptismal font came from the well by capillary action and the font was never empty.
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### TABLE ONE

**Symptoms of Multiple Abductees**

Approximately, 33% of abductees with multiple encounters report some form of relationship manipulation. Although some overlap can be noted, this large group is typified by the following traits:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Symptom Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>UFO sightings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Missing time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Visions of animals with large black eyes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Balls of light</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Visitation by nonhuman beings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Hooded or robed beings in room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Paralysis during encounter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Inexplicable needle and puncture marks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Unexplained nightmares</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Inexplicable bruises, scars, scoop marks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Mysterious marks on body</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Mysterious pregnancies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Unexplained psychic ability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Memories of alien medical procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Sudden onset of sleep disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Unprecedented psychic ability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Sudden onset of untraceable noises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Ear buzzing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Mysterious health, gynecological, and sexual problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Sudden onset of untraceable noises</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*These marks can be visualized with an ultraviolet light source.*
### Table Two
**Top 15 of 25 Abduction Related Traits For Love Bite Experiencers (N=20)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Trait</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ties to intelligence community, or military</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Caucasian genetic background</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Native American mix genetic background (i.e., Celtic/Am Indian mix)</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Occult ties, witchcraft, trance mediumship, etc.</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Anomalous objects, implants in body</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Psychic abilities (clairvoyance, ESP)</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Remote viewing of targeted partner</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Empathic connection with partner</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Clinical degree of obsession in one partner</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Switching off from targeted partner</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Mutually shared dreams with partner</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Reptilian aliens in abduction experiences</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Greys, Insectoids, or humanoid aliens</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Human military, and/or &quot;labcoat people&quot;</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Making attempts by aliens (love bite pair or abductee mated by aliens for offspring)</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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- Adams, Mia 176
- Ajna chakra 182
- Aliens as fascists 159
- Aliens as rapists, child molesters 158
- Angels of light (cover story) 159

**B**
- Baby Godzillas 82
- Bartley, James 137
- Bio-electronic implants (love bites) 119
- Black Magic 182
- black-ops jobs 122
- Bo & Peep (Heaven's Gate Cult) 16
- Bonarges, James (Saint James) 187
- Brother Sun, Sister Moon.
- See Romeo and Juliet

**C**
- C.I.A 122
- children of abductees 158
- chronic fatigue syndrome 174
- Clear White Light 182
- Cleopatra 18
- Cognitive Dissonance 158
- Cointelpro (CIA Front) 122
- Conchobar (Irish Folk hero) 185
- Corsican Brothers 207
- Cortile, Linda 25, 112
- Cover stories 159
- Crowley, Aleister 181
- Cupid's Arrow 200
- Cynicism 161
D
Dectine (Irish Demeter) 185
Department of the Navy (DON) 118
dream monsters 158
drug, and substance abuse 161
Dulce, New Mexico AFB 117

E
emotional numbing 160
Elliot, T.S 103
Extraterrestrial Biological Entities, EBE 116

F
FBI 117, 122
FBI Division 5 122
fibromyalgia 174
Fire Snake 182
flashbacks 160

G
Genesis, Book of 187
Glomar Explorer 123
Greys, Small 42

H
Heavean's Gate 16, 168
Hermes Trismagistus 187

I
Increased arousal 160
Insectoids 42

J
James the Just (Saint James). 187

K
Kennedy, John F. (President)
& Robert Kennedy 122
King Arthur 184-185
King Mark 184
King, Martin Luther 122
Kirtian images 82
Kundalini Yoga Techniques 182

L
Las Vegas 138
Limerence 35
Love Bite, The (defined) 15, 29-34
Lucas, George 42
Lull, Ramon 32

M
Mary Magdelene 187
McDill Air Force Base 120
Medieval Christian mystics 34
Melchizedek 187
Merlin, the Druid 184
essianic appeal 162
MK-Ultra 154

N
Nag Hammadi 188
NASA 122
National Security NSA 122
negative emotional energy 159
Nellis Air Force Base 117
Newgrange (Irish Mound) 180
night terrors 160
nightmares 158
Nordics (Alien cross breeds) 42
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</tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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</table>
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<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>migraines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satori</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sami</td>
<td>Theresa of Avila</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
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**Notes**

- See Hubble Telescope
- See Trailblazer
- See Monarch Project
- See RPR
- See Reptilian types
- See Ted, Kiki, 155, 169
- See Romeo and Juliet
- See Roswell, New Mexico
- See Rumpelstiltskin
- See Shakespeare Folio
- See Severe migraines
- See Satori
- See Sami Theresa of Avila
- See Roswell, New Mexico
- See Rumpelstiltskin
- See Shakespeare
- See Severe migraines
- See Satori
- See Sami Theresa of Avila
- See Roswell, New Mexico